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Sequence of Play
?	Tactical Air War
?	Soviet Air Allocation (Europe/East only)
?	Allied Air Allocation (Europe/West only)
?	Axis Air Allocation 
?	Air War Resolution 
?	Player Turn ( 2 or 3 per game turn)
?	Port Suppression 
?	Reinforcement Phase 
?	Partisans Phase 
?	Initial Movement Phase 
?	Rail Movement Phase 
?	Sea Movement Phase 
?	Air Movement Phase 
?	Combat Phase 
?	Mechanized Movement Phase 
?	Air Interdiction Phase 
	The sequence of play for strategic cycle turns 
	(campaigns only) is as follows. 
?	Allied Player ( Europe/West only)
?	U-boat War Resolution 
?	Reinforcement or Production (optional rule)
?	Strategic Air War—Bomber Allocation
?	Russian player ( Europe/East only)
?	Production
?	Axis Player
?	Strategic Air War—Interceptor Allocation
	(Europe/West only)
?	Strategic Air War—Resolution (Europe/West only) 	
	Production/Reinforcement

Map View Keyboard Shortcuts
? C: show/hide display of hex control. 
? G: show/hide hex outlines.
? I: show/hide air interdiction markers. 
? O: show/hide the orders indictors.
? S: show/hide supply. 
? U: show/hide units. 
? Z: show/hide ZOC.
	The available unit selection shortcuts are as follows:
? A: select all available units in the clicked hex.
? F: select all infantry units capable of force march in the 
	clicked hex.
? M: select only mech units in the clicked hex.
? N: select only non-mech units in the clicked hex.
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Introduction
	War in Europe (WiE) is a division-level simulation of World War II in the European theater of operations. The game is designed for two or three players, but may it may also be played solitaire with one player controlling all sides. 
	There are three powers in WiE, the Axis (Germany and its allies), the Western Allies (United Kingdom, United States and France), and the Soviet Union. The Axis is always active in all games. Depending on the campaign or scenario and theater of conflict you select, the Axis will be fighting against the Allies, the Soviet Union or both.
	Units in WiE are generally division-sized for the Allies and Axis, and corps-sized for the Soviet Union. Each turn in WiE represents a week of real time.
	During the game, each player will use his air power to contest control of the airspace over Europe, his land units to take and hold ground, and his naval assets to launch amphibious assaults. Players control and direct the production capacity of each major power, allowing them to choose the makeup of their forces for deployment on the map. During the strategic cycle, which occurs at the start of each month in campaign games, the Allied player conducts his strategic bombing offensive and the Axis player resolves his U-boat campaign. 
	The overall strategic situation casts the Axis player in the role of pacesetter. If he does not force the pace, attacking and expanding to the outer limit of his capabilities, the game will drag. While there are subtle and not-so-subtle incentives built into the game to encourage Axis aggression, nothing can substitute for the thrust of a competitive personality. A cautious Axis player will never win, but he will rarely lose. An Axis player content to merely overrun Poland, the Low Countries and, say, France, is not much of a Nazi even though that is a far-sighted and sensible course of action.
	This documentation is divided into six separate sections. 
?	“Starting Play”—covers the basics of how to get a game of WiE started. 
?	“Interface”—describes the interface of the game, including details of each screen in the game. 
?	“Rules”—explains the game rules. 
?	“Nations”—covers the details of each nation that plays a part in WiE.
?	“Optional Rules”—variants and additional rules that expand on the basic game play
?	 “Editor”—for those who wish to create or modify their own scenarios and campaigns.

1. Starting Play
	To begin playing War in Europe, click the WiE desktop icon. The program will load and the Main Menu screen will be displayed. The following options are available.
?	Hotseat– begin a new game for one or more players on a single machine.
?	PBEM – begin a new game for two or more players on different computers using email to exchange game files.
?	Load – continue playing a previously saved game.
?	Resume– continue playing by automatically loading the last game you saved. 
?	Editor– start the game editor to create or modify your own scenarios and campaigns
?	Quit 	– leave the game and return to the operating system.
Beginning a New Game
	WiE offers a variety of options when deciding how to play. The three most important of those options are the mode of play, the front of combat, and the type of the game.
	There are two modes of play in WiE.
?	Hotseat—all players are playing on the same computer. Select this for solitaire play—you will control all sides.
?	PBEM—for two or more players on separate PCs. Each player conducts his turn and then transfers a ‘savefile’ by email to the other player (s). Play by email is fully integrated in WiE.
	There are three different fronts of combat to select from in WiE.
?	War in the West: a two player game between the Axis and Allied forces.
?	War in the East: a two-player game between Axis and Soviet forces.
?	War in Europe: a three-player game between the Axis forces and the Allied and Soviet forces. 
	There are two types of game available in WiE.
?	Scenarios: a shorter game that omits production and the strategic cycle. Scenarios have a fixed start and end date and specific victory conditions. Scenarios enable you to fight specific campaigns, such as the invasion of France in 1940, for example. 
?	Campaigns: running from a given start date until the end of the war.
	To start a new game, click on either the “Hotseat” or “PBEM” options on the opening screen. That will set the mode for the new game. The “Select Game” dialog will then open. 
Select Game
	From this dialog you can select the front and type of game, and then select from the available games that match your selection. 
	Though there are only two types of game (scenario and campaign), there are actually four options on this dialog for “Type.” The first two allow you to select from the standard games files shipped with WiE. The other two options (“Custom Campaigns” and “Custom Scenarios”) allow you to select from game files you have either created yourself or downloaded.
	Make a front and type selection, and the left hand list of the dialog will fill with the names of all the matching front/type game files. If the list is empty, there are no game files that match the selected combination. If the list has one or more entries, you can click on each entry to display a text description of, and victory conditions for, the selected game. Once you find the game you wish to play, click the “Next” button to advance to the “Enter Player and Game Names” dialog. Click “Back” to return to the main menu.
Enter Player and Game Names
	This dialog allows you to enter a name for the current game. This name will be used when saving, and it must be unique. If you’re playing more than one game at a time, you need to give each game a unique name.
	For each player you can also change the default name. This name is mainly descriptive, and helps identify player turns during PBEM games. Also in PBEM games, you can enter an email address for each player. If a valid email is entered, auto-sending of turns will be enabled. If no email address is entered for a player, you must manually send that player’s turns.
	Finally, for the Soviet player you can choose whether the Soviet power is active (player controlled) or passive (computer controlled) in campaign games that begin with the Soviet Union not yet at war. The advantages and disadvantages of that choice are as follows.
l	Active—the Soviet player plays each turn even while the Soviet Union is at peace. That gives the Soviet player a chance to reposition his units for the inevitable German attack, and to take control of Soviet production before the Axis attack. It also means, however, in PBEM games there’s an extra exchange of files for every game turn, which will slow the game’s progress. In many turns during 1939 and 1940 the Soviet player will have little to do.
l	Passive—the Soviet forces are controlled by the computer until either the Axis powers declare war on the Soviet Union or the turn is 1/7/1941. The Soviet forces will be positioned and built in approximately historical setups through 1939 and 1940.
	Once you have entered in the names, click “Next” to advance to the “Select Game Options” dialog. Click “Back” to return to the “Select Game” dialog.
Select Game Options
	This dialog allows you to select the options that will be active during this game. There are many options, some of which can dramatically change game play or play balance. For a full description of all the game options, see the section “Options” under “Rules.”
	Once you’ve selected the options that will be active, click “Next” to enter the first player turn, or click “Back” to return to the “Names” dialog.
Loading a Saved Game
	To continue a previously saved game, select either the “Load” or “Resume” options from the main screen. 
	If you select “Load,” the game will present a dialog containing all the current games and save files on the disk. You select a game from the list on the left, and then select a savefile from the center list box. On the right of the dialog is the information panel, which shows the details for the currently selected savefile. When you’ve highlighted the file you want to load, click the “Load” button.
	If you select “Resume,” the game with automatically load the last savefile created. That allows you to continue a game in progress.
	An Autosave feature is active during play—the game state is automatically saved at the start of the Air Interdiction phase for each active player. A file named “Autosave” will be created in the current save directory.
Playing by Email (PBEM)
	WiE supports play by email. To begin a PBEM game, select the PBEM option from the main menu. In general, a PBEM game consists of three steps: playing your turn and sending the file to the next player, waiting for the next player to complete their turn, receiving a file and preparing for your next turn.
1. Sending a PBEM File
	When playing a PBEM game, the game will automatically save the current game state whenever a change of player is reached in the sequence of play. A copy of the current game is saved into the game save directory, and another is saved into the “savedGames\outbox” directory.
	A dialog is then displayed offering the option to either automatically or manually send the saved game from the out box to the next player. The automatic option is only available if: a) you have a mail client installed on your machine that supports the MAPI interface; b) the client is correctly configured as the default MAPI handler; and c) you entered an email address for the next player when starting the game. Client software such as Outlook, Outlook Express and Thunderbird have been successfully tested. Check your email client software for help in setting up MAPI if WiE is unable to access the automated mail support. 
	If automatic sending is available and selected, the save file in the OutBox will be attached to an email and sent via your client. 
	If automatic sending is not available, or you decide to manually transfer the file, then you will need to go to the OutBox directory and attach the game file to an email.
2. Waiting
	After emailing the current file to your opponent, you wait. While you’re waiting for your opponent to complete his turn, you can load your copy of the last savefile and login to enter “Browse” mode. That mode allows you to examine your forces, the map, etc., and begin planning your next move. You cannot issue any orders in browse mode.
3. Receiving a PBEM File
	When you receive an email from an opponent with a saved game attached, you need to save the email attachment into the “SavedGames\InBox” directory of your WiE installation. When you next start WiE the InBox is automatically checked and any files found are copied into the correct game directory, ready for you to load. Go to the “Load” main menu option and locate the correct savefile to continue the game.
File Checking
	To give you confidence an Email game is being played fairly by all players, WiE includes routines to monitor and detect file activity during each player turn. At the start of each player’s turn the game checks the file activity information. If nothing unusual happened during the previous player turn, the game simply continues into the current player turn. If unusual file activity was detected during the previous player turn, a dialog will be displayed informing you the previous player’s actions may need explanation. Unusual behavior includes the following.
?	Loading a game file, playing part or all of a turn, then exiting without saving.
?	Loading a game file, playing part or all of a turn, then reloading the game without saving.
?	Loading a game file, playing part of a turn, saving and then reloading a previous save.
	There are occasions when one or more of the above might occur naturally during your turn. You might load and play part of turn, save the game and exit, then reload the wrong save file by mistake. Or the computer power might fail part way through a turn. Those actions will be logged and reported to the next player as “unusual” activity.
	If the “Unusual Activity” dialog appears, it’s a signal of a potential issue, not a guarantee. It’s up to the players to discuss why the dialog has appeared, and to take any action they feel is appropriate.
Sequence of Play
	WiE is played in “game turns” each representing a week of real time. A game turn consists of an Air War Phase, followed by either two or three “player turns,” depending on the theatre of combat you’ve selected. Each player turn is divided into 10 phases. Not all phases are required (or possible) in every turn, and the program will automatically skip a phase if there are no possible actions for that phase in the current player turn.
	Four game turns make up a cycle, with 13 cycles in a year. When playing campaigns, a “Strategic Cycle Turn” occurs at the beginning of every cycle. During a Strategic Cycle, players receive reinforcements, engage in production, and resolve the U-boat War and Allied Strategic Air War. The sequence of play for normal game turns (four per cycle) is as follows.
?	Tactical Air War
?	Soviet Air Allocation (Europe/East only)
?	Allied Air Allocation (Europe/West only)
?	Axis Air Allocation 
?	Air War Resolution 
?	Player Turn ( 2 or 3 per game turn)
?	Port Suppression 
?	Reinforcement Phase 
?	Partisans Phase 
?	Initial Movement Phase 
?	Rail Movement Phase 
?	Sea Movement Phase 
?	Air Movement Phase 
?	Combat Phase 
?	Mechanized Movement Phase 
?	Air Interdiction Phase 
	The sequence of play for strategic cycle turns (campaigns only) is as follows. 
?	Allied Player U-boat War Resolution 
	(Europe/West only)
?	Allied Reinforcement or Optional Production
	(Europe/West only)
?	Strategic Air War—Bomber Allocation
	(Europe/West only)
?	Axis Strategic Air War—Interceptor Allocation
	(Europe/West only)
?	Strategic Air War—Resolution (Europe/West only)
?	AxisProduction/Reinforcement
?	Russian Production ( Europe/East only)
2. Interface
	This section details the basic visual interface of the game, and some key interface concepts that help with the playing of WiE.
Game Display
	The main in-game display is divided into five major areas.
1.	Title Area: across the top of the screen is the “game title” area—the game logo and current game state information. 
2.	Views Area: the main portion of the screen is taken up with this area. This is a tabbed display that shows a variety of different views depending on which tab is currently selected
3.	Information Area: at the top-right of the game screen. This is a tabbed display where different game information can be viewed at any time.
4.	Commands Area: at the right-middle. Clicking on the round buttons in this area activates various game actions and commands.
5.	Selection Area: at the right bottom. This is a view used to select units from a stack or hex for various game functions.
Title Area 
	The title area gives you an overview of the current game turn information. Displayed here are the current turn date, current phase, current player and current weather. If the current view in the View Area is a hex map, the coordinates of the hex under the mouse is also displayed here as the cursor is moved around the map. 
	There is a command button in the title area, to the left of the current game turn details. Clicking it opens up the “About” dialog.
Views Area
	Most of the screen is dedicated to the Views Area. WiE uses a hex-based map that displays all of Europe and the Mediterranean coast of North Africa. The game map is 160 hexes wide by 135 hexes high. With such a large map to display, the interface for WiE makes use of a “tabbed display” to share the available screen space and allow quick display of both the map and the various other game information details.
	There are two types of views: system and map. System views are fixed and always present. Map views are player specific and variable in number. System views have a tab with an icon, while each map view has a tab containing a player editable text description. Only one view is active at a time. Click on a tab to make that view the current view. You can change between views at any time.
System Views
	There are either six or seven system views, depending on whether production is active for the current player. From left to right the system views are as follows.
?	Europe: displays the entire map of Europe. Use this display to quickly add or reposition the various map views. You can also use this view to get the ‘big picture’ view of things like hex control, sea zones and air fronts.
?	Production: displays the current production builds. See the “Production Phase” for more info on this display.
?	Air: displays the current allocations of air points to the different air missions for each front. See the “Air Allocation Phase” for more info on this display.
?	Naval: displays the status of the various navies.
?	Politics: displays the political status of each nation in the game, and also details the current Axis political point total.
?	Reinforcement: displays a calendar and the reinforcements arriving in any given turn of the game. See the “Reinforcement Phase” for more information on this view.
?	Help: displays the in-game help file.
Map Views
	The map views are a collection of player defined ‘views.’ Each player has his own set of map views. Depending on your monitor resolution, you will see a variable number of rows and columns of hexes displayed. The default screen resolution (1280x1024) will allow a view of 21x19 hexes. 
	You can add, change and delete map views at any time. The only restriction is you must have at least one map view.
Information Area
	This is a tabbed display, meaning there are multiple displays of info available. Click on the tabs below the display (and above the command buttons) to select a different display. The information area allows you to access a range of info, just click the required tab. You can switch back and forward between info display tabs at any time. There are four tabs in the info display area.
?	Hex - shows details of a user-selected hex. 
?	Combat - shows details of the current combat.
?	Events - shows a log of game events.
?	OOB - shows unit counts.
Hex
	The hex display shows detailed information about a single hex and for any units in that hex. Right click on any hex on the map to fill the display. The information shown for each hex varies depending on the ownership of the hex (friendly, enemy or neutral) and the current “fog of war” setting for that hex. If the hex is unoccupied (or occupied only by units hidden by the fog of war option) the display consists of two information boxes—at the top is a short summary, and the remainder of the display is a detailed summary. If the hex is occupied by visible units, a third information box is added, a stack summary showing details of all units in the hex.
	For all hexes, the short summary consists of the following attributes.
?	Image: the current visual image for the hex without units.
?	Name: if the hex is a named hex (a city or a port), that name is shown.
?	Hex: 	the coordinate of the hex is given.
?	Terrain: the terrain type for the hex is given.
	The detailed summary consists of some or all of the following attributes.
?	Country: the country to which this hex currently belongs.
?	Control: which power currently controls this hex.
?	Supply Status: the friendly supply state of this hex.
?	Air Front: the air front to which the hex belongs to (west, east or south).
?	Air Range: what kind of friendly air coverage this hex has.
?	Climate: the climate zone (arid, moderate or severe) to which this hex belongs.
?	ZOC: is this hex in a friendly ZOC, enemy ZOC, or both.
?	Rail Gauge: (rail hexes only) the gauge this line currently has, European or Soviet.
?	Rail Status: (rail hexes only) the current state of this rail hex.
?	Supplyhead: a valid friendly line currently connected to a major supply source—this hex can be used for both rail movement and supply tracing.
?	Isolated: a valid friendly line currently isolated from major supply—this hex can be used for rail movement but not as a supply source.
?	Cut: a line that’s currently in need of repair— may not be used for supply or movement.
?	Sea Zone: (sea and coastal hexes only) the sea zone to which this hex belongs.
?	Port: (port hexes only) the size of the port in this hex—major, minor or beach. That may be followed by one or more of the following.
? Dm: (major ports only) the port is currently damaged after being captured; sea movement to/from this port is restricted.
? Ds: (major ports only) the port is currently disrupted; supply from this port is reduced.
? S: the port is currently suppressed by enemy air units.
? F: the port is currently frozen.
? B: the port is currently blocked from the nearest sea zone by enemy units; sea movement may not be made to or from this port.
?	Port Supply: (port hexes only) the current supply state of the port—major, minor, beach or none. If the supply state is followed by a number such as “[*2]” that indicates the port is currently under repair after being captured, and will return to full functionality in the indicated number of turns.
?	Special: this hex is one of the three “special” southern edge hexes that act as a port for purposes of Allied convoy movement.
?	Transit: this hex is one of the two transit hexes used during Allied convoy movement.
?	MPs: the cost in movement points to enter this hex for non-mech and mech units.
?	Combat: if present, indicates the combat effect when defending in this hex.
?	Features: the hex contains one or more special features—manufacturing centers, resource centers or personnel centers.
?	Redoubt: a major pre-built fortification is in this hex.
?	Westwall: this hex is part of the German Westwall.
?	Maginot: this hex is part of the French Maginot Line.
?	Fort: this hex contains a constructed fortification.
	The “Unit Summary” is a list with one entry for each unit present in the hex. Each entry contains the following attributes:
?	Unit Icon
?	Nation Flag
?	Unit Name
?	Current Combat Strength
?	Current Movement Points
?	Current Attrition Level (when playing with optional 
	attrition rules)
?	Current Supply State
Combat
	The combat tab is used during the Combat Phase to setup and resolve combats. This tab cannot be selected during other phases.
	During the Combat Phase, this tab will show the details of the current battle being resolved, and also contains command buttons to allow the attacker to control the combat resolution. Once at least one defending unit has been selected, the combat resolution process is under way and this tab will become active. It consists of three parts: the top section shows the currently selected defending hexes and units; the middle section shows the current combat results table; the lower section shows the currently selected attacking units. Below the attacking units list is the air support command area. If the attacker has air points available for ground support, he may add/remove an AP for this attack.
	See the “Combat Phase” for more details on how to use the combat tab commands.
Events
	The events display allows you to review recent events that have occurred in the game: political events like declarations of war (DOW) and surrenders, ground combat results, air war results, etc. The main display is a text description of the event. Below that are command buttons to control the event display. At the bottom left is a command button to move you back to a previous event (it only appears if there is a previous event). At the bottom right is a button to move you to the next event (again, only if there is a next event). In the middle is the “Details” button: clicking it will either open a dialog containing more detail on the event, or position the current map view over the hex in which this event occurred (for combat events).
OOB (Order of Battle)
	The OOB display allows you to view the number and type of units on the map. The main display is a list of unit icons and counts. In the top right corner is a Command button. Clicking that opens the “Order of Battle Options” dialog.
	That dialog allows you to select the country or power for which you would like to see the OOB, and in which part of the map (air front or country). For example, you can request to see how many German units are in the East air front, or how many Italian units are in Greece. Make your choices and click OK. The OOB display will then update to show you the result.
Commands Area 
	The center-right of the game screen is the commands area. It contains a set of buttons to initiate various commands. There are several sets of buttons that can appear there, depending on the phase and action you’re performing.
	Normally the command area has eight buttons. From left to right the available commands are as follows.
?	Done: end the current phase (hold shift key while pressing ‘Done’ to skip all remaining phases in the current player turn).
?	Previous: search through the on-map units to find the previous unit that can receive commands.
?	Command Filter: select which command is currently active for the previous/next buttons. See “Action Filter” for more details.
?	Next: search through the on-map units to find the next unit that can receive commands.
?	Menu: Bring up a dialog containing various special options.
?	Load: load a previously saved game. The current game will end, and any changes you have made since the last save will be lost. You will be asked to confirm if you have unsaved changes.
?	Save: save the current game.
?	Quit: end the current game and return to the Main Menu. Any changes you’ve made since the last save will be lost. You will be asked to confirm if you have unsaved changes.
	When you’re in the process of performing an action, such as a move or unit placement, the normal command buttons are often replaced by command buttons that allow you to accept or cancel the current action. Hovering the mouse over any button will bring a text prompt describing the button function.
Menu Command
	The “Menu” command will bring up the “Game Menu” dialog. The following options can be selected from that menu.
?	Recalculate Supply State: available only during the Combat Phase, this will immediately recalculate the current supply for all players for all hexes and units on the map.
?	Victory Status: brings up a dialog showing the current victory status. The dialog shows which power is currently winning, how victory points have been earned, and what victory points can be earned.
?	User Preferences: toggle on/off the display of various confirmation messages in the game, and turn on/off music and sound effects. You may also change the colors used for the on-map ‘stack orders’ indicators from this dialog (this is intended mainly to enable color blind players to select suitable colors).
?	View or Change Email and Passwords: for PBEM games, this brings up a dialog allowing the email address for each player to be changed, and the password for the current player to be changed. Use this option to transfer control of a side to another (or new) player if a player no longer wants to continue.
?	Change Game ID: use this option to branch a game and create a new game from the current point.
?	View Game Options: brings up a dialog showing which game options are in effect for this game. Options cannot be changed, only viewed.
	View CRTs: This option allows the 4 CRTs used in the game to be viewed. The ‘CRT selector’ table can also be viewed—this table determines which CRT is used for different actions during different years and weather.
	Undo Last Action: Select this to undo the last move done during an initial or mech movement phase (only). A move cannot be undone if it involved an overrun, was a forced march that resulted in a unit being reduced, or revealed a fogged hex (when playing with Fog of War).
	There are also two special “Editing” options available. They can be used to change some of the game's internal state to perform actions the program and rules wouldn’t normally allow. They should be used with caution, as the game's internal state can be corrupted, making the current game unplayable. To prevent potential cheating, using these functions will cause an automatic event notification to be inserted into the game file, notifying the other players of the change(s) made at the start of their next turn.
	The two edit options are as follows.
?	Move Units— pick up units from any hex on the map and move them to any other hex on the map.
?	Hexes—examine any hex and change various settings for that hex.
Selection Tab Area
	This area consists of a single tabbed window, the Selection Tab. When a stack or hex is clicked during a phase (Movement, Reinforcement Placement, Combat, etc.) the units in the hex/stack will be displayed here. Each unit in the stack will be displayed as an icon along with two lines of information about the unit. Use this area to select the unit or units that will be active for the current task being performed.
Unit Info
	The main display is a list with one entry for each unit present in the hex. Each entry contains the following attributes.
?	Unit icon
?	Nation Flag
?	Unit Name
?	Current Combat Strength
?	Current Movement Points
?	Current Attrition Level (when playing with optional 
	attrition rules)
?	Current Supply State
	In addition, the following may appear depending upon the unit type and phase.
?	Forced March Option
?	Entrain Option
?	Disband Option
Selecting Units
	To select one or more units to apply the current action to, click on the unit icons. A selected unit will have its icon highlighted with a yellow outline. To deselect a unit, click the icon again. As well as clicking on individual units one at a time to select/deselect, there are also several key/click combinations to help select required units.
	To select one unit only and deselect all others, hold the “Shift” key while clicking the unit icon. 
	To select all units, hold the “Ctrl” key and click any unit icon.
Changing “Entrained” Status
	If it’s the Rail Movement Phase, the entrain option and status will appear. The entrain option is a check box to the right of the unit name. Click the check box to change the entrained status of a unit. Note that selecting a unit during the Rail Movement Phase will also automatically entrain the unit, and clearing the entrained option will also automatically deselect a unit. Deselecting a unit does not automatically detrain it; units may remain entrained even if they don’t move.
	If a unit has already expended all available movement points this turn, the entrain option will appear as a grey box, indicating that status can’t be changed again this turn.
Changing “Forced March” Status
	If it’s the Initial Movement Phase and the unit is infantry with forced march capability, the Forced March option will appear. That’s a check box on the far right of the unit name. Click the box to activate the forced march option for the unit for that phase. Click again to turn off forced march. 
	Once a unit’s begun moving for the turn, you won’t be able to change its forced march status. If you click to view or move a unit that’s already moved during the turn, the Forced March option will be a grey box, indicating it can’t be changed.
Naming Units
	Players may name each unit individually. By default, each unit is given a name that consists a numeric sequence and the unit type. To change the default name for a unit, click on the current name and enter the new name in the edit area that appears. Press “Enter” when finished.
Disbanding Units
	It’s sometimes necessary to disband a unit. Often that’s done to resolve an overstacked hex condition. To do so, click on the skull icon on the far right of the unit information line. A prompt will appear asking you to confirm you wish to disband the unit. Click “Okay” and the unit will be immediately removed from the game.
System Views
	The system views are always available during any phase of a player’s turn, though the behavior of some views changes during specific phases.
Europe View
	This view shows the entire map in a single screen. Super imposed on this map are white rectangles representing each of the currently defined map views. There are three main functions for this view: showing various game state info, adding new map views, and changing existing map view positions.
	To display various game state information on the Europe map, click the “Options” button in the top-left. That brings up the “Set View Option” dialog. You can then select to show any one of the following.
?	Hex Control—each hex on the map is overlaid with a color shade to represent the current ownership.
?	Blue—Allied
?	Grey—Axis
?	Red—Soviet
?	None—Neutral
?	Climate Zones—each hex is overlaid with a color shade representing the climate zone of which it is a part.
?	Blue—Arid
?	Grey—Moderate
?	Red—Severe
?	Air Fronts—each hex is overlaid with a color shade representing the air front of which it is a part.
?	Blue—West
?	Grey—East
?	Red—South
?	Supply Network—choose to display the current Axis, Allied or Soviet supply net. Each hex on the map that’s currently in supply range of the selected power will be shaded.
?	Air Range—choose to display the current Axis, Allied or Soviet air range. Each hex on the map that’s currently within air range of the selected power will be shaded.
?	Nations—choose a nation from the list and every hex that’s part of that nation will be shaded.
	To add a new map view, click the “Add View” button in the top-right corner. A new white rectangle will appear on the map of Europe. Move the mouse around the map until the rectangle is positioned where you want it, and click. A new map is created and immediately becomes the current view.
	To change the position of an existing map view, click the mouse on the numbered box of the view you want to move. The view will turn yellow, and is attached to the mouse. Move the mouse until the rectangle is in the required new position, and click again. The view turns white and the new position is set.
Production View
	This view is only present in games in which the current player has a production capacity. 
	During the Production Phase this view is used to conduct production of new units. During other phases, it can be used to review production related information, and to look at the schedule of arriving production in future turns. The production view is largely the same for each player, but has some differences specific to each power.
?	Centers List
?	Points List
?	Cadre Pool
?	Builds List
?	Arrivals List
Centers List
	At the top-left of the view is the Centers List. It shows all the current centers for the active power and their status. Below the Centers List is a “Centers” command button. Clicking it brings up a dialog that displays the centers in more detail. For the Allied and Axis players this dialog will also allow damaged centers to be repaired.
	For the Allied player there’s also the “USA” command button, which only appears once that power has entered the war. Clicking it will bring up a dialog showing the current US mobilization level, and the current sealift operations for transferring US units to Europe.
	For the Soviet player the “Siberia” button appears here and allows him examine the units currently in Siberia and awaiting deployment to the map.  The left side list box is newly produced units that have exited production and are waiting for deployment onto the map in the upcoming Rail Movement Phase.The right side list box is the Siberian Reserve, a special set of units that are released randomly under computer control during late 1941.  Below the left list box are 2 arrows - the up arrow allows you to allocate new production to Trainig Centers in Siberia.  The down arrow allows you take any valid unit from the 'Exit Siberia' list and use it as a cadre in production.
Points List
	At the top-center of the view is the points list. It shows the current personnel and production point totals, along with any minimum and maximum required expenditures. If a min/max value is displayed in orange, it’s currently an invalid amount: you will need to change this cycle’s pattern of production before you can leave the Production Phase.
	Below the points list is the “View Info” command button, which brings up a dialog showing the current cycle’s point calculations. 
Cadre Pool
	At the top-right of the display is the “cadre pool.” All units that have been removed from the map for use as cadre are displayed there. Units can’t leave that pool except by being used as part of newly built units.
	Below the cadre pool is the “Transfer Builds” command button. Clicking it will bring up a dialog that can be used to send units arriving this turn into the cadre pool, rather than being placed on the map.
	As units are built during the Production Phase, the cadre pool will automatically update to show the consumption of cadre. To add more units into the cadre pool, either transfer newly arrived units into the pool via the Transfer Builds command, or go to any map view and collect cadre units from map hexes.
Available Builds List
	At the bottom-left is the most important part of the view: the “Available Builds List.” It shows all the units that can be built during the current game for the current power. 
	Each item in the available builds list represents a type of possible construction. For each item, the following info is displayed from left to right.
?	Build Count Box—a box showing how many builds of this type have been made during this Production Phase. If there are one or more builds made this turn, the box will contain a “-” symbol on the left. Clicking it will cancel one build of that type. If more builds of this type are possible this turn, the box will have a “+” symbol on the right. Clicking it will schedule one more build of this type.
?	Unit Icon and Count—an icon showing the type of unit. If the icon is followed by a number, each build of this type results in that number of units being constructed.
?	Production Point Cost—the cost in production points to schedule one build of this type. If this number is red, there aren’t enough points left to schedule another build of this type.
?	Personnel Point Cost—the cost in personnel points to schedule one build of this type. If this number is red, there aren’t enough points left to schedule another build of this type.
?	Cycles to Build—the number of cycles it will take before this build will arrive for placement on the map.
?	Cadre Required—how many and what type of unit is required as a building block for construction of this unit. For Soviet units, there can be more than one cadre required.
?	Available to Build—how many more of this type of unit can be built. There are maximum limits on all unit types, to prevent building wildly ridiculous orders of battle (200 panzer divisions, for example).
	For the Allied player, a second row of info is displayed for air point builds.
?	Air Crew Cost—the cost in air crew to schedule one build of this type. If this number is red, there are not enough air crew left to schedule another build of this type.
	For the Soviet player, a second row appears for some units that require two different types of cadre units.
	There can be multiple items that have the same unit icon. That represents different ways to build the same unit, using differing numbers of points and cadres.
	To schedule a build, click on the “+” symbol on the “Build Count” box next to the unit icon you want to build. If the 
“+” symbol isn’t displayed for a unit, check the cost displays for one or more red numbers. That indicates why the unit can’t be built at that time.
	To cancel a build, click the “-” symbol on the left of a “Build Count” box.
Units Arriving List
	To the bottom-right is the “Units Arriving List.” This list shows what units will arrive in each cycle based on current and previous production decisions. Use the arrows at the top of the list to move back and forward through the cycles.
	Each time a unit is built by clicking on a “+” symbol, the Units Arriving List will automatically refresh to display the cycle the newly built unit will arrive.
Air View
	The air view shows the current air point allocations. For the Allied and Axis players the air view has two separate modes: the tactical air view and the strategic air view. For the Soviet player there’s only the tactical view. In the Allied and Axis Player Turns, the air view will have a command button in the top-left corner. Click it to toggle the view between the tactical and strategic air views.
Tactical Air View
	This is the normal view; it shows the current allocation of air points to air missions during the current turn. At the top of the display is a mini-map of Europe and three “Front” command buttons. Clicking on a Front button will select that front as the current front, and the rest of the display updates to show the details for that front.
	To the left of the mini-map is the “Totals” command button.  Clicking this brings up the ‘Available Air Points’ dialog. This dialog shows the current APs available for each nation on each front.
	Below the mini-map are five allocation boxes. The center box is the uncommitted AP for that front. To the left are the “Air Superiority” and “Ground” boxes, and to the right are the “Sea Int” and “Front Transfer” boxes. Each box contains one line for each valid and active nation that has (or can have) AP on that front. Each box shows the current AP allocation to that mission.
	During the Air Allocation Phase, AP may be moved back and forward between the various mission boxes. Select a nation by clicking on the name in any of the five boxes. The corresponding nation in each of the other four boxes will immediately highlight, and the transfer arrows between the various boxes will activate to show what AP can be assigned to which mission box. Click any transfer arrow to move one AP between the two corresponding boxes. Click and hold down the left mouse button on any transfer button to continue moving AP between boxes.
	The “Uncommitted” box shows how many AP on the front haven’t yet been assigned a mission. Each entry in the Uncommitted box contains the following three items of information.
?	National flag and name.
?	Total—how many AP are on this front.
?	Ready—how many can still be allocated to missions. Weather and front limits can mean not all AP on a front are available for assignment.
	The “Air Superiority” box shows AP that have been allocated to air combat. Each entry in the Air Superiority box contains the following three items of information.
?	Nation Flag and Name.
?	Sortie—how many AP are assigned to this mission.
?	Lost—once air combat has been resolved, this shows how many AP were lost.
	The “Ground” box shows AP that have been allocated to ground support. They will be available to either add offensive support to combat die rolls during the next Combat Phase, or to perform air interdiction during the next enemy turn. Each entry in the Ground box contains the following four items of information.
?	National flag and name.
?	Sortie—how many AP are assigned to this mission.
?	Lost—how many assigned AP have been lost this turn.
?	Used—how many AP have already performed this mission this turn.
	The “Sea Int” box holds AP allocated to sea interdiction and/or port suppression missions. Each entry in the box contains the following four items.
?	National flag and name.
?	Sortie—how many AP are assigned to this mission.
?	Lost—how many assigned AP have been lost this turn.
?	Used– how many AP have already performed this mission this turn.
	The “Front Transfers” box holds AP being transferred to another front. If there are AP available to assign to fronts, this box will have a second entry for the current nation showing incoming AP. All incoming AP must be assigned to a front before the Air Allocation Phase ends. Each entry in the Front Transfers box contains the following two items.
?	National flag and name.
?	Sortie—how many AP are assigned to this mission.
	To the right of the mini-map is the “Airborne Units List” box. It shows the airborne units that are preparing or ready for airborne assaults on this front this turn. If a unit is listed here with a “[x]” next to its name, it’s still being readied and the number is the number of turns until the unit can perform a drop.
	Below the Airborne Units List is the number of ATP currently on this front, and next to that is the “Transfers” command button. Clicking it brings up the “Air Unit and ATP Transfers” dialog. Use that dialog to move air units and ATP between fronts. It takes one turn for transfers to occur.
Allied Strategic Air View
	This view shows the current state of the Allied strategic bombing campaign, and allows the creation of bombing raids during the Strategic Cycle.
	Across the top of the view are four boxes. They show the number of bombers awaiting deployment to bases, the number of escorts awaiting deployment to bases, the current “accuracy” of the Allied bombing campaign, and the current escort range in hexes.
	Running down the left side of the view are three “Base Information” boxes. If a base is currently off-map, the box will show the text “Off-map” and a “Deploy” button. Clicking the Deploy button will change the view to the first available map view of the base. Click a valid hex to begin deployment of that base. It will take two cycles to fully deploy a base.
	If a base is currently deployed on the map, the box will display the current hex location, the number of bombers at the base that can still be allocated to raids, and the number of escorts at the base still available to allocate to raids. There is also a “Decamp” button in the box, which allows the base to be removed from the map for later redeployment. It takes two cycles to fully decamp a base, during which time no raids may be launched from it.
	To the right of each on-map base are three “Raid” boxes. Each Raid box shows the current target of the raid, and the number of bombers and escorts allocated to the raid if a target has been allocated. There are two different types of target that can be bombed.
?	Resource and Manufacturing Centers. To target a center, click on the “Set Target” button in any Raid box, and the “Select Target” dialog will open. Click a target name and “OK” to set the raid target.
?	Rail Hexes. To target a rail hex, go to on any map view and click on any orange highlighted hex. Select the base and raid you want to use to attack that hex.
	In any raid box that has a target allocated, click the “-” and “+” symbols to change the number of bombers and escorts assigned to the raid.
	To cancel a raid, click on the “Set Target” command and then select “Cancel Raid” from the dialog.
	The bottom-left of the view shows a list of all the German resource centers and their current status. The bottom/right shows the same information for manufacturing centers. There are two columns of information in each list.
?	Target—the name of the center. If the name is red, the center has been bombed previously and not yet repaired.
?	Flak—how many flak units are currently deployed at this target hex.
?	#1—range info from strategic base #1 to this target.
?	#2—range info from strategic base #2 to this target.
?	#3—range info from strategic base #3 to this target.
	The range information for each base is displayed as one of three possible values.
?	Blank—the target is not in range of this base.
?	T—the target can be attacked from this base. If the T is green, a raid on this target would be within escort range. If the T is orange, a raid on this target is outside escort range.
?	Rx—the target is currently selected for a raid from this base. The x indicates the raid number. If the R is green, the raid is inside escort range. If the R is orange, the raid is outside escort range.
Axis Strategic Air View
	The Axis Strategic Air View shows the current state of the Axis strategic air war, and allows assignment of interceptors to attack incoming Allied bombing raids during the Strategic Cycle. The layout of this screen is similar to the Allied Strategic Air View.
	Across the top of the view are three “Front Selector” buttons. Interceptors are allocated on a front-by-front basis. Click the buttons to review each of the three fronts. Next to the Front Selector buttons is the number of available interceptors currently on the front.
	Running down the left side of the view are the three “Base” boxes. If a base has allocated no raids this turn, the box will display “No raids.” If a base has allocated one or more raids, the number of raids and the targets will be displayed in the box. 
	To the right of each base that has one or more raids allocated are three “Raid” boxes. Each raid box shows contains 2 sections.  The first section is the number of interceptors allocated “within escort range”. and  The second is the number of interceptors allocated "beyond escort range".  In any raid box that has a target allocated, click the “-” and “+” symbols to change the number of interceptors in each section.   A second edit box in the "Escort Range" section allows the Axis player to control the ratio of interceptors that will attack bombers instead of escorts for this raid interception.  The use of the 'ratio' value is is explained in the section "Strategic Bombing - Interceptor Assignments".
	The bottom-left of the view shows a list of all the German resource centers on that front and their current status. The bottom-right shows the same information for manufacturing centers on that front. There are three columns of information in each list.
?	Target—the name of the center. If the name is red, the center has been bombed previously and hasn’t yet been repaired.
?	Flak—how many flak units are currently deployed at that target hex.
?	Base—which Allied base has assigned a raid to attack this target.
Sea View
	The “Sea View” allows you to view the current state of the various active navies. The display consists of a mini-map in the center and four navy lists arranged around it.
	The mini-map can be used to get a quick overview of each of the 10 sea zones. Clicking on a “Sea Zone” command button will display that sea zone on the mini-map.
	The navy lists show the current state of each navy. There are four lists for Allied, Axis, Soviet and Neutral navies. For the Soviet and Neutral lists, each available navy is shown as a name, and the number of NTP points currently available. For the Allied list, each available navy is named, along with a count of NTP and AMPH points. For the Axis, each navy is shown as a name, an NTP count, an AMPH count, a U-boat count and a SURF count. In addition, there are player-specific command buttons for the Allied and Axis players to allow them to access and control additional naval options.
Axis Sorties
	For the Axis player, clicking the “Sorties” command button above the Axis navy list will open that dialog. Using it, the Axis player can assign SURF points to various missions.
	At the top of the dialog is the total number of SURF points. Below that are the three mission boxes to which SURF may be assigned. Click the “+” and “-“ buttons to change the number of points assigned to each mission
?	Convoy Raid—a maximum of one SURF can be assigned. If a SURF is allocated, that counts as two additional U-boats during the U-Boat War Resolution Phase in the next Strategic Cycle. This is only available if selected as an optional rule during game startup.
?	High Seas Supply—a maximum of one SURF can be assigned. If a SURF is allocated, the Axis player may trace supply through sea hexes in the High Seas zone this turn. An NTP point must also be available in order to assign a SURF to this mission.
?	Amph Escort—a maximum of six SURF may be assigned to this mission each turn. The assigned SURF will shield NTP and Amph used in the High Seas zone for the next turn, reducing the chances of losses to transported units. Assigned SURF will be subject to possible loss at the end of the turn.
	Once the assignments are set, click the “OK” button to commit the SURF deployments. The number assigned cannot be reduced once “OK” is clicked.
Allied Convoys
	For the Allied player, clicking the “Convoys” command button above the Allied navy list will open the “Allied Troop Convoys” dialog. It details all the current convoys traveling between Europe and the Middle East via the Horn of Africa.
	On the left is a list of units heading toward Europe and the turn of arrival for each. On the right is a list of units heading to the Middle East and the turn of arrival for each. Between the two lists are two arrows. Use them to reverse the direction of travel of a convoy, sending it back from where it came.
Politics View
	The Politics View shows the current political orientation of each nation in the game, and provides details on the current Axis political point total (campaign games only).
Axis Political Points
	At the top of the view are the Axis Political Point (APP) details. The current APP is shown at the top-left. Below it is a list of possible effects. That’s a quick summary of important events that will or may occur when the APP reaches certain levels. To the right is the list of changes in APP since the game began.
Nation Status
	The lower half of the political display contains four list boxes marked “Axis Alliance,” “Western Allies,” “Soviet “ and “Neutral Nations.” Each list contains the flags and names of the nation (s) that currently make up that grouping. If a nation has surrendered or been occupied it will be marked as such. If a nation is a colony of another nation, it will be indented to the right to indicate that.
Declarations of War (DOW)
	Below the Neutral Nations list is the “DOW” command button. Clicking it brings up the “Political Alliances” dialog. Select a country from the neutral countries list and click the “DOW” button to attack the selected neutral. You cannot take back this action once you confirm the declaration.
Join Axis
	For the Axis player, an additional command button appears next to the DOW button. It’s the “Join Axis” command button. Clicking it brings up a dialog showing which neutral countries are currently prepared to join the Axis as a result of political point changes. Select a country and click “OK” to have that nation join the Axis.
Partisan and Garrison info
	In campaign games, an additional command button appears below the Axis Alliance Nation List box. Clicking the “Partisan” button brings up the Partisan dialog. It’s a list box showing each Axis-occupied nation. For each nation the current Axis garrison and current number of deployed Allied partisans is displayed. The garrison value is two numbers—the current number of valid garrison units and the required number of garrison units.
Reinforcement View
	The Reinforcement View shows the game calendar, a list of arriving units and hexes for the currently highlighted turn, and the current state of replacement points for each front. 
Calendar
	The top of the view is the calendar—it consists of 13 cycles per year, with five boxes per cycle. The boxes represent the strategic cycle game turn and the four standard games turns for that cycle. The color of a box indicates the weather for that game turn: green = clear; white = snow; brown = mud. 
	If the box has a red X through it, the turn is either already completed or it’s not part of the scenario. If a box is filled blue, there are reinforcements due this turn. Clicking on the box will display the scheduled reinforcements and point arrivals in the bottom part of the view. If a box is filled red, this turn has scheduled withdrawals. Click the box to see a popup dialog showing the units that must be withdrawn this turn. If a box is filled green, this turn has scheduled reinforcements and withdrawals. If a box contains an ‘F’ symbol, French infantry units may attempt to fortify starting from this turn. 
	At the bottom right of the calendar is the “View Cycle Data” command button. Clicking this brings up the  View Cycle Information dialog. This dialog presents a number of choices that allow viewing of various ‘per cycle’ values.
Scheduled Units and Points
	The bottom-left of the view is a list box showing the icons and amounts of all units due to arrive on the currently selected turn. In the bottom-center are the four points list boxes—one for each front, and a “General” box for points scheduled to arrive but that needs to be allocated to a front when they do so.
IR/MR Display
	The bottom-right of the view shows the current IR and MR points sorted by country and front. This part of the view consists of three list boxes. The top list shows the currently active nations and the IR/MR points available to be allocated to a front this turn. Those IR/MR are points that have either arrived as reinforcements/production, or been transferred out of a front on a previous turn. The second list shows the nations and the current IR/MR allocations for each of the three fronts. The final list box shows the nations and how many IR/MR points are being moved out of the fronts that turn.
	It’s a two-part process to transfer IR or MR points from a front to another front. On the first turn, click in the second list box to select the nation and front, then click the arrow buttons to move units back and forward to the “Transfer” list. On the next turn those points will appear in the “Unallocated” pool.
	To allocate an IR or MR from the Unallocated pool to a front, click in the second list box to select the nation and front to which you want to transfer it. If there are IR or MR points available for that nation, the arrow button(s) between the Unallocated and Front boxes will turn green. Click on the arrows to move points back and forward between the Unallocated pool and the chosen Front pool.
Help View
	The help view displays in-game help information.
Map Views
	The most commonly used views are the map views. They display a portion of the overall map. Views can be scrolled by moving the mouse to the edges of the screen or by using the arrow keys.
Map View Commands
	To the left of the view tabs, at the top-left of the view area, are a set of six small icons. They are the “View Command” buttons. 
?	Add—only available if the current view is the Europe system view. Clicking it causes a new map view to be created. Move the mouse around the overview map of Europe to set the position for the new view, then click to set the default “Home View” position for the new map view.
?	Delete—only available if the current view is a map view. It will remove this view from the list of views.
?	Go Home—only available if the current view is a map view. Clicking it will return a view to it’s default home position after it’s been scrolled.
?	Set Home—only available if the current view is a map view. Sets the current position to be the new default home position for this view.
?	Goto—only available if the current view is a map view. Brings up the “Goto” dialog. Use the dialog to change the view to show a particular hex or a particular named location (cities, ports, etc).
?	Options—change the current map or overview view settings. Click to bring up the “Options” dialog. Use the dialog to rename the current view, to change the display of units or hex outlines, to configure map overlays, or to change the “Stack Display” mode. 
Customizing Map Views
	Each map view can be customized to show different amounts of information. All maps show terrain. Units can be toggled on or off. Though there’s little value in having units permanently off, temporarily removing units can make easier reading the underlying terrain. Maps can also show additional information about units or stacks and about hexes. For stacks, you can show indicators for current retreat orders and a “Stack Summary.” To configure the current map view, click the “Options” view command. That will bring up the “Set View Options” dialog. 
Set View Options Dialog
	You can set any of the following for each view using this dialog.
?	View Name.
?	Show Units—select from all, none or select. Click the “Change” button to bring up the “Show Units Options” dialog and select which units you would like to see displayed.
?	Show Air Interdiction—when on, an icon of an aircraft is displayed in each hex currently subject to air interdiction. It should generally be left on, but may occasionally be turned off if the interdiction markers are obscuring some other map detail in a hex.
?	Show Hex Outlines—show a hex border around each hex. That can make the map easier to read in some areas where there are many hexes of the same terrain.
?	Show Orders—when on, each stack on the map will have two small indicator lights below it. See “Unit Orders” for more information.
•	Disable Scrolling—when on, the current map view cannot be scrolled.
	For each view you can also select one of the following overlays. When selected, any hex that matches the requested option will be overlaid with either a symbol or a color shading
?	None—no overlay is active for this view.
?	Hex Control—when on, each hex on the map is overlaid with a semi-transparent icon showing which side controls that hex. Neutral country and sea hexes have no icon displayed.
?	Air Fronts—show the air front to which each hex belongs: blue = West, red = East, grey = South.
?	Zones of Control—when on, each hex on the map is overlaid with a semi-transparent icon showing which side is currently projecting a ZOC into the hex. If you’re not using the fog of war option, you will also see the ZOC of enemy units.
?	Climate—each hex is shaded to show which climate zone the hex is a part of: blue = arid, green = moderate, red = severe. 
?	Arctic Circle—any hex inside the Arctic Circle is shaded grey.
?	Supply—toggles the display of the current supply network on/off.
•	Air Range—each hex is shaded grey if it’s currently within air range of the selected power.
?	Nation—all hexes that belong to the selected nation are shaded grey.
?	Sea Zone—all sea and costal hexes in the selected sea zone are shaded grey.
	Each view can also display a “Stack Summary” option. It’s a small box in the center-right of any stack giving a numeric total of some aspect of that stack. That gives the player quick visual info on stacks without having to click on each one to view the units in detail. It can be set to show the current combat (attack or defense) or movement value of each stack. Unlike the printed values on the unit counters, this value is the current value, including supply effects, etc. It can be turned off, and is intended to make it easy to get a quick idea of the true strengths of each hex at a glance.
	By default, combat values are displayed. For friendly stacks it shows the current attack value. For enemy stacks, it shows the current defense value.
Map View Keyboard Shortcuts
	There are a number of keyboard shortcuts available when the current view is a map view. There are two general types of shortcut: those that enable quick selection of the most common map view settings, and those that are shortcuts for controlling unit selection during the various phases. The unit selection shortcuts are activated by holding down the specified key while simultaneously left-clicking on a target hex. Normally, clicking a stack during a phase will select only the top unit in the hex for orders. (You can always use the “Unit Selection Area” to select or deselect units in a hex.) Using unit selection shortcuts allows you to select multiple units with a single click. The view configuration shortcuts are as follows.
? C: show/hide display of hex control. 
? G: show/hide hex outlines.
? I: show/hide air interdiction markers. 
? O: show/hide the orders indictors.
? S: show/hide supply. 
? U: show/hide units. 
? Z: show/hide ZOC.
? H: “Home” the current map view.
? D: Toggle stack display markers.
? shift-U: Display “Show Units Options” dialog.
? F1: Display CRT tables.
The available unit selection shortcuts are as follows.
? A: select all available units in the clicked hex.
? F: select all infantry units capable of force march in the 
	clicked hex.
? M: select only mech units in the clicked hex.
? N: select only non-mech units in the clicked hex.
Interface Concepts
Action Filter
	The action filter allows you to control which hexes are highlighted during any phase of the game. By selecting from a range of actions, the current valid hexes are filtered so that only hexes that match the requested action will be highlighted and selectable. Highlighted hexes can be moved through quickly by using the “Next” and “Previous” command buttons.
	At the start of each phase, the action filter is set to “Any Action,” which means all hexes that have one or more valid actions will be highlighted. If a hex has only one action that can be performed there this phase, the highlight is green. If the hex has multiple actions, the highlight is yellow.
	To help control and speed up play, the Action Filter can be used to show only a subset of the current valid hexes. Clicking the Filter command will open the Action Filter dialog for the current phase. Select from the list of possible actions and click OK. The map will refresh to show only those hexes in which the selected action can be performed.
	Care needs to be taken when a phase has multiple types of actions and the filter is set to “Any,” as the highlighting will not show the types of action, only the number of actions. For example, in the Reinforcement Phase a hex may be highlighted in green to indicate a reinforcement can be placed here; another nearby hex may also be highlighted green to indicate a unit can be upgraded by spending an IR; and a third hex may be highlighted green to indicate a unit can be removed to an air front box. Clicking any of those hexes will immediately begin the relevant action. It’s up to the player to be aware of what action he’s requesting. The Action Filter can be used to prevent confusion by showing only those hexes that match a specific action.
	'Supply Head Hexes' : A special option is available during movement and combat phases.  Selecting this will highlight all valid SupplyHead hexes.  Clicking on a highlighted hex will display the supply chain from this hex only.
Stack Ordering
	The order of units in a stack can be edited to meet the player’s preferences. Double right click on any stack on a map view to bring up the “Stack Details” dialog. The ‘Unit Arrangement’ section of this dialog shows a list box with the current stack units. The top unit (visible on the map) is displayed as the first unit in the list. Select any unit and use the top, bottom, up and down commands to rearrange the units in the stack.
	When playing with the ‘advanced attrition’ option, the attrition status of each unit can be viewed and edited by highlighting the unit in the list and clicking the ‘Status’ button. In PBEM games, a message will be sent to your opponent if you alter the attrition value of a unit.

3. Rules
	The rules are divided into three sections:
?	Concepts—introduces the important concepts that form the basis for WiE.
?	Phases—introduces and details the phases that make up the sequence of play for WiE.
?	Strategic Cycle—introduces the rules relating to production and strategic warfare.
Concepts
	This section introduces the basic concepts of play for WiE.
Map and Hexes
	The map covers Europe and North Africa, and is divided into over 18,000 hexagons (hexes). Each hex is equivalent to 33 kilometers (20 miles) from side to opposite side. There are nine different types of terrain displayed on the map, along with various other features such as rivers, cities, ports, resource centers, manufacturing centers, fortifications, rail networks and national borders.
	There are two rail networks displayed on the map—European gauge and Soviet gauge. At any moment in the game a rail hex is either functioning or cut. European gauge rail lines are shown on the map in black when functioning or red when cut. Soviet gauge rail hexes are shown as grey when functioning and white when cut.
	Rivers are represented as thick blue lines bordering hexes. During snow turns some rivers freeze. Frozen rivers appear as light blue. 
	National borders are dotted white lines running along hex sides. 
	Cities are displayed as an urban icon with the name appearing above. If the name is in capital letters, the city is a national capital. Major ports are shown with a blue anchor inside a circle, and minor ports are shown with a blue anchor without the circle. If a port is suppressed it will be displayed in orange rather than blue. If a port is currently disabled (after being captured) it will be displayed in red.
	Hexes are owned by the last player to have entered the hex with a ground unit, or by the last player to have occupied the country. 
Fronts
	Each hex on the map belongs to one of three fronts—west, east and south. Fronts are used primarily to control air point allocations and missions. They are also used to control the use of infantry replacement (IR) and mechanized replacement (MR) points.
Climate Zones
	Each hex on the map belongs to one of three climate zones: arid, moderate and severe. Climate zones have important effects on movement and combat.
Unit Types and Sizes
	Units are represented on the map by counters placed in hexes. Units vary in size, though most units are division-level. Combat units have five different sizes: corps (xxx), division (xx), brigade (x), regiment (III), or battle group (BG/KG).
	Corps and divisions with a combat factor of four or more reduce to battle groups instead of being immediatley eliminated during combat or forced marches. 
	Most units have two numbers separated by a dash. The first number is the combat factor, representing the unit’s unmodified attack and defense strength. If the first number is in parentheses, the unit has no attack strength, and the number in parentheses represents the defense strength. If the second number is in parentheses, the first number is the attack strength and the second the defense strength. The last number represents the unit’s unmodified movement allowance. Thus a 4-5 unit has a combat factor (both attack and defense) of 4, and movement allowance of 5. A “10(1)10” unit has an attack strength of 10, a defense strength of 1, and a movement allowance of 10. 
	The vast majority of units in WiE are combat units. There are different types of combat units: armor, mechanized infantry, infantry, motorized infantry, mountain, paratroopers, air landing, cavalry, artillery, anti-tank, and partisans. Non-combat support units include mobile supply (MSU), railroad repair (RR), and fortified units, arms and training centers, strategic air force bases, fortifications and fortresses. 
Mech, Motorized and Non-Mech
	A distinction is made between mechanized units—a general term including several types of units such as armor and mechanized infantry—and non-mechanized units—such as infantry and cavalry. Units that have a movement factor of 10 are motorized (such as motorized infantry and artillery), and those units share characteristics. Which general category a unit is classified in will determine:
? the movement cost for different types of terrain;
? the effect of season and climate on movement;
? in which movement phases a unit may move;
? the effect of season and climate on combat strength;
? whether the unit is halved when attacking anti-tank units;
? whether the unit’s zone of control extends into certain 
	hexes. 
Replacement Points
	Battle groups can be rebuilt into full strength units by expending replacement points during the Reinforcement Phase of each game turn. Mechanized replacement points (MR) can be used to bring armor, mechanized infantry and artillery battle groups back up to full-strength divisions. All other battle groups may generally be brought to back up to full-strength divisions with infantry replacement points (IR). The one exception to that is: 2-10 German motorized infantry battle groups require an MR to form 7-10 motorized divisions. 
Stacking 
	At the end of each phase you may not have more than four friendly units stacked in any one hex. For the Soviet Union, the limit is three units in a hex. Partisan units, partisan cadre, fortifications, fortresses, and units without any defense strength don’t count against stacking. The stacking limits are enforced at the end of each phase.
	When ending any phase in which units are overstacked, the program will display a warning and center on the first overstacked hex. You must either move one or more units out of the hex or eliminate sufficient units to comply with the limit. You will not be able to leave the phase until the overstack has been resolved. Defending units that retreat during combat don’t have to comply with stacking restrictions until the end of their own initial Movement Phase. Attacking units that retreat during combat must comply with stacking restrictions by the end of the Mechanized Movement Phase. 
	Airborne units conducting drops into unoccupied hexes don’t land until the Air Interdiction Phase. If such a drop results in a hex being overstacked, it must be resolved by the end of that phase. The only way to resolve that type of overstack is to eliminate units.
Zone of Control (ZOC) 
	Combat units exert a zone of control into immediately adjacent connected hexes. ZOC affect movement and supply tracing and play a major part in fog of war calculations (when that option is active).
	Armored and mechanized infantry units don’t exert ZOC into swamp, forest, or rough terrain hexes. Enemy units don’t exert ZOC into your fortresses (such as the Maginot Line). ZOC affect movement and tracing supply. When a country is first attacked, its forces don’t project ZOC across the attacked country’s national borders until after Initial Movement Phase of the attacking player’s turn. The “Hex Display” tab will state if a hex is in friendly or enemy ZOC or both. You can view ZOC in any map view by pressing the Z key or opening the Map View Options dialog and selecting “Show Zones of Control.”
Season & Climate
	Season and climate can affect movement, combat, and supply among other things. Each hex is in a certain climate; each game turn belongs to a particular season. You can view the climate of each hex on any map view by opening the View Options dialog and select “Climate.” Each hex is overlaid with a color indicating the climate of that hex: arid—blue; moderate—grey; severe—red.
	Click the right mouse button on a hex to view the climate for that hex in the Hex Display tab. 
	Some hexes on the map lie within the Arctic Circle and therefore have additional movement and combat effects applied. Arctic hexes are marked as such in the Hex Display tab.
	There are three seasons: clear, mud and snow. The current season depends on the cycle and game turn. The season is snow during Cycles 12, 13, 1, 2 and 3. Cycles 11 and 4, and the first two game turns of Cycle 5, are mud. The remainder of the game turns are clear. The Reinforcement Screen graphically displays the different seasons on its calendar.
	The following are the effects of season and climate on movement, combat and supply.
?	Moderate, Mud
	MP halved
	MP halved for Mech and Motorized units (except for Russians)
	Attack strength halved
	Supply range halved
?	Severe, Mud
	MP reduced to one (except Russians and Finns)
	MP halved (Russians and Finns)
	Attack and defense strength halved (except Russians 
	and Finns).
?	Moderate and Severe, Snow
	MP halved for mech and motorized units (except 
	Russians)
	Attack strength halved for mech units (except 
	Russians)
	Supply range halved (except Russians and Finns)
?	Moderate, Snow
	MP halved for all units 
	Attack strength halved for mech units (except Russians and Finns)
	Supply range halved, (except Russians and Finns)
?	Severe, Snow
	MP halved for Mech/Motorized units (except Russians)
	Attack strength halved for mech units (except Russians and Finns)
	Supply range halved, (except Russians and Finns)
	 Mainland Italy experiences snow game turns as if they were mud game turns.
Severe Climate Rivers, Lakes and Ports
	During snow game turns, all rivers in severe climate hexes freeze and have no effect on movement or combat.
	For the first three cycles of each year, all Finnish and Soviet lakes freeze and are considered to be land for movement purposes. Only Russian and Finnish units may enter a frozen all-lake hex, however, as compared to frozen partial lake hexes, which any unit can enter or cross. If a unit is on an all-lake hex at the start of the 4th cycle of the year, the unit will be lost as the lake thaws.
	During the 13th and 1st through 4th cycle of each year the following ports freeze: Riga, Talinin, Oranienbaum, Leningrad, Helsinki, Turku, Pori, Oulu, Lulea, Stockholm and Archangelsk. Frozen minor ports cease to function, and frozen major ports operate as minor ports. 
Supply
	A crucial aspect of WiE is maintaining supply to combat forces. Supply is calculated at the start of every reinforcement, rail, combat and mechanized move. It’s also calculated at the start of the Air Interdiction Phase if there are air assaults landing that turn. There’s no need to calculate supply at the beginning of every phase, as it will not change during certain phases. The following rules explain how the computer calculates supply, and its importance to the game. 
Supply: Quality & Source Type 
	There are three qualities of supply: major, minor and beachhead. There are two types of supply sources: great power and lesser power. The type of supply indicates what units can be supplied by it; the quality indicates the strength of the supply. 
	For the purposes of supply, Germany, the United Kingdom, the United States and the Soviet Union are considered great powers while all other countries are considered lesser powers. Supply traced from a great power supply source is great power supply, and may supply any friendly unit, regardless of nationality; however, supply traced from a lesser power may not supply a friendly great power unit. Thus German units may not trace supply from Rome, but Italian units may trace supply from Berlin. 
	If a hex is in supply, regardless the quality of that supply, all the units in the hex are in supply, only assuming the type of supply is compatible with their nationality. Though the quality of supply doesn’t affect the units in the hex (a unit is either in supply or not), it does affect other functions. Air operations, such as air-sea interdiction and air-ground interdiction, require a hex with major or minor supply. Airborne units using air transport must start in a hex in major supply, and Free French conversion requires the Vichy or French partisan units to be in a hex that has major great power supply. 
	The hex display shows the current supply state of a selected hex as one of the following descriptions :
-	“Out Of Supply” : No supply of any kind for the current player can be traced to this hex;
-	“Major”, “Minor” or “Amphib”  : This hex has Great Power supply of the indicated quality;
-	“[Major], “[Minor]” or “[Amphib]” : This hex has Lessor Power supply of the indicated quality;
-	Mixed (for example: “Minor/[Major]” ) : This hex has both Great Power and Lessor Power supply available.  Since Great Power supply normally can meet any Lessor Power supply requirement, this mixed supply state will normally only occur when the Lessor Power supply has a greater quality, or if the Lessor Power supply has a greater ‘range’ (in other words, the Lessor Power supply is tracing to a closer supplyhead  than the Great Power supply).
Supply Sources and Supply Heads 
	Most countries have one or more supply sources within them, usually including the capital. From those sources, supply is spread along contiguous friendly rail hexes, and through ports to the seas, and then to other ports, as well as through mobile supply units—all are supply heads. 
	If a supply source is connected to rail, the supply will travel as far as that rail will permit—there is no movement limitation. Supply will travel through all friendly connected rail hexes except for hexes that are both in enemy ZOC (EZOC) and vacant of friendly units. Each supplied rail hex then becomes a supply head. 
	Supply can be traced into any sea in which the player has naval transport capacity (though no NTP is actually used to carry the supply), and in which either there is a supply source that’s a port in that sea, or there is a friendly port connected to a supply source by rail, or a naval path can be traced into that sea from a supplied port in another sea. If one or more of those conditions are met, supply can be traced through that sea and into any friendly port hex or beachhead, making that port or beachhead hex a supply head. 
	Supply sources are always of major supply. Supply heads are of major supply unless they had to trace through a minor port or beachhead. Any supply head that had to trace supply through a functioning minor port (such as a damaged major port) has minor supply. Any supply head that traces supply through a beachhead will have beachhead supply. 
	For a port to act as a supply head, you must have naval transport capacity in that sea and you must be able to trace naval movement to that port.
Tracing Supply to a Supply Head or Supply Source
	All units must trace supply from their hex to a supply head or supply source. If the unit is tracing supply to a supply source, or to a rail supply head or mobile supply unit supply head, it has 10 MP to trace supply to that supply source or supply head for Axis and Allied units, and six MP for Russian units. If the unit is tracing supply to a functioning minor port supply head, it has four MP, and if it’s tracing supply to beachhead supply head it has one MP or one hex minimum. 
	For example, if a mobile supply unit was tracing supply to a minor port hex, it would need to be within four MP of that port. Any unit tracing supply to a mobile supply unit would need to be within 10 MP. The supply traced through the minor port and then through the mobile supply unit would be minor supply, and therefore, for instance, no air assault missions could be based from those hexes. 
	Supply is traced as if an imaginary infantry unit were moving from that hex to the supply head or supply source. ZOC and air interdiction are ignored when calculating the cost in MP to trace supply, but supply may not be traced through a hex in an EZOC unless it’s occupied by a friendly unit(s). If a unit can’t trace supply to a supply source or supply head, that unit is out of supply. A unit’s supply state is displayed as an icon in the Unit Details display. 
Mobile Supply Units 
	Mobile supply units can act as a supply head to whatever supply source or supply head they can trace supply. A line of mobile supply units could be made, each within 10 MP of another mobile supply unit, as long as one of the mobile supply units was within 10 MP of a supplied major port or rail line, or within four MP of a supplied minor port, or within one hex of a supplied beachhead. The quality of mobile supply unit’s supply head (major, minor or beachhead) will depend on the quality of the supply head to which it’s tracing supply. If a mobile supply unit is functioning as a supply head, and it’s in a rail hex that’s otherwise not connected to a supply source by rail, supply from the mobile supply unit will be spread through the rail hex to any other connected rail hexes and they will all function as supply heads. Italian mobile supply units can’t supply German units, as they operate as lesser power supply heads. 
Viewing the Supply Status of a Hex
	To view the supply status of a hex, click the right mouse button on the hex and look at the Hex Display tab. The supply status of the hex is listed next to the heading “Supply.”
	The supply capacity of a port is also displayed in the Hex Display tab in the Information window. Under “Port Supply,” the current supply quality of the port will be listed. Normally major ports have major supply quality, and minor ports minor supply quality. Port supply capacity can be temporarily reduced by suppression, capture or freezing. 	
Effects of Season and Climate on Supply
	For all units, except Russian and Finnish, supply range is halved during snow and mud turns in moderate and severe climates. Supply range is halved for Soviet and Finnish units during mud game turns in moderate climate. Supply range is halved for all units in the Arctic. 
	During the first year of the German invasion of Russia, all Axis units in severe climate that are tracing supply to an MSU or railhead have only six MP with which to trace supply to the supply head (or three MP during snow and mud). 
German High Seas Supply
	The Axis player may not normally trace supply into the High Seas zone. If the Axis player wants to include the High Seas zone in the list of valid sea zones for the current turn, he does so by going to the Sea View and clicking the “Sorties” command button. If the Axis player currently has at least one unallocated SURF and unused NTP available, he can allocate a SURF point. In exchange for being able to trace supply into the High Seas zone for the rest of that turn, the NTP and SURF will be exposed to possible attrition at the end of the game turn. 
	At the end of any Axis player turn in which the High Seas option is active, a random number between 1 and 6 is generated, and compared against this table (the result can be modified by the 'Sealion' option ):
·	1 - SURF lost
·	2,3 - NTP lost
·	4,5,6 - No Effect


Fortresses & Minor Nations
	Hexes with fortresses are always in supply, and all friendly units in such hexes are also in supply. Combat units of the following nations are always in supply: The Netherlands, Belgium, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia.
Supply During Combat Phases
	Since most battles have no effect on the supply status of units that will be involved in the remaining battles, supply is automatically calculated only at the start of the turn. At any time during the Combat Phase, however, the attacking player has the option of recalculating supply. Recalculating supply during combat is almost always to the advantage of the attacking player, if it is of advantage to anyone. Thus we leave it up to his discretion. To recalculate supply during the Combat Phase, click on the “Game Menu” command and select “Recalculate Supply.” 

Political Status & Political Points (Europe/West)
	Countries are either neutral, active, conquered, occupied or liberated. Neutral countries can’t be entered without first declaring war on that country and thereby making it active. Active countries are countries at war, and they’ve either sided with the Axis or Allies. Once the conditions for its surrender have been met, an active country will change to conquered. A country that’s been conquered becomes occupied at the end of any game turn in which both the following pertain.
?	There are enemy ground combat units with at least minor supply in the country. 
?	There are no friendly ground combat units with at least minor supply in the country. 
	An occupied country becomes liberated at the end of any game turn in which there is at least one friendly ground combat unit in major supply in the country. A country may go back and forth between being occupied and liberated, and each change will result in a change in political points. Territories, colonies and islands aren’t countries and therefore can’t be liberated. 
	Go to the Political View to see the political status of different countries. Each country is listed in one of the power boxes:Axis, Allied, Soviet or Neutral. If a country has been conquered or occupied, that will be indicated by “Con” or “Occ” appended to the country name.
Declaring War
	To declare war on a neutral country, click on the “Declare War” command button beneath the neutral countries list and then click on the country you want to attack. 
Political Points
	In campaign games the Axis political point total is used to trigger certain events, such as causing some minor powers to become active or to surrender. The following events cause an award or loss of Axis political points. For political point purposes major powers are defined as: Germany, Italy, France, the United Kingdom, the United States and the Soviet Union. Minor powers are defined as all other Axis powers and Allied Nations, all armed neutrals and Denmark. 

Action By Axis
Points
Violate Neutrality of Major Power
-5 PP
Violate Neutrality of Sweden or Switzerland
-20 PP
Violate Neutrality of Spain or Turkey
-10 PP
Violate Neutrality of any other Minor Power
-2 PP
Occupy Major Power
+10 PP
Occupy Minor Power
+3 PP
Enter Paris
+5 PP
Enter London
+10 PP
Enter Egypt
+3 PP
Enter French North Africa
+3 PP
Enter Suez
+2 PP
Enter Moscow
+5 PP
Enter a Soviet Personnel Center
+1 PP
Enter a Soviet Resource Center
+1 PP
Action By Allies/Soviets
Points
Violate Neutrality of Major Power
+10 PP
Violate Neutrality of Sweden or Switzerland 
+20 PP
Violate Neutrality of Spain or Turkey
+10 PP
Violate Neutrality of any other Minor Power
+5 PP
Liberate Major Power
-10 PP
Liberate Minor Power
-5 PP
Enter Berlin
-50 PP
Enter German Manufacturing Center 
(1st Time)
-20 PP
Re-enter Paris
-5 PP
Re-enter London
-10 PP
Drive Axis out of Egypt
-3 PP
Drive Axis out of French North Africa
-3 PP
Re-enter Moscow
-5 PP
Re-enter a Soviet Personnel Center
-1 PP
Re-enter a Soviet Resource Center
-1 PP
Cause Italy to Surrender
-5 PP
Enter Rome
-5 PP

When playing War in the West, Axis political points are automatically adjusted to reflect historical events in the east :

Cycle
Points
Cycle
Points
8/41
-4 PP
11/42
+3 PP
9/41
+1 PP
13/42
-1 PP
11/41
+2 PP
3/43
-5 PP
12/41
+2 PP
4/43
+1 PP
13/41
+1 PP
6/43
-1 PP
1/42
+1 PP
4/44
-4 PP
8/42
+1 PP
5/44
-1 PP
9/42
+1 PP
6/44
-1 PP
10/42
+1 PP
8/44
-1 PP


Game Phases
	This section details each of the phases that occur during play.
Air Allocation Phase
	Each player’s air force is separated into three air fronts: west, east and south. One or more of the three fronts may be inactive in certain scenarios and campaigns. During the Air Allocation Phase each player assigns the air points (AP) on each front to missions within that front. Players may only base AP in a front in which they have at least one hex in major supply. Allied AP may not base from hexes in Iran.
Assigning AP to Missions
	The Air Allocation screen consists of an overview showing the three air fronts, five air allocation boxes, and a unit list showing the currently available air assault units. You can only see the AP and units for one front at a time. To see the AP and units of a specific front, click the Front Selection button for that front.
	Each AP may be assigned to only one mission per turn. AP don’t have to be assigned to a mission each turn. See the Air View description under System Views for details of how to assign AP to missions. There are four missions to which an AP can be assigned.
?	Air Superiority: AP will fight enemy AP for control of the sky in that front. A maximum of 120 AP in the west front, 60 AP in the south front, and 30 AP in the east front may be assigned to air superiority. 
?	Ground: AP can perform air support during the Combat Phase or air interdiction during Air Interdiction Phase. 
?	Sea Int: AP can perform both port suppression and air-sea interdiction. Five AP is the maximum needed for air-sea interdiction in any one turn, and it’s also the most you will need to attack any one port hex. If you wish to suppress more than one port hex in the front, however, you might want to put in more than five AP. 
?	Front Transfer: AP assigned to the Transfer Box will appear next turn as incoming transfer AP, ready to be assigned to any front. A maximum of 10 AP can be placed in the Transfer Box from each front each turn. That’s the only way to move AP from one front to another. AP undertaking transfer missions are immune from attack.	
	Any number of AP can be left in the Uncommitted box. AP in that box at the end of the Air Allocation Phase will play no part in the current game turn, but are immune from possible loss (they can’t be attacked by enemy AP). To move AP from one mission to another, first assign the AP back into the Uncommitted box, then assign them to a new mission. 
Airborne Units and ATP 
	Airborne units loaded for air assault are displayed in the Airborne box, located in the upper-right of the Air Allocation screen. It takes four turns for an airborne unit to become ready to drop, and if the unit isn’t yet ready a number in parentheses will be next to its name, indicating how many more turns before it’s ready to perform an air assault. 
	Air units and ATP may be moved between fronts. Click the Transfers command button to bring up a dialog to enable you to reassign units to fronts.
Strategic Air War Assignments
	During the Allied Air Allocation Phase of the first game turn of each cycle, the Allied player needs to assign and/or reassign AP for use during the next Strategic Air War Phase. If there are currently no active strategic air bases, this step is skipped. A limited number of AP can be transferred from each air front to any strategic air base within that front. AP used as escorts during the Strategic Cycle can also be transferred back to the Front Available box. 
Weather Effects on AP
	During snow and mud turns the number of AP available to fly missions on an air front is reduced. 
? West: 2/3 AP available during snow and mud. 
? East: 1/2 AP available during mud; 1/2 AP available 
	during snow, except for Soviets. 
? South: 2/3 AP available during mud. 
When APs are reduced due to weather, APs allocated on the previous turn are removed from Sea Interdiction, Ground Support and then Air Superiority in that order until the AP maximum is reached.  Removed APs are returned to the Uncommitted box.
Air Combat Phase
	When opposing air forces have AP in air superiority in the same front, and there’s at least one hex in that front where the opposing air ranges overlap, air combat ensues. Each AP has a 1/6 chance of shooting down an opposing AP. After all players have assigned AP, the results of air combat are displayed for each front. At any point in the game you may review the results of the last Air Combat Phase by clicking on the Events tab in the Information window, and locating the previous air combat event.
 	If a player has more than twice as many AP remaining in air superiority after air combat as the opposing player, he has air superiority on that front. The player would also have air superiority on that front if he had any surviving AP in air superiority and the opposing player had none. 
	Having air superiority on a front prevents the opposing player from conducting air movement on that front. Air superiority also allows the player to eliminate a number of the opposing AP assigned to ground and sea-int missions. For every AP in excess of the 2:1 needed to have air superiority, the computer will eliminate one enemy AP in ground or sea-int on that front. For example, the Axis achieve air superiority when the west front with 15 AP to six Allied AP, causing three additional Allied AP in ground and sea-int missions on the west front to be eliminated (if there are three Allied AP in those missions). 
Port Suppression Phase
	If a player has AP in the Air-Sea mission on any front following air combat resolution, he can engage in Port Suppression. All enemy ports, including beachheads, which are within air range of a friendly minor or major supplied hex and on a front in which there are AP allocated to the air-sea mission, will be highlighted. Click on any highlighted hex to bring up the Port Suppression dialog.
	The Port Suppression dialog displays the current hex details on the left of the dialog. On the right is a display of the AP available on that front for port suppression missions, and a box displaying how many AP are allocated to attack that particular port. Click the “+” and “-” buttons to add or remove AP. A maximum of five AP may be assigned to attack a single port. For each AP assigned, there’s a 1/6 chance the mission will succeed. There is also a 1/6 chance in an attack that an AP will be eliminated. Click the Attack button to conduct the mission, or click Cancel to abort. If the attack is launched, a prompt will be displayed showing the result of the attack. There are three possible outcomes.
?	Success—the port is now suppressed, no AP are lost.
?	Failed—the mission failed, no AP are lost.
?	AP lost—the mission failed, and an AP has been lost.
	Suppressed minor ports no longer function as ports. They can’t embark and debark units for naval movement, nor can they trace supply through the port. Suppressed major ports function as minor ports. Ports remain suppressed for one game turn. If a major port is already damaged due to capture, port suppression will have no further effect. Any given port may only be attacked once per turn. If there are no more ports that can be attacked in this phase, the phase will automatically end and play advances to the Reinforcement Phase.
Reinforcement Phase
	During the Reinforcement Phase new units that have become available are deployed to the map, and various other administrative tasks are also performed. 
	When playing a scenario, all new units for all nations arrive and are placed during the Reinforcement Phase. When playing a campaign, new units for the major powers (Germany, Russia, UK and USA) arrive and are deployed to the map during the Production Phase. Units for all other nations, including France and Italy, arrive and are placed during the Reinforcement Phase.
	As well as placing any new units, the player may perform various other functions during the Reinforcement Phase. The Action Filter can be used to control which hexes are currently highlighted. All hexes that match the current filter setting are highlighted in green. If more than one function can be performed in a hex, the hex will be highlighted in yellow. Clicking on a yellow highlighted hex will bring up a dialog showing you the possible actions that may be performed there at that time. Select an action to perform the function.
	The following actions can be performed during the Reinforcement Phase. Not all actions apply to all players.
Place Reinforcement Units in Hex
	If there are new units that need to be placed, the number of units will be displayed in the bottom-right tab window at the start of the phase. Valid placement hexes will be highlighted in green. Click on a green highlighted hex and a list of valid units will appear in the bottom-left selection window. Select the units you want to place by clicking on their icons, and then click on the Done button to place those units. 
Using Replacement Points to Rebuild Units
	This function allows the player to expend a replacement point to bring a battle group (BG/KG) up to a full-strength division of its own type. The unit must be in supply and it can’t move or attack for the remainder of the turn. Infantry replacement points (IR) are used for infantry, cavalry, motorized infantry, paratroopers and air landing units, while mechanized replacement points (MR) are used for armor, artillery and mechanized-infantry units. The one exception to the above rule are the German 2-10 motorized infantry BG, which require an MR rather than an IR to restore them to 7-10 motorized infantry divisions. To convert a BG to a division, there must be a replacement point of the same nationality as the unit available on the front on which the unit is located. 
	On each front the total number of units that can receive replacements in a single turn is one sixth of the total replacement points available at the start of the turn (rounded up). For example, if the German player has 13 IR and six MR on the eastern front at the beginning of its turn, he can spend replacements on three German units that require IR and one German unit that requires MR during that turn. It normally costs one replacement point for each unit upgraded, however, paratroopers, SS units and US 11-8 armor units cost two IR or MR. To see how many replacement points are available for a particular nationality on a certain front, go to the Reinforcement View. 
	The Allied player receives replacement points for the French, United Kingdom and the United States. The Axis player may produce replacement points for the Germans, and receives replacement points for the Italians. Other countries don’t have IR and MR and can’t perform this function; however Free French battle groups can be brought up to full strength 8-10 infantry and 9-8 armor divisions using US replacement points. If playing with the Allied production option, the US gets back the personnel points expended on the IR or MR.
Using Replacement Points to Recreate Dead Units
	Most French and Italian units don’t form battle groups, but eliminated combat units that don’t form BG may still be replaced by expending replacement points. That can only be done in a supplied friendly city in the home country, and it costs one replacement point per unit. The player will be given a choice of any valid unit that’s been eliminated, and he can place as many of those units as he has available IR and MR. 
Recombine KG/BG Units
 	Three battle groups of the same type in the same hex may be combined to form a division or corps of that type. The Axis player may also combine three airborne regiments of the same nationality to form an airborne division. 
Load Airborne Units into a Front Drop Box
	This function allows you to load airborne (paratrooper) units for air assault. The unit will be removed from the map and placed in the Airborne Unit section of the Air View, in the front on which the unit was loaded. To view the loaded unit, go to the Air view. If the Axis player loads an airborne division, it will be split into three regiments. It takes four turns for a loaded airborne unit to be ready for use. Airborne units must be in supply and not in an EZOC to load. 
Place Fortification/Remove Fortification
	Fortifications appear as normal reinforcements. German forts can be placed in any hex in continental Europe, except for in Scandinavia, which is in major supply and not in an EZOC. German fortifications don’t become active until two cycles after they’re placed. If a fortification is placed on a West Wall hex, it replaces the West Wall and becomes active immediately. Once placed, fortifications appear as part of the map, not as separate units. Allied fortifications must be placed in England.
Upgrade a UK Brigade or Division
	The Allied player may convert a United Kingdom brigade to a division by expending two replacement points of that brigade’s type. The brigade to be converted must be in the UK and in major supply. The Allied player may convert UK infantry divisions to armor divisions by expending two MR. The units must be in the UK and in major supply. 
	In War in Europe campaigns, should the Allied Player lose a 9-10 Paratroop unit entirely (including BG), a motorised Division may be upgraded to an airborne unit at a cost one Infantry Replacement point of the same nationality (this upgrade is not available if the Allied Production option is being used.)  The motorised Division to be converted must be in the UK and in major supply
Disband a UK or Soviet Brigade or Division and Reclaim IR/MR
	The Allied player may disband UK combat units as follows: one division can be removed in exchange for two replacement points of that unit’s type; one brigade can be eliminated for one replacement point of that unit’s type. The units must be in the UK and in major supply. 
	The Soviet player may dissolve supplied Soviet divisions and brigades adjacent to an operating training center. The Soviet player receives the personnel points that were spent to build the units. 
Reduce East Front Infantry Divisions
	The Axis player must reduce 1x6-5 infantry division during each snow turn of the first winter following the invasion of the Soviet Union.
Withdraw Unit from Map
	If a required withdrawal of units is coming up, the player may remove units in order to satisfy that withdrawal requirement.
Clear Beachhead
	If there are any active beachhead hexes currently on the map, select this option to dissolve the beachhead and reclaim the amph points used to form it.
Free French Conversion 
	Once per Reinforcement Phase, the Allied player may attempt to convert a French partisan unit or a friendly Vichy French unit into a Free French 2-10 infantry or 2-8 armor battle group. The units must be in an Allied hex and in major great power supply and the United States must have available replacement points on that front. The chance of the conversion succeeding is 1/6. If the conversion is successful, the US expends one replacement point of the appropriate type. If playing with the Allied production option, the US receives back the personnel points it used to produce the IR or MR.
Breakdown Corps
	The Soviet player may break down a corps into its composite parts. Thus a 4-4 or 5-5 corps would become three 1-4 infantry divisions; an 8-6 corps would become three 2-5 and one 3-5 brigades; and a 9-6 corps would become one 2 -5 and three 3-5 brigades.  A corps must be alone in a hex at the time of the breakdown.  In the case of 8-6 and 9-6 corps units, one of the resulting brigades will be placed in an adjacent hex to prevent a stacking violation.  If there is no adjacent hex that can receive the 4th brigade then the unit cannot breakdown.
Change NBEF Status
	Allows the Allied player to change which CW unit is designated the ‘NBEF’ unit. There can only be a maximum of one NBEF unit. That unit has free movement within France prior to French surrender.
SS Upgrade (War in the East campaigns only)
	Starting in 1/10/42 the Axis player may create one SS PzGr Div (11-8) by upgrading an existing 8-8 div by expending one Mechanized Replacement Point. Starting in 1/11/43 the Axis player may create three SS Panzer Divisions by upgrading any three SS PzGr Divs. When selecting a unit to upgrade, the unit must be in supply and not in an enemy ZoC.
Breakdown Paras
	German and Italian Airborne divisions may be broken down into regiments.
Withdraw and Rebuild KGs
(Axis only, War in the East campaigns optional rule) 
	The Axis player may withdraw KG units from the map for rebuilding. Withdraw a unit by moving it to any valid German reinforcement hex. Withdrawn units are returned as reinforcements. The 6-5 and 7-5 units take 12 weeks to rebuild, 13-8, 11-8, 10-8 and 8-8 units take eight weeks to rebuild.
Partisan Phase
	The Allied and Soviet players have access to partisans during the campaign game. Though not a significant force, partisans serve a valuable role in forcing the Axis player into garrisoning his rear areas to ensure rail and supply lines are operating effectively.
Partisan Cadre
	Partisans are always initially deployed to the map as cadre. A cadre’s only purpose is to eventually become a partisan unit. Partisan cadres don’t control their hex, and they don’t affect Axis units in anyway. Thus Axis units can enter or leave a hex with a partisan cadre in it at no extra movement cost and can trace supply through hexes with partisan cadres. If the Axis player is attacking enemy units in a hex with partisan cadre, the partisan cadre don’t add their defense strength to the battle, and aren’t affected by the combat result. Partisan cadre don’t count against stacking limits and are always in supply. 
	The Axis player may attack partisan cadre during the Combat Phase if no other enemy non-cadre units are in the hex. Partisan cadre combat modifies the Combat Results Tables so that an Exchange, 1/2 Exchange, or Defender Eliminated will instead result in a Defender Eliminated, and any other result will be a No Effect. Thus, attacking units are never affected by partisan cadre combat. The Axis player never has to attack partisan cadre, even if he has units in the same hex with them. 
Partisan Units
	Partisan units don’t actually occupy the hex they are in, nor do they control the hex. Thus Axis units are free to move or remain in a hex with a partisan unit. Partisan units do project a ZOC into the hex they’re in, though not into adjacent hexes. That ZOC is negated if an Axis unit is currently occupying the hex, but otherwise functions in all ways as an Allied ZOC for all purposes, such as slowing Axis movement and blocking Axis supply, rail movement and retreat. 
	For example, if a partisan unit is in an Axis rail hex and the hex isn’t occupied by an Axis unit(s), the Axis player couldn’t trace supply through the rail, could not rail a unit through the hex, and couldn’t trace supply from a unit into or through that hex. 
	 If during a Movement Phase an Axis unit approached the hex, it would cost the unit two extra MP to enter it (because of the ZOC), but it would take no extra MP to leave the hex as the Allied ZOC is negated while the Axis unit is in the hex. If the Axis unit remained in the hex, the partisan unit would not project a ZOC and the Axis player could rail units and trace supply through the hex normally. 
	The Axis player may attack partisan units in the same way as he attacks other enemy units. The only difference is partisan units aren’t affected by Defender Retreat and Both Retreat results. When a hex with partisan units stacked with friendly units is attacked, the partisan units add their defense strength to the battle and share in the effects except for retreats. 
	Partisan units may never leave the country in which they’re placed. Partisan units can’t move into a hex with an enemy ZOC. Partisan units don’t count for stacking and are always in supply. 
Allied Partisans
	To view how many Allied partisan cadre are available, and the status of the Axis garrison in Axis occupied countries, click on the Partisans command button in the Reinforcement view. 
	The Allied player may have up to 21 partisan cadre or units in play at any point in time. The Allied player may place partisan cadre during any Reinforcement Phase in the following countries, if they are or were occupied by the Axis. The partisan cadre must be placed in an Axis owned hex, but not in a hex occupied by an Axis unit, nor in an Axis ZOC. The number of partisan padre the Allied player may place is determined by the Axis garrison in that country.
Nation 
Garrison
France, Spain, United Kingdom
30 Divisions 
Poland, Turkey
15 Divisions 
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland
10 Divisions 
Greece, Portugal, Eire
5 Divisions 
Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark
2 Divisions 

 
	For every division less than the Axis garrison that the Axis player has in a country, the Allied player may place a partisan cadre in there (assuming he has enough available partisan cadre and can find a valid hex). If the Allied player has a supplied ground combat unit in one of those countries, liberation is imminent for that country, and the game will offer the Allied player the choice of declaring "Liberation Imminent" or deferring this declaration until a later turn.  If the Allied player declares "Liberation Imminent", he may place as many partisan cadre in this country as he has available. Declaring "Liberation Imminent" can only be done once for each country, and has no other effect. The Allied player may not place any partisan cadre in France while the Vichy government exists. 
	The Allied player may attempt to convert each partisan cadre into a partisan unit once per turn. The chance for conversion is 1/6. 
Yugoslav Partisans
	Yugoslav partisans are controlled by the Allied player, but they don’t count against the limit of 21 partisans he may place. When Yugoslav units are eliminated, they’re replaced with partisan cadre. When Yugoslavia surrenders, all its remaining units are eliminated and replaced with partisan cadre. The Axis player can’t attack Yugoslavian partisan cadre until the first Yugoslav partisan unit has formed. 
	The Allied player converts Yugoslav partisan cadre into partisan units the same way as Allied partisans, except there’s a limit on the number of conversion attempts allowed per turn. Each attempt has a 1/6 chance of success. 
Year
Attempts per Turn
1939-41
1
1942
2
1943-1945 
3


	Beginning in 1943 the Allied player may attempt once per turn to convert a Yugoslav partisan unit into a 2-5 Yugoslav partisan division. This is done by clicking on any highlighted hex with the partisan unit in it during the Reinforcement Phase. The chance of success is 1/6. 
Soviet Partisans
	The Soviet player is limited to 36 partisans he may have on the map at any one time. (This number is reduced when a cadre is permanently eliminated while attempting to convert to a unit.) The Soviet player may make two attempts every four game turns (cycle) to place a partisan cadre. Cadre are placed during the Reinforcement Phase in any Axis controlled hex that’s not occupied by or in the ZOC of an Axis unit. The chances of successfully placing a cadre depend on whether the hex is within six hexes of a supplied Soviet hex and on the terrain of the hex. 	

Clear
Swamp/Forest
Rough/Mountain
Within 6 of supplied hex
1/6
3/6
5/6
Beyond 6 of supplied hex
None
1/6
2/6


 	During the Partisan Phase, existing cadre can be converted to partisan units. The Soviet player may attempt to convert each cadre once per turn. A cadre within six hexes of a supplied Soviet hex has a 50 percent chance of converting to a partisan unit. A cadre not with six hexes of a supplied Soviet hex has a 1/6 chance of converting to a partisan unit, and if it fails it’s permanently eliminated and the number of partisans the Soviet player may have on the map board is reduced by one. 
	To see how many partisan cadre are available for placement, and how many placement attempts may still be made that cycle, click the Partisan command button under the Axis Alliance list in the Politics view.
Initial Movement Phase
	During the Initial Movement Phase, you move your ground units across the map. You can move as many or as few units as you want. You can move units as a stack or as individual units. You may move a unit and spend part of its allowance, then move another unit, then return to the first unit and spent more of its allowance. Click the “Done” command button to end the phase. 
	Units can move into any friendly controlled hex or any enemy controlled hex not occupied by enemy combat units (see overruns for an exception). Movement is always through adjacent hexes connected by land or separated only by a river or strait. Neutral countries can’t be entered without first declaring war. To attack a neutral country, go into the Political Screen and click the “Declare War” button below the neutral countries list box. The Declaration of War dialog will open and you can select one or more nations against which to declare war. 
	Units of some nationalities are restricted from leaving or entering certain countries. See the national descriptions of all countries to view the limitations placed on their forces. 
	Each unit has a base movement factor (MF, the last number listed, for example, 10 for an 8-10 or 1 for a (7)1). That number is modified depending on supply (halved if out of supply), season and climate. A supply check occurs at the start of the Initial Movement Phase; a unit’s supply state can’t change during the phase. The modified base movement factor is how many movement points (MP) a unit has for that phase. The number of MP a unit has remaining for this phase is show in the unit info display.
Moving Units
	At the start of the phase, all units that have available at least one MP are highlighted with a light green hex outline. Click on a highlighted hex to begin movement. The program will conduct a quick check of the units in the hex and determine if there’s a valid move. If no unit has a valid move, a warning is displayed; the highlight is removed and those units can’t be selected again in that phase.
	 If the hex contains at least one moveable unit, only the top unit is selected for movement by default. The bottom-right display area (the Select display) updates to show the selected units. You can then deselect (and, if necessary, re-select) units for moving by clicking on the unit icon in the Select display.
	As long as at least one unit is selected for moving, each hex from which one or more valid moves can be made appears with a yellow outline. The moving unit’s hex then changes to a red outline. When selecting or deselecting units, the yellow outlined hexes will update to reflect changes in possible moves based on the units you select or deselect.
	To select a hex to move to, click on any yellow outlined hex. The program will show the actual path the unit(s) will take as a line of green outlined hexes. If the path is acceptable, click again on the destination hex, or click on the “Apply” button in the command area. If the path isn’t acceptable, you can click on any of the green hexes along the path to do a partial move; then the program recalculates and you can make a new move. In that way, you can entirely control the path or simply allow the program to determine it. The only reason to control the path is to allow you to force the units to enter certain hexes, which might be important for cutting rail lines or supply. If it’s not important, just accept the computer default path; it is always the cheapest path to the destination hex.
	If the currently selected unit(s) can perform an overrun during the move, an orange outline will appear in the hexes that can be overrun. Clicking on an orange hex will in turn create a line of green outlines to the current target hex. Click again on the target hex to conduct the overrun.
	To abort the move at any time before it actually happens, click on the original (red outline) hex, or click on the Cancel button in the command area. All selected units are deselected, and the map returns to the mode where all potentially moveable units have outlines.
Movement Costs: Terrain, ZOC & Air-Ground Interdiction 
	MP are expended on terrain, ZOC and enemy air-ground interdiction. The following are the MP costs to enter hexes. 

Terrain
Category A: Mechanized & Motorized
Category B: Infantry & Cavalry
Clear
1 MP
1 MP
Broken
1 MP
1 MP
Woods
2 MP
2 MP
Swamp
3 MP
2 MP
Rough
4 MP
2 MP
Mountain
8 MP
4 MP
Sand
2 MP
2 MP
Arctic Swamp
Prohibited
4 MP
River, Straits
+1 MP
NE

 
	Category B units moving along a continuous rail line spend only one MP on terrain, while category A units moving along a continuous rail line spend a maximum of two MP on terrain. Category A units that cross a river or strait must expend an additional MP to do so. 
	EZOC add two MP to the cost of entering and leaving a hex. For example, if an Allied motorized infantry division wanted to move into a rough terrain hex in an EZOC, and the unit was in a hex that was also in an EZOC, it would cost the unit eight MP to enter the hex (4 MP for terrain, +2 MP for entering an EZOC, and +2 for leaving an EZOC). Any unit with a base movement factor greater than zero can always move at least one hex a turn, even if it doesn’t have the required MP, except to move from an EZOC hex into an EZOC hex. 	
	Entering a hex with enemy air interdiction costs +2 MP, but only when it isn’t already in an EZOC. It doesn’t cost any additional MP to leave a hex with enemy air interdiction. 
	Partisan units may never move into a hex in an EZOC, unless it’s doing so by exiting an enemy occupied hex to enter a hex that isn’t occupied by an enemy unit. 
Force March
	Only infantry units can force march—motorized infantry can’t. Force marching allows a unit to double its MP for that turn. Force marching units can’t enter an EZOC. There is a 1/6 chance a force marching unit will be reduced to a battle group or, if it’s a unit that doesn’t reduce to a battle group, be eliminated. (That doesn’t apply, though, when using the optional attrition rules.)
	To force march an infantry unit, click the Force March button for that unit in the selection area. You may select and deselect the force march option as often as you like until you actually perform a move. Once a unit has moved for the phase, you may no longer change it’s force march status, even if it didn’t expend its entire MP.
Transit Movement
	The transit function allows you to order a unit to head to a destination hex beyond the reach of the unit’s current MP allowance for that phase. At the end of each subsequence Movement Phase, the computer will move the unit automatically until it arrives at the destination. To enter transit mode, hold the 'shift' key down when first clicking on the hex to begin movement.
	Transit movement has a range of 35 MP. All hexes within that range will be highlighted in yellow. Click a yellow hex; after you’ve confirmed you want that destination hex, the computer will start moving the unit toward it (assuming it has MP remaining). Units that have transit orders have a Transit marker shown above them on the map and in the unit description in the hex view and selection areas.
	You can cancel a unit’s transit orders during any Movement Phase by selecting the unit and performing a new move. A unit will automatically cancel its transit movement if either it can no longer find a path to the target hex that’s 35 MP or less in length, or if it enters an EZOC.
	The primary purpose of the transit command is for moving units over long distances behind your lines, and especially for moving battle groups to training or placement centers. 
Overrun 
	Enemy units may be overrun during Initial and Mechanized Movement Phase. Enemy units in an overrun hex are completely eliminated; they don’t form battle groups. Units performing an overrun may continue moving, and may still attack during the Combat Phase. To overrun an enemy unit you must be able to get at least 13:1 odds against it. You may only overrun with up to three units at a time, and they must all be in the same hex at the start of their move. The overrunning units must be able to trace a movement path into the hex being overrun. For purposes of calculating the movement cost of the overrun, the ZOC generated by the units in the hex being overrun are ignored. It costs two additional MP to overrun a hex. Moving units may participate in only one overrun per phase.
	Hexes that can be overrun by the currently moving unit(s) will be highlight in orange rather than yellow. Click an orange highlighted hex once to set it as the target of the move. Click a second time to actually perform the overrun. If the selected units still have sufficient MP, they may be selected and moved again.
Straits
	There are four straits on the map, representing where two coastal hexes come close and are easily crossed. They’re treated for all purposes as rivers, though they may also be navigated through during the Naval Movement Phase. They are: 1) connecting Istanbul to the main portion of Turkey in Asia; 2) connecting Sicily to Italy; 3) connecting the northern Crimea to southern Russia; and 4) connecting the eastern peninsula of the Crimea to southeastern Russia. 
Artillery and Anti-Tanks
	Artillery and anti-tank units don’t move during the Initial Movement Phase like most other units; they move only during the Mechanized Movement Phase. Movement for these unit types is further restricted to friendly controlled hexes; they may not move into enemy controlled hexes at any time.	
Rail Repair Units (RRU)
	There are two different rail gauges in WiE: European gauge, and Russian (USSR) gauge. Russia uses Russian gauge, while all other countries use European gauge. To determine what the gauge of a particular rail hex, view the Hex Tab by right-clicking on the hex. Rail hexes can be cut by enemy movement. Rail repair units (RRU) allow you to repair and change the gauge or rail hexes.
	When an RRU enters a rail hex it converts the gauge to its native gauge if it’s different and repairs the rail line if it’s cut. RRU move only along continuous rail lines. They don’t expend MP for terrain, rivers, ZOC or air interdiction. Instead, it costs an RRU one MP to enter a rail hex; however, it costs five MP for an Allied or Axis RRU to enter a Russian gauge hex, and five MP for a Russian RRU to enter a non-Russian gauge hex. Whether or not the rail line is cut doesn’t affect the movement cost. 
	A rail unit that starts its move with less than its full MP, due to season and climate as described below, may not move into a hex with a different gauge line. The result of that is, during mud and snow in moderate and severe climates, the Axis and Allies can’t convert rail from Russian to European gauge. The Russians can’t convert rail from European to Russian gauge during mud in moderate climate. 
Climate & Weather Effects on Movement
	The MP available to a unit are affected by the climate of the hex it occupies at the start of a Movement Phase, and by the current weather. 

CLEAR
MUD
SNOW
ARID
None
None
None 
MODERATE
None
MPs halved for mechanized and motorized units, except for Russians.
MPs halved for all units. 
SEVERE
None
MPs halved for Russian and Finnish units. MPs reduced to one for all other units. 
Russian units are not affected. MPs halved for mechanized and motorized units of all other nations.
 ARCTIC
No mechanized 
No mechanized
No mechanized 


 	During snow game turns all rivers in severe climate hexes freeze (visually they will appear white/blue) and they don’t have any effect on movement while frozen. During the first three cycles of each year, all Finnish and Soviet lakes freeze and are considered to be land for movement purposes. Only Russian and Finnish units may enter a frozen all-lake hex, however, as compared to frozen partial-lake hexes, which any unit can enter or cross. 
Movement Restrictions
	Some countries’ units are restricted from entering certain countries or exiting their own country. The rules for each country will specify all movement restrictions.
	Of particular importance are the restrictions on French and United Kingdom troops stacking together and of the placement of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) in Europe. French and British coordination of armies was poor to nonexistent, and both those rules reflect the real military results of those political decisions. 
	Until France surrenders or 1941 begins (whichever comes first), UK units in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Germany, must remain within five hexes, inclusive, from the High Seas coast at the end of any phase, with the exception of one designated ground unit that may move anywhere in those countries. This Non-BEF unit will be displayed in the units list with “[NBEF]” added to its name. For each four UK combat units over 21 units in France and the Low Countries, the hex limit from the coast is increased by one. Thus, if the UK has 22-25 combat units in France, Germany and/or the Low Countries, the hex limit is six hexes from the coast. 
	French and UK forces may not stack together while in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Germany, except for the one designated ground unit mentioned above. The computer will prevent the Allied player from moving French or UK units into the same hex during Initial, Mechanized, and Rail Movement Phases. This rule does not affect retreats, though any French and UK troops stacked together at the end of the Axis Combat Phase must unstack by the end of the next Allied Initial Movement Phase.
Rail Movement Phase
	All units capable of movement during Initial and/or Mechanized Movement Phases may also move during Rail Movement Phases. The Axis player may also move flak markers via rail. The Soviet player may also move arms factories and training centers by rail. 
	Qualified units that haven’t yet moved during the player turn, and that are on a connected and supplied rail hex, may entrain. Each player has a limit of how many units he may have entrained during the Rail Phase. The Axis may entrain 20 units, the Allies 10 and the Soviets 60. For the Soviet player, corps count as three units while arms or training centers each count as 10 units. When the Axis first attacks the USSR, the initial shock of the German invasion temporarily reduces Soviet rail capacity to 30. If you start the Rail Phase with units entrained, they’re counted against your entraining limit. Entrained units automatically detrain if attacked during the Combat Phase, and their defense is halved. Entrained units can’t attack, nor may they move in any way except during the Rail Phase.
	All units begin the Rail Movement Phase with 50 rail MP (RMP). It costs 10 RMP to entrain a unit. Thus a unit entrained during the phase will have 40 RMP, and a unit entrained during last phase will have 50 RMP. 
	It costs one RMP for each rail hex entered, regardless of terrain. It costs an additional five RMP to enter a hex under enemy air interdiction. Units traveling by rail may only enter friendly repaired rail hexes of the same gauge, and they may not enter a rail hex in an EZOC. 
	When viewing the map, any hex containing one or more entrained units will have the “Entrained” symbol showing in the upper-left corner of the hex. When viewing unit status, any entrained unit will have a rail icon displayed to the right of its supply status icon.
Entraining/Moving
	At the start of the phase, all units that can conduct rail movement are highlighted with a light green hex outline. Click on a highlighted hex to begin movement. Only the top unit is selected for movement by default. The bottom-right display area (the “Select” display) updates to show the selected units. You can then deselect (and, if necessary, re-select) units for moving by clicking on their icons in the Select display. Selecting a unit automatically entrains it. Deselecting a unit automatically detrains it if it was entrained that phase and hasn’t yet moved. You can also click the R box to the right of a unit name to change its entrained state. Detraining a unit automatically deselects it.
	As long as at least one unit is selected for moving, each connected rail hex that’s a valid move appears with a yellow outline. The moving unit’s hex then changes to a red outline. When selecting or deselecting units, the yellow outlined hexes will update to reflect changes in possible moves, based on the units you select or deselect
	To select a hex to move to, click on any yellow outlined hex. The program will then show the actual path the unit(s) will take as a line of green outlined hexes. Click again on the destination hex, or click on the Apply button in the command area. To abort the move at any time before it actually happens, click on the original (red outline) hex, or click on the Cancel button in the command area.
Detraining
	It costs 10 RMP to detrain a unit. If a unit has at least 10 RMP remaining at the end of a rail move, a prompt will appear asking if the unit(s) is/are to detrain. Detrained units will not be able to participate in sea movement, air movement, combat or mechanized movement during that same player turn, but they will be able to perform normally in the next player turn.
	If a unit begins a Rail Movement Phase entrained, but doesn’t conduct rail movement, it can be detrained by clicking on the hex to start a move, but then clicking the Entrain/Detrain button to the right of the unit name in the selection tab.
Siberia
	In Campaign games (not scenarios) the Soviet player may move units into and out of Siberia by rail. may move units intended for use as production cadres into Siberia by rail, and newly produced units onto the map from Siberian Training Centres via rail.  To rail units into Siberia, select one of the three Russian rail hexes at the eastern edge of the map as the destination hex. A prompt will appear asking if you want to transport the unit(s) to Siberia. Units are automatically detrained upon arrival in Siberia and added to the production Cadre pool.
	To bring units out of Siberia by rail, click on one of the three Russian rail hexes on the eastern edge of the map. The selection tab will update with all available units. Select the required units; then complete a normal rail move by selecting a highlighted map hex as the destination. 
	In any East front scenario beginning in 1943 or later, the Soviet player can rail corps-sized units that have been reduced to battlegroups to the three Siberia rail hexes and withdraw them from the map. Any such unit returns as a full strength reinforcement later in the game (Infantry/Cavalry Corps in four turns, Armor/Mech Corps in eight turns, Artillery Corps in 12 turns).
Soviet/Allied Off-Map Rail Movement
	The Soviet player (only) may move his units via rail movement between the three Russian rail hexes on the eastern edge of the map. 
	The Allied player (only) may move his units via rail movement between the three Middle East rail hexes on the southern edge in the Middle East. 
	 A unit may only use off-map rail movement if it begins a Rail Phase already in one of the map-edge hexes. Click on the hex containing the unit(s) to be moved. Valid destination hexes will highlight, including the other two map edge hexes (if they‘re functioning and friendly controlled). If either map edge hex is selected, the units will immediately move to that hex and their rail move ends. 
Sea Movement Phase
	There are three ways to move units during Sea Movement Phase: 
?	Naval Transport (friendly port to friendly port);
?	Emergency Naval Transport (friendly port to nearby 
	friendly port);
?	Amphibious Assault (friendly port to enemy hex). 
	It requires one transport or amphibious fleet for each unit moved, except for Russian corps, which require three fleets. Remember, most navies are limited as to what seas they can enter; so be sure to choose a navy that will transport your units to where you want them to go
	Sea movement is traced through adjacent water or coastal hexes. Movement can’t be traced through enemy controlled coastal hexes occupied by enemy units. Naval movement can end in an all-land hex if transporting to a port or performing an amphibious assault in the hex. 
	Units using naval movement are potentially exposed to various types of attack:
?	Air-Sea Interdiction;
?	Extraordinary Air-Sea Interdiction;
?	Allied High Seas Naval Interdiction;
?	Axis High Seas Coastal Defense.
	At the start of the Sea Movement Phase, each friendly port hex that contains at least one moveable unit, and which is located in a sea zone that has friendly NTP available, will be highlighted. If more than one of the three types of movement can be initiated from that port, the highlight will be yellow. Clicking on a yellow highlighted hex will open the Sea Movement dialog. Select the type of movement you want to perform.
Ports
	All sea movement begins in a port hex. Ports are either major, minor or beachhead. The type of port determines the type of supply that can flow through it, and also limits the number of units that can use naval transport through it in a single turn.
	Ports can suffer reduced effectiveness due to being damaged by being recently captured, or if made subject to port suppression by enemy air points. The Hex Tab display will list the status of a port as damaged or suppressed if applicable. Suppressed minor ports or beachheads cease to function. Damaged or suppressed major ports function as minor ports. A damaged major port’s supply capacity is reduced to minor capacity for four turns, and its transport capacity is reduced to minor for 10 turns if occupied by an enemy unit (unless occupied on the turn that the owner’s neutrality was violated, in which case no damage is done). 
	Certain Baltic Sea ports freeze in the winter, causing major ports to function as minor ports and minor ports not to function at all. 
Naval Transport
	Naval transport is the movement of units from one friendly port to another friendly port. During the first turn of war with any nation, naval transport may also be used to capture (without damage) undefended ports in the newly attacked nation. Only units that haven’t yet moved or received replacement points in a given turn may move by naval transport. Transported units may not attack during the Combat Phase nor move during the Mechanized Movement Phase. Units must transport to a friendly operational port hex or beachhead. Railroad repair and supply units may only transport to and from fully operational major ports. The number of units that can be moved by naval transport is limited by the number of NTP and amph points available in each sea zone. Amph points are only used if there are no more NTP available, and when they’re used they must be recycled as if performing an amphibious assault. 
	To transport units using naval transport, click on a highlighted port or beachhead hex and select naval transport if there are multiple movement options offered. The “Naval Transport” dialog will open. 	This dialog shows the available navies and the sea zones each navy can access, and the units in the hex. Select a navy and one or more units and click OK to begin. After choosing which navy to use, and which units to transport, all valid destination hexes will be highlighted. Destination hexes will be highlight green if the move can be made without the chance of loss to the moving units. Click any green hex to conduct the naval transport.
	Destination hexes will be highlighted orange if one or more forms of interdiction will be applied if the move is attempted. Click any orange hex and the “Interdiction Details” dialog will open. Use the dialog to judge the level of risk for the move. If you want to proceed, click OK. All interdiction attacks will be resolved, and any surviving units will arrive in the destination hex.
Emergency Naval Transport
	Units that’ve already moved during the Initial Movement Phase may not use naval transport; however, they may still be transported using emergency naval transport. Such units may trace naval movement through no more than four hexes to arrive at their destination. All transported units are reduced to battle groups. If a unit doesn’t form a battle group it will be eliminated. Transported units may not attack during the Combat Phase or move during Mechanized Movement Phase. NTP and amph points are used for emergency naval transport. Amph points are only used if there are no NTP available, and when they are used they must be recycled as if committing an amphibious assault. 
	The process for conducting emergency naval transport is identical to normal naval transport.
Amphibious Assault
	Amphibious assault involves moving friendly combat units from a port to a valid coastal hex. The destination hex can be friendly or enemy controlled, can be a port, and can contain enemy units. Only units that haven’t yet moved or received replacement points may perform an amphibious assault. Units performing amphibious assault attack enemy units during the Combat Phase in the hex they’re assaulting, but not in adjacent hexes. They may not move during the Mechanized Movement Phase. Units performing an amphibious assault may not trace a path longer than 24 hexes to their destination. The destination hex must be within 12 hexes of a friendly non-mountain hex in major supply (exception: Gibraltar may always be used as the source for an amphibious assault).
	Amphibious assault can’t be performed during snow turns on any High Seas coastal or land hex, except for hexes in Africa. Amphibious assault is also not allowed in the Baltic during snow and mud turns. 
	Units performing an amphibious assault on an enemy occupied hex will be forced to attack those enemy units during the Combat Phase. The attack strength of mechanized units will be quartered, and that of infantry will be halved. Amphibiously assaulting units don’t project ZOC into adjacent hexes during the player turn of their assault. The Allied player gets a +1 modifier for naval gunfire support during assaults. If the units receive a retreat result, all landing units are destroyed with no battlegroups formed.
	Amph points used in an amphibious assault must recycle. The points will be added to the reinforcement track to arrive in nine turns. 
	When landing your units on the assaulted hex, you will be given the option of establishing a beachhead using one or more of the amph points involved in the assault. A beachhead will allow you to trace beachhead supply to the hex and to adjacent hexes. You can transport units to or from the hex as if it were a minor port. Establishing a beachhead uses an amphibious fleet and ties it to the beach, preventing it from recycling. To remove a beachhead and recycle the amphibious fleet, disband the beachhead during the Reinforcement Phase. 
Air-Sea Interdiction
 	Any sea movement within range of an enemy supplied hex (minor or major supply, but not beachhead supply), will expose the units to air-sea interdiction. Allied and Axis air forces have a range of 12 hexes, while the Russian air force has a range of six hexes. If the sea movement is within range, and there are enemy AP with air-sea missions for that front, up to five enemy AP will attack the units. Each unit will be exposed to attrition, in which the chance it will be reduced to a battle group or eliminated is the number of AP out of six, and the chance an AP will be eliminated is one in six. Any particular sea move may only be exposed to air-sea interdiction once per front; however, there’s no limit to the number of times the intercepting AP may intercept other fleets that same turn. 
	Interdicting AP can’t trace their attack from a hex of a country that was attacked that turn. Thus, for example, if Germany attacked Norway, Allied AP couldn’t interdict German convoys during the first turn of the invasion. 
Extraordinary Air-Sea Interdiction
	Extraordinary air-sea interdiction is similar to air-sea interdiction, but is only used when a convoy comes within range of an enemy’s air force and is out of range of its own air cover. When that happens, up to five AP, which may have been assigned to any mission on that front, or were even unassigned on that front, attack the convoying units. The attack is the same as air-sea interdiction. Extraordinary air-sea interdiction is supplemental to air-sea interdiction but, like air-sea interdiction, it may only be performed once per front per convoy. Thus, a convoy traveling through all three fronts could at most be exposed to air-sea interdiction three times and extraordinary air-sea interdiction three times (if it survived that long). 
Allied High Seas Naval Interdiction
	Axis sea movement on the high seas is subject to Allied naval interdiction. Each unit in the convoy is exposed to an attack. To protect NTP and units on the high seas, the Axis player can sortie SURF points to escort high seas movement. To do so, go to the Sea View and click on the German “Sorties” command button to assign SURF to escort duty. Up to six SURF may be assigned, assuming there are that many available. SURF points assigned to escort are exposed to losses, losing one to six points, but no more than were assigned. The losses aren’t calculated until the end of the Sea Movement Phase: all the SURFs assigned will defend all naval movement in the high seas for that turn. If there are no German SURF escorts, every unit in any high seas movement is reduced to a battle group or eliminated, and each corresponding transport fleet is eliminated. For every SURF escorting, however, there is a one-sixth less chance the unit and transport fleet will be eliminated. If there are six surface fleets, no units will suffer attrition. Axis sea movement in high seas hexes outside Allied air range and inside Axis air range are not subject to Allied naval interdiction. If the UK has surrendered and the US isn’t yet active, Allied naval interdiction will cease until US entry. 
Axis North Sea Coastal Defense
	Allied units performing an amphibious assault on any hex in Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark or Germany, are subject to an attrition due to Axis coastal defenses. In 1939, 1940, 1944, and 1945 there is a 1/6 chance, and in 1941-1943 there is a 2/6 chance, that any one unit will be reduced to a battle group or eliminated. 
Axis High Seas Supply
	The Axis player doesn’t automatically trace supply through the high seas to high seas ports. The Axis player may indicate he wants to trace supply through the high seas and into Axis high sea port hexes by going to the Sea View and clicking the “Sorties” button. From that dialog, assign a SURF point to the Supply mission. There must also be an available German NTP. That will allow the Axis player to trace supply into the high seas and supply otherwise isolated ports or beach heads. The SURF and NTP will be exposed to possible loss once each game turn. 
	There is a 1/6 chance the SURF will be eliminated, or a 1/3 chance the transport fleet is eliminated, but not both. If the UK has surrendered and the US isn’t yet active, the attrition ceases until US entry; however, the Axis player must still assign a surface and naval transport fleet by selecting the Axis High Seas button. 
Canals: Suez and Kiel
	Both the Suez and Kiel Canals can be passed through by convoys, assuming the canal hexes are friendly. 
Convoys—Rounding the Horn of Africa
	Allied units may transport to and from Suez around the Horn of Africa, and thus avoid transporting through the Mediterranean and being exposed to possible Axis air-sea interdiction. It takes four turns for units to go around the horn. 
	To send a unit around the horn, begin a normal naval transport. Among the valid highlighted destination ports will be the two special Transit hexes—one located in the high seas on the western map edge near Ireland, the other located in the Red Sea on the southern map edge near Suez. Clicking on the high seas transit hex instructs the units to make a normal naval move, subject to all applicable forms of interdiction, from their current port to that hex. The units—if they survive—will then begin the four week journey to the transit hex near Suez. Clicking the transit hex near Suez sends the units around the horn to arrive four weeks later at the transit hex near Ireland.
	At the beginning of the Sea Movement Phase, the Allied player will receive a prompt if any units are arriving from around the Horn at the Suez transit hex. Click on that hex as the embarkation port, and perform a normal naval transport to move the arriving units back onto the map at any friendly port, subject to any applicable enemy interdiction. If any units are arriving from around the Horn into the high seas transit hex, the Allied player will again receive a prompt . Click on the high seas transit hex to move the arriving units to a friendly port.
	The Allied player may view what units are traveling around the Horn by going to the Sea View and clicking on the “Convoy” command button. 
Allied Naval Transport to Iraq & Iran
	The Allied player may transport units to and from the Iraqi, Iranian and Egyptian railheads at the southern edge of the map board if they’re Allied controlled. The Allied player may place units arriving from Europe around the Horn on those three rail hexes. 
Gibraltar
	Whoever controls the port hex of Gibraltar can block entrance and exit into the Mediterranean. If the Allied player controls Gibraltar, he may pass through that entrance, even if the two hexes to the west of Gibraltar are Axis controlled. Allied sea movement may enter those hexes as if they were not enemy owned. 
USA Amphibious Assault
	In campaign games in which the USA is active and the UK has surrendered, the US player may launch an amphibious assualt against High Seas coastal hexes of Europe.  To conduct such an assault requires double the normal number of AMPH points per unit.  A special 'USA' port hex on the western edge of the map will appear and can be selected as the source port for the assualt.  Select the port, select the units to launch the assault, and then click a High Seas Coastal hex to perform the assault.
Air Movement Phase
	Only airborne units may perform air movement. Air movement may not be performed on a front where the enemy has air superiority. For every airborne unit moved, there must be a corresponding air transport point (ATP) available on that front. There are two different forms of air movement—air transport (the destination hex is friendly controlled at start of the Air Phase), and air assault (the destination hex is enemy controlled at start of the Air Phase).
	The Allied and Soviet players use airborne divisions for air movement. The Axis player, though he has airborne divisions, may only use them in the form of airborne regiments. When loading an Axis airborne division during a Reinforcement Phase, it will be broken into three regiments. If they are in the same hex, three regiments can combine to form a division again by selecting the Combine option during the Reinforcement Phase. 
	Any airborne unit that’s conducted an air move that turn and isn’t in supply at the end of the player turn is eliminated without forming a battle group. 
	After performing any air movement there is a chance the ATP point(s) used will be eliminated. Any ATP not eliminated are added to the reinforcement track and will appear as reinforcements in four turns.
	At the start of the phase a check is made to see if there’s any possible air movement this turn. If not, the phase ends immediately. If there are possible moves, all valid source and destination hexes are highlighted. If there are ready units loaded in the air box for a front, valid enemy hexes will be highlighted in orange, and valid friendly destinations are in yellow. 
	To move a unit from the Air box to the map, click on any highlighted hex, and select the unit(s) to move from the lower right selection tab. Click on the destination hex a second time to confirm, or click the Cancel command button.
	To move an air unit from one hex to another, click the hex containing the units, use the Selection tab to choose exactly which unit(s) are to move, and then click a highlighted destination hex.
Air Transport
	Air transport is performed using either loaded and ready airborne units (located in the airborne units section in the Air View) or airborne units on the map in major supply, and not on any mountainous hex. The airborne units may be moved to a friendly owned supplied hex or a friendly occupied hex. The hex can’t be mountainous, and it must be within range of air transport. Air transport range is 20 hexes from where the unit originated (if it was lifted from the map), or 20 hexes from any friendly non-mountainous hex in major supply. Each air transport point used in air transport has a 1/ 6 chance it will be eliminated.
Air Assault
	Air assault is similar to air transport except only airborne units already loaded and ready in the air front’s Airborne box may be used. The destination hex must be no more than 12 hexes from any friendly non-mountainous major supplied hex. 
	Airborne units may assault any enemy hex, occupied or not, as long as it is in range and isn’t mountainous. To perform an air assault, just click on any valid target hex, and use the Selection tab to select which airborne units you want to drop there. 
 	If you drop airborne units on an enemy occupied hex, you will be forced to attack those units during the next Combat Phase. If the hex isn’t captured, the airborne units will be completely eliminated. Each air transport point used in an air assault has a 1/3 chance it will be eliminated. 
	Units performing air assault don’t capture the hex they land in until the Air Interdiction Phase of that player turn. The hex must be in supply at that time, or the assaulting units are eliminated without having captured the hex. Thus, air assaulting units don’t cut rail lines, damage ports or production centers, destroy forts or block the enemy from tracing supply through the hex by ground or rail—even a hex unoccupied by enemy forces—until the end of the player turn, and only then if supply can be traced to the assaulting units. Before the end of the turn, however, the air assaulting units do affect combat, force defenders to retreat in certain situations, and block defenders from retreating into an air assaulted hex. 
Combat Phase
	At the start of this phase, all hexes containing enemy units that can be attacked are highlighted. To begin an attack, click on any highlighted hex. All possible adjacent hexes that contain friendly units that can join the attack are then highlighted. Keep clicking on highlighted hexes to add them to the combat. The program recalculates the highlighted hexes after each click to ensure the rule “all attackers are adjacent to all defenders” is enforced. Any hex selected in the current combat will be highlighted in red. Clicking any red highlighted defending hex will remove it from the combat. Clicking on a red highlighted attacking hex will either: a) remove it from the combat if the hex has only one unit; or b) make that hex the current “Select” hex if it has more than one unit. Use the Select display to add and remove units from the combat by clicking on the unit icon. You can’t select a defending hex and remove only some units—you must always attack all enemy units stacked together as a single combat.
	As you add and remove attackers and defenders, the “Combat” tab at the top-right of the screen will update with a summary of the currently selected units/hexes. Once you have at least one attacking and one defending hex, the Combat Results Table (CRT) in the middle of the “Combat” display will show the current odds and die roll range with a white highlight box. If the message “Insufficient Odds for Attack” appears on the CRT, add more attacking units or cancel the attack. As you add or remove hexes and units, the odds will recalculate and the display updates.
	You may change the information view to display another tab (for example, the “Hex” tab—to examine the units) during a combat resolution. The current combat will not be affected. Click again on the Combat tab to change back to the combat view and continue with the attack resolution.
	During unit selection, the “Cancel” and “Attack” buttons appear in the commands area, replacing the normal command buttons. Clicking Cancel will cancel, and clicking Attack will execute the attack. Once the attack begins, the CRT animates and displays the combat result. Combat results are applied automatically to the defender, and then the current player applies any results—losses and retreats—that affect his attacking units.A final summary of the combat will then be added to the event log display window.
Terrain Effects on Combat
	The terrain of the defending hex has the following effects on combat:
TERRAIN
COMBAT EFFECT
Clear
None
Broken
-1 Modifier
Woods
-1 Modifier
Swamp
-1 Modifier
Rough
-1 Modifier
Mountain
Doubles Defense Strength; -1 Modifier
Desert
None
Arctic Swamp
Doubles Defense Strength; -1 Modifier


	Additionally, non-artillery units attacking across an unfrozen river or straits have their offense halved. 
Season & Climate Effects on Combat
	Season and climate also may modify units’ defensive and offensive strength. Italy experiences snow game turns as if they were mud game turns.
?	Moderate, mud: attack strength halved for all units.
?	Moderate, snow: attack strength halved for all Mech units except Russians.
?	Severe, mud: attack and defense strength halved except for Russians and Finns.
?	Severe, snow: attack strength halved except for Russians and Finns.
Supply Effects on Combat
	Units out of supply have their attack and defense strength halved. If the attacking player attacks with any out of supply unit, he must suffer an Attacker Exchange in addition to the combat results. 
Artillery and Anti-Tank Units
	If a Russian (1)10 anti-tank unit is one of the defending units in an attack, all attacking mechanized units offensive strength is halved. More than one anti-tank unit in a hex will not cause any further reduction. 
	Artillery doesn’t have to be adjacent to the defending hex to attack. Instead, it can be two hexes away from the defending unit, as long as there’s at least one friendly non-artillery unit adjacent to both the artillery and the defending units. (That unit doesn’t have to attack, just be present.) Just click on the hex with the artillery, and select which artillery units you want to have attack. In order for artillery to add its offensive strength to an attack, the attacker must have at least a 1:1 odds with non-artillery units, based solely on unmodified combat factors for attacker and defender.
Fortifications, Fortified Divisions, Fortresses, Maginot Line and West Wall
	Fortifications triple the defensive strength of the strongest infantry, motorized infantry, or airborne unit in the hex. Fortifications have no defense strength in themselves, and only one fortification per hex will triple the defense strength of a unit. Fortifications are eliminated when a hex is captured, except for the fortification in Tobruk, which changes hands when the hex is captured. The fortification in Tobruk ceases to exist in 1/1/1942. 
	Fortified divisions, in addition to adding their own defense strength, double the defense strength of the strongest infantry, motorized infantry, or airborne unit in the hex. Russian 1-4 infantry divisions and French 3-4 infantry divisions can fortify into (3)0 and (6)0 fortified divisions, respectively, during the Combat Phase. French 3-4 infantry divisions can’t fortify until 10 weeks after the Axis invade either Belgium, the Netherlands or Luxembourg, or by 8/1/40, whichever comes first.  If Russia is at peace, a maximum of one unit per clear/snow turn can be fortified.  Units may not fortify on the first turn of any scenario or campaign.
	Certain Hexes on the map are marked as ‘Fortress’ hexes – The French Maginot line, the Leige hex in Belgium, and Tobruk.
	The defense strength of a Maginot hex varies depending on whether it’s occupied and whether it’s attacked from the front or rear. The front of a Maginot hex is any hexside the on-map fortress marker icon faces, and the rear of a fortress is any hexside it doesn’t face. If occupied, a fortress has a defense strength of 20 when attacked from the front and a defense strength of 10 when attacked from the rear. An unoccupied Maginot hex has a defense strength of 10 from the front and five from the rear. An air assault on a Maginot hex is considered an attack from the rear. The defense strength of a Maginot hex is added to the defense strength of any friendly combat units in the hex. Maginot hexes and units in them are always in supply. Maginot hexes are destroyed as a result of an exchange, half-exchange or defender eliminated, regardless of whether the hex is captured. Maginot hexes and units in them ignore retreat results; however, if an air assault is performed, any surviving defending battle groups must retreat on an exchange, half exchange or defender eliminated. Maginot hexes are immediately destroyed when France surrenders.
	The Liege fortress in Belgium behaves like a Maginot hex in all ways except an air assault reduces the defense strength to zero.
	The Tobruk Fortress triples the defensive strength of the strongest infantry, motorized infantry, or airborne unit in the hex. It has no defense strength if the hex is unoccupied.  The Fortress changes hands rather than being eliminated when the hex is entered by an enemy unit.  The fortress ceases to exist in 1/1/1942. 
	Fortress hexes and units in them ignore retreat results; however, if an air assault is performed, any surviving defending battle groups must retreat on an exchange, half exchange or defender eliminated. 
	West Wall hexes add two to the modified defense strength of the hex provided the hex is occupied by at least one combat unit. They have no effect if not so occupied, and they’re removed from play as soon as any non-Axis unit occupies the hex.
Air Support
	If the attacking player has available AP in Air-Ground box for the front the battle is in, he may assign air support by clicking the Air Support command button on the Combat tab. Air support will provide a +1 modifier to the combat. 
Allied Naval Gunfire
	The Allied player receives naval gunfire support for any combat involving Allied amphibious assaults and beachheads. If the Allied player is performing an amphibious assault, he will receive a +1 modifier on the attack. If the Axis player is attacking a hex with an Allied beachhead on it, he will receive a -1 modifier. 
Determining which CRT Applies to a Combat
	There are four different CRT, with one being the most desirable and four the least. The CRT for any particular attack is identified at the top of the CRT display in the Combat tab. The CRT used is determined by the nationality of the attacking units, the year, the climate, and the season
Germany:
Year
Arid 
All Seasons
Moderate
Clear
Moderate
Mud/Snow
Severe
Clear
Severe
Mud/snow
1939
CRT 2
CRT 2 
CRT 3
CRT 2 
CRT 4
1940-42
CRT 1
CRT 1
CRT 2
CRT 1
CRT 4
1943
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 4
1944-45
CRT 3
CRT 3
CRT 2
CRT 3 
CRT 4


United Kingdom, United States, France & Free France: 
Year
Arid 
All Seasons
Moderate
Clear
Moderate
Mud/Snow
Severe
Clear
Severe
Mud/snow
1939
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4 
CRT 4
1940
CRT 3
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4
1941-42
CRT 3
CRT 3
CRT 4
CRT 3
CRT 4
1943
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 3
CRT 2
CRT 4
1944-45
CRT 1
CRT 1
CRT 2
CRT 1
CRT 4

Russia:
Year
Arid 
All Seasons
Moderate
Clear
Moderate
Mud/Snow
Severe
Clear
Severe
Mud/snow
1939-41
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4 
CRT 2
1942
CRT 4
CRT 3
CRT 3
CRT 3
CRT 2
1943
CRT 3
CRT 2
CRT 3
CRT 2
CRT 2
1944-45
CRT 2
CRT 1
CRT 2
CRT 1
CRT 2


Finland:
Year
Arid 
All Seasons
Moderate
Clear
Moderate
Mud/Snow
Severe
Clear
Severe
Mud/snow
1939
CRT 4
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 2
1940-41
CRT 4
CRT 1
CRT 1
CRT 1
CRT 1
1942
CRT 4
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 2
CRT 2
1943
CRT 4
CRT 3
CRT 3
CRT 3
CRT 3
1944-45
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4
CRT 4

	 	 All other countries use CRT 4 at all times. When more than one nationality is involved in the attack, the lowest (best) CRT based on the nationalities is taken. 
Combat Results
	As a result of combat, an attacking and defending units will suffer one of three possible outcomes:
?	No Effect: The unit is unaffected by this combat.
?	Reduced: The unit suffers a reduction in combat strength.
?	Retreat: The unit must leave its current hex.
	There seven possible results of combat spread amongst the combat result tables:
?	ae	Attacker Eliminated: All attacking units are reduced. 
?	ax	Attacker Exchange: The attacker must reduce units that have a total unmodified combat strength equal to or greater than the defending units’ total unmodified combat strength. 
?	br	Both Retreat: Defending units retreat or are reduced, and then attacking units must retreat or be reduced. If the defender has given the defending hex a no retreat order and there are units that form battle groups in the hex, the defending units will take a defender eliminated and not retreat. 
?	dr	Defender Retreat: Defending units must retreat or be reduced. If the defender has given the defending hex a no retreat order and there are units that form battle groups in the hex, the defending units will take a defender eliminated and not retreat. 
?	ex	Exchange: All defending units are reduced and the attacker must then reduce units that have a total unmodified combat strength equal to or greater than the defending units’ total unmodified combat strength. 
?	hx	 Half Exchange: All defending units are reduced and the attacker must then reduce units that have a total unmodified combat strength equal to or greater than half the defending units’ total unmodified combat strength. 
?	de	Defender Eliminated: All defending units are reduced. If the defending hex is left vacant, the attacker may advance any remaining attacking units into the hex after all allocation of losses and retreats is complete. Units reduced to battle groups always have the option of retreating after being reduced. 
Reduction
	Certain combat results call for one or more units to be reduced. When two-step units (generally having combat strengths of four or more) are reduced, they form a unit with greatly reduced combat strength called a battle group, but remain on the map. When all other units, and battle groups, are reduced they’re fully eliminated and removed from the map
Retreats & Unit Orders
	A unit that suffers a retreat result in combat must immediately leave it’s current hex and move into a valid adjacent hex. Defending units are retreated by the computer. Attacking units are retreated by the active player.
	Retreating units can’t retreat into a hex in an EZOC unless the hex is occupied by a friendly unit. Retreating units must first retreat into vacant hexes before retreating into friendly occupied hexes. Retreating units must avoid overstacking if possible. If defending units overstack during retreats, they have until the end of their first Movement Phase to rectify the overstacking or be eliminated. If that overstacked hex is subsequently attacked later in the Combat Phase, the retreated units don’t contribute to the defense and are completely eliminated (no BG formed) if the defenders are forced to retreat or are eliminated. Attacking units only have until the end of the Mechanized Movement Phase to rectify overstacking. Defending units forced to retreat have the option of remaining in the hex and being reduced to battle groups. Attacking units exposed to an attacker retreat may choose to suffer an attacker exchange result instead. 
	Attacking units are retreated by the active player.
	Defending units are retreated by the computer. Units can be assigned “Unit Orders” to help control retreat behavior. Orders can be set for a single stack or for an entire front. Double-right-click on any stack on the map to bring up the “Stack Details” dialog. Use that dialog to review and set the retreat options for the current stack or for all stacks on entire fronts. There are two basic retreat decision: will units prefer to take losses rather than retreat, and what will units do if they have just received combat losses?
	If the “Convert Retreats to Losses” box is checked, that stack will ignore retreat results and take combat losses instead. That order should only be given to units that can form battlegroups. In effect, units are being told to trade combat strength in order to hold territory.
	The “Retreat after Loss” options control what units will do if they’ve just been reduced to battlegroups through combat. There are three alternatives.
?	Never—units will never retreat after being reduced to battle groups.
?	Always—units always seek to retreat after being reduced to battle groups.
?	Check—units may retreat. If the total modified defense strength of the battle groups that would remain in the hex is three or greater, or if the only enemy hexes that border the defending hex are separated by rivers and the defense strength is 1.5 or greater, the computer assumes the hex can’t be overrun and doesn’t retreat the defending battle groups. If the defense strength of the battle groups is under three (1.5 if rivers are involved), and if the defense strength of all friendly adjacent hexes is three or more (1.5 or more if separated from the defending hex by a river), the computer will retreat the battle groups. Thus, the computer first checks to see if the battle groups can be overrun (and therefore need to be retreated), and then whether retreating them would expose the back lines of the defender to an armor break out. The computer will only retreat the battle groups if it determines they might be overrun by remaining in the hex and that retreating won’t expose the defender to a break through of his lines during the Mechanized Movement Phase. 
Air and Amphibious Assaults
 	Air and amphibious assaults affect combat results. On a result of De, Hx, Ex, Dr or Br, the results are applied normally, but then the defender must retreat his units from the hex or be completely eliminated (no battlegroups formed). On any other result the assaulting units are completely eliminated. 
	Mechanized units performing an amphibious assault have their attack strength quartered, and other units’ attack strengths are halved.  Airborne units performing air assault attack at full strength are halved, unless the optional 'full strength' rule is selected at game start.. 
Partisan Combat
	If a partisan cadre is stacked with other friendly units in a stack that defends in a combat, the cadre doesn’t add its defense strength to friendly combat units in the same hex and isn’t affected by an combat result against the defenders in the hex. Partisan cadre may only be attacked directly if there are no other enemy combat units in that hex. The combat is resolved like a normal combat, except on a result of de, hx or ex, the partisan cadre are eliminated; otherwise the combat result is no effect. The attacker isn’t affected by combat results in attacks on partisan cadres: he never suffers any losses and never has to retreat. 
Partisan units do add their defense strength to attacks on friendly units in the same hex, and they’re affected by combat the same as any other combat unit, except partisan units are never forced to retreat. 
	German 6-3 security divisions can only attack partisans. The Axis player can’t attack Yugoslav partisan cadre until the first Yugoslav partisan unit has been formed. 
Fortifying and Unfortifying Units
	In addition to performing combat during the Combat Phase, the phasing player may fortify and unfortify infantry divisions. Only Russian and French infantry divisions may fortify, and the French may only do so beginning in 8/1/1940 or 10 weeks after the Axis invade either France, Belgium, the Netherlands or Luxembourg, whichever comes first. Fortified infantry divisions can’t move and don’t exert ZOC, but they do have a defense strength (six for the French and three for the Russians), and they also double the defense strength of the strongest infantry, motorized infantry, or airborne unit in their hex. 
	Only units that haven’t moved or attacked that turn and that are in supply may fortify. Units may not fortify during mud game turns. Any friendly unit that can fortify or unfortify this turn will be highlighted. To fortify a valid unit, click on the hex. The chances of fortifying the unit is the sum of the combat factors of all infantry, motorized infantry and airborne units in the hex that have not fought or moved (including the fortifying unit), out of six. 
	If the chance of success is less than 100 percent, a prompt will appear giving the change of success. To attempt to fortify, click “Fortify.” If successful, the unit is fortified and the map updates to display the newly fortified unit. If the attempt fails, a message appears saying so. 
	If the chance of success is 100 percent, a confirmation prompt is displayed. Click “Fortify” to continue.
	Whether or not the attempt succeeds, units stacked with the fortifying unit can’t attack the rest of that turn, nor can they try to fortify again until next turn. 
	Any fortified division can always unfortify. Click on a highlighted hex to unfortify. A prompt is displayed, click “Unfortify” to continue.
Supply During the Combat Phase
	The supply state for all attacking and defending units is calculated at the start of the Combat Phase. Recalculating supply after each combat would be time consuming, and in most cases would produce no change in the supply state. The phasing (attacking) player has the option of recalculating supply at any time during the Combat Phase. Normally that will be done only if a recent combat has resulted in a potential change to the supply state of defending units yet to be attacked. 
	To recalculate supply during a Combat Phase, click on the “Menu” command button and select “Recalculate Supply State.” 
Mechanized Movement Phase
	The Mechanized Movement Phase is the same as the Initial Movement Phase, except only mechanized units and cavalry may move during it. Thus, armor, mechanized infantry, cavalry and supply units all get to move during the Mechanized Movement Phase, regardless of whether they moved during the Initial Movement Phase. Artillery and anti-tank units don’t move during the Initial Movement Phase, but do move during the Mechanized Movement Phase. Units are free to perform overruns as in the Initial Movement Phase, and all other rules are the same. 
Air Interdiction Phase
	During the Air Interdiction Phase, the phasing player places air interdiction markers in any valid target hexes in order to slow enemy movement in the next player turn. You may only deploy as many air interdiction markers as you have unused AP available in the air-ground mission for that front (if any). 
	Any hex within range (six hexes for Soviets and 12 hexes for the Axis and Allies) of a supplied friendly hex may be subjected to air interdiction. Simply click on any highlighted hex to place an air interdiction marker there. Click on the hex again to remove it. Any hex under air interdiction costs the opposing player two additional MP to move a unit into, unless the hex is already in your ZOC, in which case no additional cost is paid. During the Rail Movement Phase it costs five additional RMP to enter a hex with enemy air interdiction. 
Historical Reinforcements and Withdrawals
	When playing War in the West and War in the East, the Axis player will gain or lose combat units to reflect the historic events occurring on the other front.
War in the West
	The Axis player receives additional reinforcements during the reinforcement phase on the following dates: 
?	13/3/41: 4 AP 
?	1/1/43 : 4 AP 
?	8/2/43: 3x10-8, 3x8-8, 12x 6-5
Operation Barbarossa
	The Axis player must amass the following army in Poland by the beginning of his player 7/4/41 turn. 
?	18x10-8			9x 6- 3
?	15x8- 8			3x (1)-5 
?	7x 3- 8			110x6- 5
?	26 Air Points (eastern front) 
 	At the beginning of the 7/4/41 turn those troops will be removed from Poland. If there aren’t enough of one type of unit, but there are extra of a superior unit, the superior unit will be substituted (for example, a 10-8 may be substituted for an 8-8). If there aren’t enough mechanized or RRU, two 6-5 infantry divisions must be substituted for each missing unit. If, even after substituting, there aren’t enough units in Poland, the remaining units, plus a 50 percent penalty, will have to be removed from the rest of the map. The computer will randomly select German units for removal from outside Poland until the required withdrawals have been met or the German runs out of all available units.
	Beginning in 5/1/41, a notice will appear at the start of each Axis Reinforcement Phase informing the Axis player on how many units he has in Poland and how many more he needs. 
War in the East
	The Axis player upgrades, withdraws and receives certain divisions during the Reinforcement Phase on the following dates to reflect the actions of the Western Allies: 
?	7/2/41 	2x 10-8, 1x8-8, 25x 6-5 
?	13/3/41	4 AP withdrawn* 
?	10/1/42	Exchange 1x8-8 and 1xMR for 1x11-8 
?	1/1/43	4 APs withdrawn* 
?	8/2/43	Remove 1x11-8, 2x10-8, 3x8-8, 12x 6-5 
?	11/1/43	Exchange up to three 11-8 for 13-8 
?	6/4/44	Remove 3x10-8
*The withdrawal of the 4 APs also reduces the 30 AP East front limit.
Operation Barbarossa
	Hitler’s main goal in World War II was to conquer Russia. He believed the German people needed living room, Lebensraum, and they were destined to populate the Russian Steppes, fed by German farmers in the Ukraine and Poland. Hitler invaded France so he would be free to invade the Soviet Union without fighting on two fronts. The major point in the 1939 and 1940 campaign games will be the timing and execution of the German attack on Russia.
	When starting a new WiE campaign that begins before 7/1/1941, the Soviet player can choose to be “active” or “passive” during the early years of the war. If a passive Soviet Union is chosen, the computer controls the neutral Soviet Union, redeploying its units with the annexations of eastern Poland, Bessarabia and portions of Finland, and conducting limited production of new units. If the Axis player at any time declares war on the Soviet Union, the Soviet player becomes active immediately. If the Axis has not declared war on the Soviet Union by 7/1941, the Soviet player becomes active anyway, allowing him to move his units and engage in peace time production. Anytime the Soviet Union is actively controlled, the Soviet player may declare "Limited War" on Germany during any game turn (see the Soviet Union nation table for more details).
	Note, giving the player control over Russia during peacetime early in the game can seriously harm the play balance of the game, and we therefore recommend the players agree to restrictions forcing the Russian player to garrison the border and limiting the number of divisions he may fortify. As that option is provided for players who are experienced with WIE and want to experiment with Russian control, such restrictions and their enforcement are up to the players. 
Barbarossa Special rules
	For the first eight game turns of the invasion of Russia, Russian rail capacity is halved (from 60 down to 30). 
	For the first year after the beginning of the invasion, Axis units have six MP to trace supply to Axis major supply heads in severe climate hexes, which is reduced to three MP in snow and mud game turns. 
	During the first Axis winter in Russia (all the snow game turns until one year after the date of the invasion), the Axis player must reduce one German 6-5 division in Russia to a BG each Reinforcement Phase.  When playing with variable weather, this will apply to the first 20 snow turns after the DoW between Russia and Germany.
	Also during that first Axis winter in Russia, when Russian units attack they may substitute an attacker retreat for any combat result. 
	During the first five cycles of war, if the Russians lose 100 or more units of any types, they cease producing new arms points from arms centers on the map or that’ve been moved to Siberia, until the fifth cycle after invasion. Thus, if Germany invades Russia during in 5/3/41, and by 7/4/41 has eliminated 100 or more Russian units, during Strategic Cycles 8 and 9, Russia would only produce arms points from its permanent arms centers in Siberia, but by Strategic Cycle 10 would be producing arms points again normally. Note the Soviets can still expend arms points already produced and not yet spent—they aren’t affected. For the first five cycles a count of the number of Russian units eliminated is kept and displayed in the Soviet Production screen. That simulates the devastating effect the German attack had on the Soviet economy beyond that simulated by arms centers being moved and sometimes overrun. 
	The Axis must garrison each captured Soviet personnel center with a combined unmodified combat factor of six infantry. Garrison units can be in adjacent hexes. In each captured personnel center with less than six infantry, there is a 1/6 chance a Russian 1-4 division will either be placed in the center, if it’s not Axis occupied or, if the center is occupied, then in an adjacent hex that’s not Axis occupied. 
	Russia has five resource centers, and is reliant on them for oil. For every one of them that are captured by the Axis, Russia loses 10 percent of its arms point production. If Astrakhan is captured and the rail line connecting those centers to Siberia severed, Russia loses 75 percent of its arms production (Russia can only lose 75 percent maximum, even if all five centers are captured and Astrakhan is taken). If the Russians retake a captured resource center, they must rebuild it before it stops reducing their arms point production. An option to rebuild the resource center will appear in the Soviet Production screen. It will take three cycles to rebuild, and will cost 10 arms points and one personnel point. 
The Strategic Cycle
	The Strategic Cycle occurs every four turns during campaign games. The primary functions of the strategic cycle are to allow production of new units and to resolve strategic warfare (U-Boats and the Allied bombing campaign). The sequence of play for Strategic Cycle Turns is as follows. 
?	Allied player ( Europe/West only)
?	U-boat War Resolution 
?	Reinforcement or Production (optional rule)
?	Strategic Air War—Bomber Allocation
?	Russian player ( Europe/ East only)
?	Production
?	Axis player
?	Strategic Air War—Interceptor Allocation 
	(Europe/West only)
?	Strategic Air War—Resolution (Europe/West only )
?	Production/Reinforcement
	Though Allied production is optional, it’s strongly recommended and may be considered standard for campaign games. 
Basic U-Boat War Resolution 
	When playing without Allied production, the basic U-Boat war determines when the Allied player will receive scheduled reinforcements. Only UK and US reinforcements are affected; French and Suez reinforcements always arrive as scheduled. 
	Each cycle the U-boat war determines whether the Allied reinforcements are delayed, advance normally, or advance twice. If reinforcements are delayed, no reinforcements are received that cycle and, instead, those scheduled reinforcements, and all future reinforcements, are pushed back one cycle. If the reinforcements advance normally, the Allied player receives the reinforcements scheduled for that cycle and all future reinforcements remain on schedule. If reinforcements advance twice, the Allied player receives the reinforcements scheduled for that cycle along with the reinforcements scheduled for the next cycle. Further, all future reinforcements are now rescheduled for receipt one cycle earlier. The determination is made based on the year, the number of Axis U-Boats, and a random roll of the die. Allied Reinforcements cannot be advanced or delayed any more than 6 cycles.  Once reinforcements are 6 cycles ahead or behind any further advance or delay is ignored
	First, compare the year and number of U-boats to determine the column number.
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	Second, compare the column number to a random number (1 to 6) to find the result:
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D
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	The result will be one of the following.
?	D: no reinforcements this cycle.
?	A1: regular reinforcements this cycle.
?	A2: regular plus next cycle’s reinforcements. 
U-Boat Attrition
	After determining the effect of the U-Boat war on Allied reinforcements, U-Boats are exposed to Allied attack. First, compare the year and number of U-Boats to determine a column number.
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	Then, compare the column number to a random roll (1 to 6) to find the result.
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	The final result is the number of U-Boats lost.
Advanced U-Boat War
	When playing with Allied production, the advanced U-Boat war affects the UK’s generation of production points and the US sea lift capacity by adjusting both with a percentage modifier. The percentage modifier is determined as follows. 
1939
NA
0
1
4
8
NA
NA 
1940
0
1
2
7
15
25
NA 
1941
1
4
8
13
23
35
45 
1942
5
13
18
25
35
45
55 
43-45
7
18
25
35
45
55
65 
Modifier 
+60% 
+50% 
+30% 
NE 
-30% 
-50% 
-60% 

	For example, in 1939, eight U-Boats would translate into a -30 percent modifier. 
	If the number of U-Boats falls between two columns of numbers listed on the chart, the modifier will be a five percent interval between the two listed numbers. For example, in 1940 11 U-Boats (half way between 7 and 15) would translate into a -15 percent modifier (halfway between zero and -30 percent). 
	If the current number of U-Boats doesn’t translate into an exact five percent interval between the values, the final value will be determined by a die roll and probability. For example, in 1940 the Axis have eight U-Boats. That number lies between 7 and 15 on the table. There are eight possible values between 7 and 15; so that means eight U-Boats would translate into a -3.75% value (-30% / (15-7) = -3.75%). Since the final value must be a five percent interval, the actual result must be one of the two closest intervals to -3.75%, either zero or -5%. Checking the value (-3.75) against the two possible values (0 and -5) gives a probability of 75 percent chance the modifier will be a -5%, and a 25 percent chance it will be zero. A die roll is made to determine the final value based on these probabilities. Also note the Surface Fleet Sortie option has the same effect as in the original U-Boat War. 
	Each cycle the U-Boats are exposed to attrition. Each U-Boat has a chance that it will be eliminated as follows. 
39-41
3% (1-40 U-Boats); 4% (41+ U-Boats) 
1942
3% 
1943
4% (1-30 U-Boats); 6% (31+ U-Boats) 
44-45
8%

	Thus, in 1943 if the Axis had 35 U-Boats, each of the 35 U-Boats would have a six percent chance of elimination. If the Axis player is using the Surface Sortie option, the surface fleet is still eliminated before any U-Boats, and it counts as two U-Boats in the calculations. 
Production Phase
	The Production Phase for each player is largely the same, and consists of three main tasks: placing newly arriving units on the map, gathering cadre from the map for use in new unit production, and scheduling construction of new units for future cycles.
Production Summary
	The Production Phase begins with a popup dialog showing a summary of the current production status. It shows various details relevant to each player, including things such as the number of functioning manufacturing or resource centers, the results of the current cycle’s U-boat war, and the current totals for production points, personnel, arms points and air crew. Click OK to advance.
	If there are arriving units that can be placed on the map during this phase, a second dialog will appear showing those new units and offering a choice to either begin placing them or to go to the Production screen and begin purchasing new units. Selecting “Place New Units on Map” will change the current view to the first available map view. 
	It is possible to switch between tasks—placing arriving units on the map, scheduling new builds, collecting cadre—at any time during the production phase. They may be performed in any sequence, and one task doesn’t have to be completed before beginning the next. To place units or collect cadre at any time during the Production Phase, go to any map view. To build more units, go to the production screen.
Allied Production
	The Allied player may build new UK, US and Allied common units. Allied common units may be built using either or both UK or US production capacities. 
	UK units that, under the basic rules, are received in Suez aren’t a part of UK production. Those Suez reinforcement units represent Commonwealth forces from South Africa, Australia and India, and they’re received in Suez on the date scheduled without going through UK production. UK and Allied units  scheduled for removal under the basic rules remain scheduled for removal. Allied strategic air bases aren’t part of the production process, but they are received on the historical cycle. 
UK Production Points
	The UK receives production points based on how many active and in supply UK manufacturing centers it controls. There are 12 manufacturing centers in the UK and Northern Ireland. The UK can’t use any other manufacturing centers, and the Axis can’t use UK manufacturing centers. The number of new UK production points generated in a cycle is determined by multiplying the current production multiplier by the number of active UK manufacturing centers. The production multipliers are as follows.
Year
Multiplier
1939-40
3
1/41-10/42
4
11/42-12/42
5
13/42-1/43
6
2/43-3/43
7
4/43-13/43
8
1/44-2/44
7
3/44-6/44
6
7/44-13/44
5
1945
4

	After multiplying the number of active manufacturing centers by the production multiplier, the number of new production points is modified by the results of the U-Boat war. The production points generated are further modified by -10 percent if Suez is Axis-controlled or was during the previous four turns. 
	When a UK manufacturing center is captured by the enemy, it must be repaired before it will be active again. If a manufacturing center is occupied by enemy units and then recaptured by Allied units, repairing that center will appear as a “Build Option” under the Production Options menu. It will cost 10 production points and take two cycles to repair a manufacturing center. 
UK Personnel and Air Crew Points
	The UK receives a set number of personnel points and air crew each cycle, unaffected by the U-Boat war or any other modifier except for the date. 
Cycle
Personnel Points
Air Crew
9/39-13/39
16
8
1/40-8/40
17
8
9/40
17
10
10/40-8/41
20
10
9/41-13/41
20
12
1/42-8/42
17
12
9/42-13/43
17
22
1944
14
22
1945
12
22
	
	Air crew points must be expended when building new or rebuilding old air points. New air points each cost two air crew points, and rebuilt air points cost one air crew point each. Air crew points represents the limited ability of the UK to train enough pilots to fly all its planes. 
Building Units
	The Allied player builds UK, US and Allied common units by expending production and personnel points and sometimes cadre. To build a unit listed in the Production Builds list, the Allied player clicks on that unit’s Plus button. If the unit can be built, the appropriate points and cadre will be expended and the unit will appear on the Reinforcement Calendar at the top of the screen. There are five reasons why a unit may not be built: 
?	there aren’t enough production points; 
?	there aren’t enough personnel points; 
?	the unit requires a cadre that’s not available; 
?	the maximum number of that type of unit is already in play; or 
?	the unit is an air point and there aren’t enough air crew points. 
	Each entry in the build list contains:
?	the icon for the unit;
?	the number of personnel points (PP) required;
?	the number of arms points (AP) required;
?	the number of cycles it will take to build;
?	the cadre units (if any) required;
?	how many more units of that type may be built. 
	There’s more than one Plus button for certain units, representing different build options using different cadre.
	Cadre are units used to build other units. Available cadre are listed at the top-right of the Production view. To obtain more cadre from the map, go to any map view and use the Action Filter to locate a valid cadre. Click on a highlighted hex and use the Selection Tab to choose which units you want to add to the production cadre pool. If you want to change a build selection, click on the unit’s Minus button and the build will be reversed. 
	The Allied player must expend a minimum of 40 percent of UK production on air points, air transport points or strategic bombers. 
UK Unit Production Options and Costs
Unit
Cadre
Pers
Prod
Cycles
Avail
Footnotes
(1)0 Static Inf Bde
-
2
1
2
15

3-10 Motor Inf Bde
-
5
5
3
15

2-10 Motor Inf BG
-
8
5
4
66

8-10 Motor Inf Div
2-10 Inf BG
4
3
3
66

8-10 Motor Inf Div
3-10 Inf Bde
7
3
3
66

3-8 Armor Bde
-
4
7
4
15

2-8 Armor BG
-
8
6
5
15

9-8 Armor Div
2-8 Armor BG
2
4
3
15

9-8 Armor Div
3-8 Armor Bde
6
3
4
15

9-8 Armor Div
8-10 Inf Div
2
4
3
15

9-10 Para Div
8-10 Inf Div
3
2
3
4

9-10 Para Div
2-10 Para BG
6
4
3
4

7(1)10 Art Div
2-10 Inf BG
-4
6
4
3
Artillery is only available if using additional units option.
7(1)10 Art Div
(2)10 Art BG
0
8
2
3
Artillery is only available if using additional units option.
(1)1 MSU
-
4
15
4
6

Inf Replacement
-
4
4
4
-

Mech Replacement
-
2
5
4
-

x3 Fort
-
0
3
4
9

Air Point
-
2
8
5
120

Air Point
Dead AP
0
4
5
120

Allied: (1)5 RR
-
1
10
2
6

Air Transport
1
9
5
9


Strategic Bomber
1
20
5
47

Number of strategic bombers available for production changes each cycle.
Amphibious Fleet
1
10
10
15



Placing Arriving Units
	Placement of newly arrived units during the Production Phase is identical to placement of Allied units during the Reinforcement Phase. See the Reinforcement Phase rules for details.
United States Production 
	Once the US has entered the war, the Allied Production Builds List will include additional US units for production. The Allied player builds US and Allied common units by expending US production points, US personnel points and sometimes a cadre. To build a unit listed in the Production Builds list, the Allied player clicks on that unit’s Plus button. If the unit can be built, the appropriate points and cadre will be expended and the unit will appear on the reinforcement calendar at the right of the display.
	There are four reasons why a unit could not be built:
?	there are not enough production points;
?	there are not enough personnel points; 
?	the unit requires a cadre that is not available;
?	the maximum number of this type of unit is already in play. 
	Each entry in the build list contains:
?	The icon for the unit;
?	the number of personnel points (PP) require;
?	the number of arms points (AP) required;
?	the number of cycles it will take to build;
?	the cadre units (if any) that are required;
?	how many more units of this type may be built. 
	There is more than one Plus button for certain units, representing different build options, using different cadre units. 
	Cadres are units that are used to build other units. Available cadres are listed at the top right of the Production View. If you wish to change a build selection, click on the unit’s minus button, and the build will be reversed. 
	The US receives Production and Personnel points as follows: 
Year
Production
Personnel
1/42-7/42
32
14
8/42-9/42
56
16
10/42-11/42
80
18
12/42-7/43
100
20
8/43-9/43
120
38
10/43-11/43
140
58
12/43-13/43
160
72
1/44-7/44
160
74
8/44-9/44
140
74
10/44-11/44
120
60
12/44-13/44
100
40
1945
78
16

	US production isn’t affected by the U-Boat war, but it is affected by its current mobilization level. When the US expends an IR or MR on Free French conversion or on Free French battle groups, the US gets back the personnel points it used to produce the IR or MR. Click on the USA command button to bring up the USA dialog. From that dialog you can transfer units and points to Europe via sealift and change the US mobilization level.
US Mobilization Level
	The US mobilization level affects the number of production and personnel points generated. The default level is one, and if the Allied player wants to generate the historic mix of forces it should be left on that level. Raising the level increases the number of personnel points generated each cycle by 20 percent and reduces the number of production points by 10 percent. Thus, at level six— the highest level—the number of personnel points generated would be doubled and the number of production points halved. Mobilization also increases the counter limit of 8-10 infantry and 9-8 armor divisions by 20 percent for each production level. 
	To view or change the US mobilization level, click on the USA button in the Production View. That brings up the USA dialog. At the top of the dialog is the current level. Click the “+” button to raise the level. Though the mobilization level can be increased up to a maximum of level six, once increased it may never be decreased. 
US Sea Lift Capacity
	US units arriving from production must be sea lifted to Europe before they can be placed on the map. To conduct sea lift, click on the USA button in the Production View. That brings up the USA dialog. At the bottom-left of the dialog is the current amount of sea lift capacity remaining for the turn and a list of units awaiting sea lift. At the right is the current list of units scheduled for sea lift this turn, and the amount of sea lift capacity required to lift these units. 	
	To sea lift a unit, click the unit icon in the left list box, and click the command button that points to the list on the right side of the dialog. To cancel sea lift for a unit, click on the unit icon in the list on the right side of the dialog , and click the command button that points to the list on the left side. Continue moving units back and forward until you have the desired mix of units. Click OK to confirm the sea lift. Once you confirm, you can’t change it—the units are added to a convoy and scheduled to arrive in Europe during the next Allied turn.
	All units produced in the US must be transported to Europe with the exception of amphibious assault points. The Allied player may expend up to his current sea lift capacity for that cycle to transport units to Europe. The US sea lift capacity for each cycle is as follows.	
Year
SLC
1942
12
1943
36
1944
68
1945
58

	The sea lift capacity is modified each cycle depending on the results of the U-Boat War. The following are the sea lift costs for each type of unit. 
?	Ground Unit: 2 
?	AP, ATP: 4 
?	Strategic Bomber: 6 
?	IR, MR: 1 
	US 4-4 infantry divisions may never leave the US. Ground units transported to Europe will arrive as a convoy in the first Allied  Sea Movement phas after the Strategic cycle. Once placed in Europe, units can never return to the US. 
US Unit Production Options and Costs
Unit
Cadre
Pers
Prod
Cycles
Avail
Notes
4-4 Inf Div
-
10
4
4
40

8-10 Motor Inf Div
4-4 Inf Div
2
4
2
51
Number of available US 8-10 Motor Inf Divs and 9-8 Armor Divs is affected by the US mobilization level.
7-5 Mountain Div
4-4 Inf Div
3
3
4
1

9-8 Armor Div
4-4 Inf Div
0
6
4
15
Number of available US 8-10 Motor Inf Divs and 9-8 Armor Divs is affected by the US mobilization level.
11-8 Armor Div
4-4 Inf Div
1
9
6
3

9-10 Para Div
4-4 Inf Div
5
6
3
6

7(1)10 Art Div
-
4
11
4
4
Artillery is only available if using the “Additional Units” option.
(1)1 MSU
-
4
15
4
6

Inf Replacement
-
4
4
4
-

Mech Replacement
-
2
5
4
-

Air Point
-
2
8
5
237

Air Point
Dead AP
0
4
5
237

Allied: (1)5 RR
-
1
10
2
6

Air Transport
-
1
9
5
9

Strategic Bomber
-
1
20
5
47
Number of strategic bombers available for production changes each cycle.
Amphibious Fleet
-
1
10
10
15


Allied Strategic Bombers, Escorts & Transfers
	The Allied player may begin producing strategic bombers in 8/42, but is restricted by a slowly increasing counter limit. That changing counter limit has the result of limiting the Allied player to builds similar to what would have been received under the basic rules with a historical U-boat war. The counter limit starts at zero and increases each cycle as follows.
Year
SB Counter Limit
8/42-1/43
1
2/43-4/43
2
5/43-13/43
3
1/44-7/44
1

	The reason for this rule is play balance, but it should be noted the Allies, especially the UK, assigned a high priority to strategic bombing and they probably wouldn’t have been able to efficiently increase production of strategic bombers over their historical builds. Eliminated strategic bombers are still recycled as per the basic rules, and they affect the counter limit while recycling. 
	The Allied player receives transfers—the ability to exchange air points for strategic escorts—each cycle on the following schedule. 
Year
Transfers
1/43-9/43
2
10/43-13/43
3
1944
4

	The Allied player can’t build strategic escorts, but is instead given enough transfers to compensate for the difference. 
Strategic Air War (Europe/West)
	The Allies receive three strategic bases from reinforcements, and must place each base in a different country in major supplied hexes. A base takes two cycles to become active after being placed, and can be moved by decamping it during the Bombing Phase. It will take two cycles for the base to leave the hex, after which it can be placed somewhere new and begin the process again. Thus to move a base takes a total of four cycles before it will be operative. 
	Allied strategic bombers and escort points are received as reinforcements. Destroyed bombers can be recycled in 10 cycles but at a maximum of one per cycle. The Allied player can also convert escort points to APs and APs to escort points. 
	The Axis player’s interceptors are APs transferred from tactical operations. The Axis player can also make use of flak points which are produced during German production. Flak may be moved by rail to manufacturing centers and resource centers outside of Germany. Flak units do not affect normal stacking, but have a limit of their own. No more than 6 flak units may be left in a hex at the end of any phase. Flak shoot down bombers, but also add their defense strength of 1 to the hex if attacked. 
Allied Strategic Bomber Allocation and Targeting
	During Allied Strategic Bomber Allocation and Targeting, the Allied player assigns any reinforcements to a base, and then targets German manufacturing and resource centers and assigns bombers and escorts to those attacks. Reinforcements are listed at the top of the screen, and the Allied player may assign them to any active base by clicking on the “+” button next to the total number of bombers or escorts in the base box. 
	The Allied player is allowed to assign up to three raids per active base, and each base has three corresponding Raids boxes. To target a German manufacturing or resource center, click on a target button in a raid box. If the highlight is yellow, the target is within escort range. If it’s orange, the target is beyond escort range. Bombing range is always 50 hexes, while escort range changes depending on the date. Click on a highlighted hex to make it the target for his raid. You can target rail hexes that have no manufacturing or resource centers in the hope of cutting the rail line. 
	After targeting a hex, change the number of bombers and escorts to the raid by clicking on the “+” and “-” symbols in the Raid box. Even if a bombing target is beyond escort range, assigning escorts still might be useful, as the German interceptors might intercept the bombers within escort range. 
German Transfer of Air Assets 
	At the start of the first Air Allocation Phase after a strategic cycle, the Axis player has the opportunity to assign AP to interceptor fronts in preparation for the next strategic cycle. The Axis player may only have a certain percentage of Axis AP in each front acting as interceptors. This percentage changes depending on the date. The Axis player must decide how many (if any) AP he wants to assign as interceptors to each front, up to the maximum percentage for that front. Non-German Axis AP are included when calculating the maximum number of AP available as interceptors on each front; however, the total number of interceptors assigned can’t exceed the number of German AP on that front. AP assigned to be interceptors don’t participate in tactical air operations over the next four turns. 
Bomb Damage Repair
	At the conclusion of German production, the Axis player attempts to repair each bombing hit. A window will appear telling the Axis player the results of the repairs. The following table is used for each hit. 
Die Roll: 
1
2
3
4
5
6
Repaired: 
T
T
T
MC
MC 
RC & T

Allied Transfer of Strategic Bombers and Escorts
	During the first Joint Air War Turn of each cycle, the Allied player may transfer strategic bombers and escorts between air force bases. Escorts may be converted to AP and transferred to operate on a tactical air front. A limited number of AP from tactical air fronts may be transferred to bases to act as escorts. The number of AP that may be transferred to serve as escorts varies according to the Allied reinforcement schedule. That number is listed as “Transfers.” 
Soviet Production (Europe/East) 
Building Units
	The Soviet player expends personnel points and arms points and uses training centers to build new units and rebuild reduced units. On the top-left of the Soviet Production screen the numbers of personnel points, arms points and available training centers are displayed. To build a unit listed in the Production Builds List, the Russian player clicks on that unit’s plus button. If the unit can be built, the appropriate points and cadre will be expended and the unit will appear on the reinforcement calendar at the bottom-right of the screen.
	There are four reasons why you might not be able to build a particular unit type: 
?	not enough personnel points and arms points are available; 
?	you have reached the limit for how many of that type of unit can be built at this time; 
?	not enough cadre units are available; 
?	no more training centers are available. 
	Each Entry in the build list contains:
?	the icon for the unit and a multiplier showing how many units are received each time this item is built;
?	the number of personnel points (PP) required;
?	the number of arms points (AP) required;
?	the number of cycles it will take to build;
?	the cadre units (if any) required;
?	how many more units of this type may be built. 
	There is more than one Plus button for certain units, representing different build options using different cadre units. 
	Every group build requires the use of an available training center. Thus you can only make as many group builds as you have available training centers each cycle. If you have enough personnel and arms points, enough cadre, an available training center, and units remaining that can be built, clicking on the plus button will build the units. 
Personnel Points, Arms Points and Training Centers
	New personnel points and arms points are generated each turn and added to any remaining from the previous turn. The amount of points depends on the current state of war between the Soviet Union and the Axis (see “Activation” in the Soviet Union nations table). While at Peace, the Soviet Union receives 4 personnel and 6 arms each cycle. If at Limited War, the amount varies by year. When at Total War, the points received depends on how many arms and personnel centers are active.
	Arms centers and training centers are active if they’re on or adjacent to an active Soviet personnel center and can trace a line through repaired Russian rail to Siberia, or if they’re in Siberia. Arms centers and training centers can both be moved by rail, and after they’re detrained they take two cycles before they can be active again 
	Personnel and arms multipliers change according to the following schedule based on how many cycles the Soviet Union has been at war.
Cycle
Personnel Multiplier
Arms Multiplier
1
3
1
2
2
1
3-18
1
1
19-24
1
2
25-27
2
2
28
2
3
29-31
1
3
even 32-42
0
3
odd 33-43
1
3
44+
0
3

Limited War Production Table
	If the Soviet player is at Limited War, he receives the following number of Personnel and Arms Points each cycle.

Year
Personnel
Arms
1939
5
9
1940
7
10
1941
7
11
1942
8
13
1943
9
15
1944
10
20
1945
10
25

Soviet Resource Centers
	Russia has five resource centers, and is reliant on them for oil. For every one of them captured by the Axis, Russia loses 10 percent of its arms point production. If Astrakhan is captured and the rail line connecting these centers to Siberia severed, Russia loses 75 percent of its arms production (Russia can only lose 75 percent maximum, even if all five centers are captured and Astrakhan is taken). If the Russians retake a captured resource center, they must rebuild it before it stops reducing their arms point production. An option to rebuild the resource center will appear in the Soviet Production screen. It takes three cycles for a resource center to be rebuilt. 
Arms Point Production Collapse
	During the first five cycles of war, if the Russians lose 100 or more units of any type, then all on-map arms centers and all arms center moved to Siberia cease producing arms points until the fifth cycle after invasion. Thus, if Germany invades Russia during in 5/3/41, and by 7/4/41 has eliminated 100 or more Russian units, during Strategic Cycles 8 and 9 only the 24 permanent arms centers in Siberia would produce any new arms points. By Strategic Cycle 10, however, all arms centers would again be producing arms points. For the first five cycles a count of the number of eliminated Soviet units is kept and displayed in the Production Information area on the Production View. This simulates the devastating effect the German attack had on the Russian economy beyond that simulated by arms centers being moved and sometimes overrun. 
Obtaining Cadre
	To add units to the cadre pool, go to any map view. All valid training centers will be highlighted. Click on a Training Center and use the Selection Tab to choose which units to add to the pool. Only units that are valid cadre may be selected. Units railed to Siberia are automatically added to the cadre pool. 
Unit Production Options and Costs
Units
Cadres
Pers
Arms
Cycles
Available
4x 1-4 Inf Div
-
2
1
1
297
4x 1-4 Inf Div
-
3
2
0
297
2x 1-4 Para Div
-
2
2
3
3
4x 1-4 Mountain Div
-
2
2
2
15
4x 1-3 Cavalry Div
-
1
4
1
15
4x 3-5 Mech Inf Bde
-
1
3
4
126
4x 2-5 Armor Bde
-
1
2
4
75
4x (1)10 Anti-Tank Bde

-1
5
1
75
4x 4-4 Inf Corp
12x 1-4 Inf Div
2
1
2
75
4x 4-4 Inf Corp
4x 1-4 Inf BG
3
3
1
75
4x 5-5 Inf Corp
4x 4-4 Inf Corp
2
3
2
90
2x 5-5 Inf Corp
4x 1-5 Inf BG
1
2
1
90
2x 2-3 Cavalry Corp
-
2
5
2
21
4x 2-3 Cavalry Corp
4x 1-3 Cav BG
2
5
1
21
2x 9-6 Mech Inf Corp
6x 3-5 Mech Bde, 2x 2-5 Armor Bde
1
3
3
36
4x 9-6 Mech Inf Corp
4x 2-6 Mech BG
2
9
2
36
4x 8-6 Armor Corp
12x 2-5 Armor Bde, 4x 3-5 Mech Bde
1
5
2
48
4x 8-6 Armor Corp
4x 2-6 Mech BG
1
7
2
48
2x 10(1)10 Art Corp
-
3
15
4
45
2x 10(1)10 Art Corp
2x (1)10 Art BG
1
10
3
45
1x (1)1 MSU
-
1
15
2
15
4x (1)1 RR
-
1
5
2
15
2x Training Ctr
-
10
20
4
21
2x Air Points
-
1
15
3
120
2x Air Points
2x Dead AP’s
0
13
3
120
2x Air Transport
-
1
20
3
3

Placing Arriving Units
	Newly arrived units can be placed either onto the map or into the “Exit Siberia” box. Those latter units will enter the map during subsequent games turns via rail movement. 
	To place units on the map, go to any map view. All active training centers, and the six adjacent hexes (if Soviet controlled) are valid placement hexes and will be highlighted. Click on a highlighted hex and use the Selection Tab to choose which unit to place there.
	A maximum of three units can be placed in a training center. New units must be placed one at a time, so no training center has received a second unit until all have received a first unit, and no center receives a third unit until all have received a second unit, etc.
German Production (Europe/West) 
	German Production allows the Axis player to build new Axis units and rebuild reduced units. 
Production Information
	At the top-center of the Production View is the current German production information—the number of points available, and current spending limits of different types of units. At the top- left of the Production View is a list of the current German manufacturing and resource centers. Click on the Info button below the centers list to view in detail the status of German centers. 
	 Production points are generated each turn by Axis manufacturing centers and resource centers. Whichever is fewer, the number of manufacturing or of resource centers, is multiplied by the production multiplier. Added to that is the number of looted production points, and the sum is the number of production points generated that cycle. The number of new production points is added to any production points not spent the previous cycle. 
Manufacturing & Resource Centers
	Available production centers are centers that are either owned by the Axis player or that have been made available to the Axis by a neutral country. Operational production centers are centers that haven’t been damaged by strategic bombing or enemy occupation.
Availability of Production Centers
	Germany begins the game with 18 manufacturing and 11 resource centers within its borders. The remaining two manufacturing centers, Lille and Brussels, must be captured from France and Belgium, and then repaired, in order to be used. There are 16 resource centers outside of German borders that can be used if conquered, or if a neutral country permits. 
	The three Swedish resource centers are available to the Axis from the start of the war. During snow game turns the Baltic freezes and those centers are only available if the Norwegian port of Narvik isn’t in enemy hands. If Paris is controlled by the Allies after 1/1/1943, the Germans no longer have access to the Swedish resource centers from a neutral Sweden. 
	Rumania has five resource centers located in Ploesti. Two are available to Germany from the start of the war and the rest become available in 10/1940. 
	Turkey has one resource center, and it’s available to the Axis player from the start of the war. 
	Russia has five resource centers, one of which is available to Germany after the occupation of Poland until the Soviet Union is invaded. 
	Iraq has two resource centers. They’re only available to Germany if (like any other center) the Axis player captures them, can draw a rail line from them to Germany, and repairs them.
	The Ploesti, Soviet and Turkish centers must be able to trace a valid rail line free of enemy units back to Berlin to be available. 
Repairing Production Centers
	In addition to building units, the Axis player may spend production points on repairing captured or recaptured production centers. If a production center is occupied by enemy units and then recaptured by the Axis, or if a production center is captured for the first time (as with Lille and Brussels), repairing that center will appear as a Build Option under the Production Options menu. It will cost 10 production points and take two cycles to repair a production center. 
Personnel Points (Option)
	German personnel points are an optional rule. Personnel points are determined by multiplying the number of available placement centers by the current personnel multiplier, and then adding any personnel points from looting. Personnel points can be spent or saved just as production points, but there’s no minimum or maximum that can be spent on air, navy or ground forces as with production points. 
Placement Centers (Wehrkreiss)
	There are 18 placement hexes located on the map. The Axis player uses these hexes to place newly produced units onto the map and to withdraw cadre units for use in production. Fourteen hexes are active from the beginning of the game. Danzig and Posen are activated after the fall of Poland; Krakow and Prague are activated on cycle 10/42. The Axis player may voluntarily disband a Placement Center during the production phase—click on any valid Wehrkeiss hex and confirm that you wish to disband. The center is considered permanently destroyed and a 6-3 security division is immediately placed in the hex.
Production and Personnel Multipliers 
Cycle
Production
Personnel
9/39
0
4
10/39-11/39
2
4
12/39-13/39
3
4
1/40-13/40
4
4
1/41-11/41
4
3
12/41-13/41
5
3
1/42-12/42
6
3
13/42-1/43
7
3
2/43-3/43
8
3
4/43-10/43
9
3
11/43-12/43
10
3
13/43-1/44
11
3
2/44
12
3
3/44
12
2
4/44-5/44
13
2
6/44-7/44
14
2
8/44-9/44
15
1
10/44-11/44
16
1
12/44-13/44
17
1
1/45-2/45
18
1
3/45-4/45
19
1
5/45 +
20
1

East Production Penalty (West)
	When playing WitW, a set number of production points are subtracted each cycle beginning in 8/1941. That East Production Penalty (EPP) is meant to simulate the resources spent on the war with the USSR. If personnel points are being used, the personnel point east penalty is determined by taking the percentage of the EPP out of total new production points and then multiplying that by the new personnel points. 
Looting
	If the Axis has defeated and occupied certain countries, looting of that country for production and personnel points may be possible. The Axis player may loot the following countries: 

Country
Production
Personnel 
United Kingdom
60
0
Belgium
2
8/13
France
10
4
Denmark
1
8/13
Switzerland
2
1
Italy
5
16/13
Poland
2
1
Yugoslavia
1
11/13
Soviet Union
40
0
Greece
1
0
Netherlands
0
8/13
Norway
0
8/13
Spain
0
16/13
Sweden
0
1

	
	The Axis player must have a unit in supply in the country’s capital to loot that nation. 	France need not be occupied, but an Axis unit must be in Paris and that city must be connected to Germany by rail. Russia doesn’t have to be occupied to be looted, but it must have surrendered. Italy is looted after it surrenders to the Allies as long as there is a German unit in Rome. The Axis player may not loot any country after 13/1942, except Italy, Great Britain, Spain and the Soviet Union. With the personnel value, a single number means that many personnel points are received each cycle. If there are two numbers, it is how many are received every 13 cycles. For example, the value “16/13” means the German player receives 16 personnel points every 13 cycles, or approximately 1.25 points per cycle.
Obtaining Cadre
	To remove units from the map for use as production cadre, got to any map view. Click on any highlighted German placement center, and use the Selection Tab to select the units to be removed. Units removed are added to the Cadres box in the production screen. Those units can’t return to the map at any time, but must instead be used as part of the production process. 
Building Units
	The Axis player builds units by expending production points and sometimes a cadre. To build a unit listed in the Production Options window, the Axis player clicks on that unit’s Plus button. If the unit can be built, the appropriate points and cadre will be expended and the unit will appear in the “Built” list on the right of the screen. There are four reasons why a unit could not be built: 1) there aren’t enough production points; 2) the unit requires a cadre that’s not available; 3) the maximum number of that type of unit is already in play; or 4) there aren’t enough production points left to be spent on this category (land, air or sea). 
	Each entry in the build list contains:
?	the icon for the unit;
?	the number of personnel points (PP) required;
?	the number of arms points (AP) required;
?	the number of cycles it will take to build;
?	the cadre units (if any) required;
?	how many more units of this type may be built. 
	There is more than one plus button for certain units, representing different build options using different cadre units. Cadre are units used to build other units. Available cadre are listed at the top-right of the production screen. If you want to change a build selection, click on the unit’s minus button and the build will be reversed. 
	When playing War in Europe, the Axis must spend a 30 percent, minimum, of its production points on air forces. The Germans can’t spend more than 50 percent of their production points on their air force, and not more than 30 percent of their production points on naval builds. That doesn’t apply when playing War in the West. 
Unit Production Options & Costs 
Unit
Cadre
Pers
Prod
Cycles
Avail
Footnotes
1-5 Infantry BG
-
7
4
3
252
1
6-5 Infantry Div
1-5 Inf BG
3
2
3
252
1
6-3 Security Div
1-5 Inf BG
3
2
2
18
1
(5)1 Static Div
1-5 Inf BG
1
1
2
39
1
2-3/3-3 Cavalry Div
1-5 Inf BG
1-3 Cav BG
2
3
2
2
4
3
3
3
 

2-5 Para Rag
1-5 Inf BG
-2
3
4
18
2
7-5 Para Div
2-5 Para BG
3
6
3
6
2
5-5 Mountain Div
1-5 Inf BG
4
2
4
9
1, 3
4-5 Air-Landing Div
1-5 Inf BG
4
4
4
6
1, 3
3-10 Motor Inf Bde
1-5 Inf BG
-3
1
3
12
3
6-10 Motor Inf Div
6-5 Inf Div
0
1
4
60
1, 3, 4

1-10 Mtr BG
3
2
3
60
1, 3, 4
7-10 Motor Inf Div
6-5 Inf Div
-1
2
4
60
1, 3 , 4

8-8 M. Inf Div
0
0
2
60
1, 3 , 4

2-10 Mtr BG
1
2
2
60
1, 3 , 4
8-8 Mech Inf Div
6-5 Inf Div
-1
2
4
60
1, 4

2-8 M. Inf BG
1
2
2
60
1, 4

7-10 Mtr Div
0
0
2
60
1

6-10 Mtr Div
-1
1
4
60
1
3-8 Armor Bde
1-5 Inf BG
-3
1
3
12

10-8 Armor Div
6-5 Inf Div
-1
5
5
42
1

8-8 Mech Div
0
3
2
42
1

2-8 Armor BG
1
4
2
42
1

2-8 Mech BG
1
4
2
42
1

3-8 Arm Bde
5
6
5
42
1

6-10 Mtr Div
-1
4
5
42
1
11-8 SS Mech Div
6-5 Inf Div
1
7
5
15
5

3-8 SS M BG
1
5
2
15
5

6-10 Mtr Div
1
6
5
15
5
13-8 SS Armor Div
6-5 Inf Div
2
10
5
9
5

3-8 SS Arm BG
1
7
2
9
5

3-8 SS M BG
1
7
2
9
5

6-10 Mtr Div
2
9
5
9
5
6(1)5 Artillery Div
1-5 Inf BG
-4
6
4
6
3, 6
Unit
Cadre
Pers
Prod
Cycles
Avail
Footnotes
6(1)5 Artillery Div
(1)5 Art BG
0
8
2
6
3, 6
4-5 Ukraine Inf Div
-
0
1
1
9
7
4-5 Ukraine Inf Div
1-5 Ukr Inf BG
0
1
1
9
7
(1)1 MSU
-
4
15
4
15

(1)5 RR
-
1
10
2
15

x3 Fort
-
0
3
4
36

Flak
-
1
6
3
144

Inf Replacement
-
3
3
4
-

Mech Replacement
-
1
5
4
-

Air Point
-
2
8
5
171
8
Air Point
Dead AP
0
4
5
171
8
Air Transport
-
1
3
5
18

U-Boat Fleet
-
1
10
10
84

Naval Transport
-
4
8
3
9

Amphibious Fleet
-
1
10
10
9

Surface Fleet
-
10
10
10
9

Panzer Double
10-8 Armor Div 
& 6-5 Inf Div
-3
3
3
10
9

Panzer Double 
10-8 Armor Div
7
8
4
10
9

	
 	General Note: battle groups count against the limit of their full strength unit. 
Footnotes: 
1.	All units marked with this footnote have a total limit of 252. Thus, if there are 252x 6-5 Inf Divs on the map or in production, the Germans cannot build any other FN 1 units. 
2.	Each 7-5 Airborne Div or BG counts against the 2-5 Airborne Reg limit as 3 units. 
3.	Optional units from Option 2, Additional Units. 
4.	All units marked with this footnote have a total limit of 60. Thus, there can only be 60x 8-8, 6-10, or 7-10 Divs or BGs. Note, these units are also limited by FN 1, and therefore impact on the 252 limit. 
5.	SS Divisions can only be built after 1941. 
6.	The total limits on German artillery change by year: 0 in 1939; 1 in 1940; 2 in 1941; 3 in 1942; 6 in 1943-45. 
7.	Optional Ukrainian units from Option 3, Ukraine. 
8.	AP counter limit in War in the East is 30 APs, reduced by 4 APs on both 13/3/41 and 1/1/43. 
9.	After France surrenders, but before 6/0/41, the Axis player is given two new production options allowing the Germans to “double” up to ten 10-8 armor divisions, reflecting the splitting of the 10 German armor divisions’ tanks into 20 armor divisions after the battle for France. These production options remain in effect until used ten times or until 6/0/41. After 5/0 /41, the Panzer double production option is no longer offered. 
Placing Arriving Units
	To place newly arrived German units, go to any map view. The selection tab in the bottom-right shows a summary of placement hexes and the number of available units, and all valid placement hexes will be highlighted. Click on a highlighted placement center to place a unit there, then select which unit you want to place. German units must be placed one at a time, and each placement center must receive a unit before a second unit can be placed on any placement center. A maximum of two units can be placed in a placement center each cycle. 
German Economic Collapse
	If, during any strategic cycle, the German economy can’t produce at least one new production point, the German economy permanently collapses. Manufacturing centers cease being supply sources; German air, naval and U-Boat forces can no longer be used; Germany can no longer produce new units, and all units under construction are destroyed. This rule doesn’t apply when playing the 1945 scenario. 
Strategic Bombing—Interceptor Assignments 
		German Interceptors are assigned to the three air fronts. Within each air front the Axis player assigns German interceptors to intercept raids from different Allied bases. The Axis Strategic Air view only shows one front at a time. The Axis player may view the different fronts by clicking on the appropriate button—west, east, or south—at the top of the screen. Each front’s base boxes will list any attacks on targets on that front from each base and whether it’s in escort range. The Axis player isn’t told which raid from the base will hit the target; the targets are reported in random order. Thus, if the Allied player had targeted Berlin from Base 1 with Raid 1, the Axis player will see the Base 1 box lists “Berlin” as a target but not with which raid. Even if the Allied player has three raids from Base 1 in the eastern front, the Axis player can’t be sure which target corresponds with which strike number.
	The Axis player assigns interceptors to attack Raid 1, 2 or 3 from Base 1, 2 or 3 on each front. The Axis player must also decide whether to assign the interceptors to attack within escort range (the "Escort Range" section of each raid) or beyond escort range (the "beyond Escorts" section of each raid).  If all the Allied raids the interceptors might intercept are beyond escort range, the Axis player can confidently place his interceptors “Beyond Escorts Range,” knowing that won’t prevent him from intercepting an Allied raid, and Allied escorts won’t be able to interfere. Interceptors “Beyond Escorts Range” will never have to fight Allied escorts, but will also never intercept an Allied raid that’s within escort range. 
	When assigning interceptors to  the "Escort Range" section of a raid there are two boxes for each raid interception. In the left box enter the number of interceptors. In the right box enter a value between 0 and 10—that value is the number of interceptors that will attack each bomber point. Remaining interceptors will attack escorts. For example, a raid of 3 bombers and 2 escorts is intercepted by 7 interceptors. The ‘ratio’ value is set by the Axis player as ‘2.’ This means that of the 7 interceptors, 6 will attack the bombers (3 bombers x the ratio of ‘2’), and 1 will attack the escorts. Set this ratio value higher to concentrate attacks on the bombers; set it lower to focus on escorts.  No matter what value the ratio is set to, a maximumof 10 interceptors will be allocated to attack bombers.
	When assigning interceptors to the "Beyond Escorts" section of a raid there is no 'ratio'  value - all interceptors (up to a maximum of 10) will attack bombers.
Strategic Bombing—Combat Resolution and Bomb Repair
 	Strategic bombing is resolved before German production. Each Allied raid number is compared to the corresponding intercept number. If there are German interceptors assigned to an Allied raid number, combat ensues. 
	Any German interceptors in the “Within Escort Range” box are engaged first. Allied escorts (if there are any) attack the German interceptors. Surviving interceptors attack Allied bombers and/or escorts, then surviving bombers attack the interceptors. If the target is beyond escort range, and there are German interceptors in the “Beyond Escort Range” box, those interceptors attack the bombers and are themselves attacked by the bombers.
	Surviving bombers each attack the target. If the target has more than one production center, the bombers split into two groups and attack two of the production centers. If at least one bomber successfully hits its target, during any raid for this cycle, Allied bombing accuracy improves by one. Finally, any flak in the hex attacks the bombers.
Flak
1-5 Bombers
6 Bombers
7 Bombers
8 Bombers
9 Bombers
10+ Bombers
1-2
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
 3
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
2/6
 4
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
2/6
2/6
 5
1/6
1/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
 6
1/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

	Number to the left indicates the chance (out of six) one bomber will be eliminated due to flak. 
	A manufacturing or resource hit will only have an effect if the corresponding production center is in the hex. A transportation hit will neutralize one production center in the hex (of either type), and will cut the rail lines in the hex. Rail lines cut by a transportation hit can’t be repaired by an RRU, only by bomb damage repair conducted every cycle. 
4. Nations
	The following sections detail each of the nations in the game. The purpose of these nation descriptions is to gather in one place much of the significant information for each nation when playing a full WiE campaign. References to reinforcements, surrender, etc., are generally only applicable to WiE campaigns.
Axis Powers
Germany
Territories/Colonies
None. 
Supply Centers
All German manufacturing centers are supply sources, and this is not affected by strategic bombing. Axis supply may be traced through 'Pro-Axis Neutral' countries (Rumania, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Italy) prior to their entry into the war.   The Axis player may trace supply through neutral Sweden’s rail hexes into Norway as long as it is not after 1/1/1943 and the Allies control Paris. Axis units inside Finland may draw supply as it they were Finnish units.
Reinforcements
From German production.
Restrictions
No more than 10 German ground combat units are allowed in Africa as long as Malta is Allied controlled. Axis units may not move or attack across the Finnish-Russian border adjacent to the Leningrad personnel centers unless Leningrad is Axis controlled. 
Activation
Germany begins the game at war. 
Surrender
Germany surrenders at the end of any game turn when the Allies and Soviets have captured 15 or more German manufacturing centers, or 11 or more German manufacturing centers including Berlin. Germany also surrenders if the political points total reaches zero.
Navy
One German permanent naval transport fleet, which may only operate in the Baltic. Germany may also build naval transport, amphibious and surface fleets that can operate freely in the Baltic and on the high seas subject to Allied naval interdiction. Only German units may be transported.
 
Italy
Territories/Colonies
Albania, Libya, Rhodes, Sicily and Sardinia. 
Supply Centers
Rome and Milan.
Reinforcements
According to the Axis Reinforcement Calendar. 
After the surrender of Italy, the Allied and Axis players both have a 1/6 chance every first game turn of a cycle to receive an Italian 2-4 infantry division as a reinforcement. Any such division must be placed in a friendly Italian city hex on the turn of arrival. 
Restrictions
Italian units may not enter the Eastern Front if Greece is still neutral (has not been attacked by the Axis or Allies). Further, Italian units may not enter maps 'B', 'F' and 'G' at any time, except they may move through Poland (map 'G') via rail movement.
Activation
Italy offers to join the Axis at the end of any game turn when an Axis unit is adjacent to or in Paris. Also, if after Poland has surrendered and he French fail to garrison their Italian border so that all 10 French border hexes with Italy are in Allied ZOCs, then Italy offers to join the Axis. At the beginning of the next Axis reinforcement phase the Axis player will be given the choice of having Italy join the Axis. If the Axis player declines, he may accept on a future turn by clicking the ‘Join Axis’ button on the political screen.
Surrender
Italy will check for surrender at the end of any game turn in which both the following conditions are true :
  1.No supplied Axis units exist in North Africa;
  2.The Axis Political Point total is less than 60.
If a surrender check is made, then Italy surrenders if either of the following is true :
  A: Two of these three conditions have been met :
    1. At least one Italian mainland Major Port is in Allied Major supply;
    2. There are no supplied Axis units in Sicily;
    3. There are no supplied Axis units in Sardinia.
  B: Rome is Allied Controlled.
When playing WitE campaigns, all Italian units are removed from the map during the Axis reinforcement phase of the 2/8/43 game turn. 
Navy
One permanent Naval transport fleet in the central Mediterranean and Adriatic. The Italian navy can also operate in the western Mediterranean if Gibraltar is captured, and in the eastern Mediterranean if Alexandria is taken. The Italian navy can operate in the Aegean if Greece is occupied by the Axis. The Italian navy can transport any Axis unit except railroad repair units.
Looting
Five production; 16/13 personnel. Italy may be looted after it surrenders to the Allies and as long as there is an Axis unit in Rome is in supply.
Hungary 

Supply Centers 
Budapest. 
Mobilization
Upon the Axis invasion of Russia, Hungary receives one 1-10 motorized brigade, one 1-3 cavalry brigade, and two 1-6 armor brigades.
Reinforcements
Two 2-4 infantry divisions and one 1-6 armor brigade every third cycle.
Restrictions
Units may only enter Hungary, Germany, Poland, Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union. Units may not move north of the Gxx30 hex row when inside the Soviet Union. 
In War in the East games, all Hungarian units must be withdrawn to Hungary by the end of 1943 
(4/13/43). Any units outside of Hungary as of this date are automatically destroyed. Starting in 1944, the
Axis Player can use Hungarian units only to defend Hungary.
Activation
Hungary joins the Axis when Axis political point total reaches 55, but not before 1/9/40.  In campaign games starting in 1941, Hungary is neutral for the first four turns.
Surrender
When an enemy occupies Budapest or when Axis political point total falls below 25. 


Rumania
Territories/Colonies
Bessarabia, until it is annexed by the USSR. 
Supply Centers 
Bucharest. 
Mobilization
Upon the Axis invasion of Russia, Rumania receives one 1-10 motorized brigade, one 1-3 cavalry brigade, and two 1-6 armor brigades eight 2-4 Infantry divisons, three 1-3 Cavalry divisons and 3 1-6 Armor Brigades.
Reinforcements
One 2-4 infantry division and 1-3 cavalry division every other cycle, and one 1-6 armor division on the 6th and 12th cycle every year. 
Restrictions
Units may only enter Rumania, Hungary, Germany, Poland and the Soviet Union. All Rumanian units must be withdrawn back to Rumania by the end of the 8th Snow Turn following war with the Soviet Union. Withdrawn units will be available to leave Rumania at the start of the 4th cycle of the following year.
Activation
Rumania joins the Axis when Axis political point total reaches 60, but not before 0/10/40.
Surrender
When an enemy unit occupies Bucharest or when the Axis political point total falls below 30. 
Resource Centers
There are five resource centers in Ploesti. Two are available from the start of the war, and the rest become available in 10/1940. 


Bulgaria
Supply Centers
Sofia. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
Units may move freely in Bulgaria, Greece, Albania and Yugoslavia.  Units may move into Rumania and Turkey, as long as they remain within 4 hexes of the Bulgarian border.
Activation
Bulgaria joins the Axis when Axis political point total reaches 60, but not before 0/10/40.
Surrender
When an enemy unit occupies Sofia or when Rumania surrenders.


Finland 
Supply Centers
Helsinki and any Finnish hex that can trace a line of communications through Finnish hexes to Helsinki. 
Mobilization
Upon activation Finland receives sixteen 4-5 infantry divisions.
Reinforcements
Two 4-5 infantry divisions twice a year. 
Restrictions
Finnish units may operate only in Finland and up to 10 hexes into Russia (a line running through hexes F4323, G4309 and G2409). Finnish and other Axis units may not move nor attack across the Finnish-Russian border adjacent to the Leningrad personnel centers unless Leningrad is Axis controlled. 
 Activation
Finland joins the Axis two game turns after the Axis and Soviet Union are at war. 
 Surrender
Finland surrenders when at least 5 Finnish divisions have been reduced to battle groups or eliminated, and the Axis control fewer than three Soviet personnel centers. 
 Winter War
In the winter of 1939-1940 the Soviet Union fought Finland in order to grab some land. The Soviets fared badly, and made peace with Finland in exchange for a portion of the border. The game recognizes this historical event by having Finland become a pro-Axis neutral and by having the Russians occupy a section of the Finnish border at the end of 2/2/1940.
 
Allied Nations
The United Kingdom
	The United Kingdom (UK) forces include units from Great Britain, Canada, Australia, South Africa, and other Commonwealth countries, as well as exiled European forces such as Polish troops. 

Territories/Colonies
Gibraltar, Malta, Egypt, Palestine, Trans-Jordan, Cyprus, Iraq and Iran. 
Supply Centers
Any major port in Great Britain. 
Reinforcements
According to the Allied Reinforcement Calendar and the U-Boat War.
Restrictions
Battle groups may not leave Great Britain until they’re at full strength (a division). French and British coordination of armies was poor to nonexistent. The following rules reflect the real military results of the lack of prewar planning as well as political constraints. Until France surrenders, UK units in France, Germany and the Low Countries (the BEF) must remain within five hexes, inclusive, from the high seas coast at the end of any phase, with the exception of one designated ground unit that can go anywhere in those countries. That non-BEF unit will be displayed in the hex display window with “NBEF” attached to its name. For each four UK combat units over 21 in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Germany, the hex limit from the coast is increased by one. Thus, if the UK has 22 to 25 combat units in France and the Low Countries, the hex limit is six hexes from the coast. French and UK forces may not stack together while in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Germany, except for the one designated ground unit mentioned above.
Activation
UK starts the game at war. 
Surrender
The UK surrenders at the end of any game turn in which enemy combat units are occupying London, Liverpool and Glasgow. 
Navy
The UK uses the general Allied navy, which consists of 15 permanent naval transport fleets and amphibious assault fleets received as reinforcements. The Allied navy operates in all seas except the Baltic, Black and Caspian. The Allied navy may not operate in the Adriatic until Italy has surrendered. If the Axis control Gibraltar, the Allies may not operate in the Western Mediterranean; if the Axis control Alexandria, the Allies may not operate in the Eastern Mediterranean; if the Axis capture both Gibraltar and Alexandria, the Allies may not operate anywhere in the Mediterranean. The Allied navy may operate in the Black Sea if Istanbul and the Dardanelles are under Allied control. If the Allied player controls Kristiansand or Oslo he can perform naval movement to and from these ports. If the Allied player takes Copenhagen and clears a path through the Danish islands for fleets to pass he may conduct movement and trace supply into the Baltic.
Garrison
Thirty divisions.
Looting
Sixty production; zero personnel. The UK may be looted if Axis-occupied and a supplied Axis ground unit occupies London. 


United States of America (USA) 
Supply Centers
Any all-sea map edge hexes. 
Reinforcements
According to the Allied Reinforcement Calendar and the U-Boat War. 
Restrictions
None. 
Activation
The Axis automatically declares war on the USA on 13/2/1941, honoring their alliance with Japan. 
Surrender
The USA doesn’t surrender.


France (3rd Republic) 
Territories/Colonies
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Levant States and Corsica. 
Supply Centers
Paris, Toulouse and Lyon. 
Reinforcements
According to the Allied Reinforcement Calendar. Reinforcements for cycles after 8/40 consist of two AP, one IR and one MR. 
Restrictions
French and UK forces may not stack together while in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg or Germany, except for the one designated non-BEF ground unit. 
Garrison Req.
The French must garrison the French-Italian border so that all 10 of the French hexes bordering Italy are in Allied ZOC; otherwise, if Poland has surrendered, Italy may activate as an Axis power. 
Activation
France starts the game at war. 
Surrender
There are two ways France can be forced to surrender: 1) by forcing France to establish a Vichy government and the Axis player accepting that government; or 2) by refusing the offer of Vichy France and instead occupying both Paris and Bordeaux. A Vichy government is established as follows. At the beginning of any Allied turn in which the Axis occupy Paris, there’s a 5/6 chance, minus 1/6 for every three full strength UK divisions in France, a Vichy government will be established. If the first event occurs, all French forces are eliminated. The Allied player then has one player turn to evacuate any forces from Vichy France and the Vichy colonies (all the former 3rd Republic colonies) or violate the neutrality of Vichy France. The Axis have two full game turns to evacuate their forces from Vichy territory or violate Vichy neutrality. Vichy divisions will be placed in Vichy and its colonies. If the second event occurs, all French units in France and Corsica will be eliminated, but French ground units in its colonies will continue under Allied control.
Navy
One naval transport fleet operating in the Western Mediterranean and transporting only French units.
Garrison
Thirty divisions.
Looting
Ten production; four personnel. France may be looted by the Axis if Paris is occupied by a ground unit and is in supply by rail. May not be looted after 1942.

 
Poland
Supply Centers
Warsaw. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
AP may only be used on east front. 
Activation
Poland begins the game at war. 
Surrender
Poland surrenders if Warsaw is occupied by Axis forces at the end of any game turn. After Poland surrenders, the Axis player has two game turns to evacuate all his ground units from eastern Poland, or violate the Soviet Union’s neutrality. Regardless of a Polish surrender, the Axis must be out of eastern Poland by the end of 4/11/39 or violate Russia’s neutrality. 
Garrison
Fifteen divisions
Looting
Two production; one personnel. Poland may be looted as long as Axis-occupied and a supplied ground unit is in Warsaw. May not be looted after 1942.


The Netherlands 
Supply Centers
None. Units are automatically in supply. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
Dutch units may not leave the Netherlands. 
Surrender
The Netherlands surrenders at the end of the game turn in which Rotterdam is occupied by an Axis unit. 
Garrison
Two divisions.
Looting
Zero production; 8/13 personnel. The Netherlands may be looted as long as it’s Axis-occupied and a supplied Axis ground unit occupies the Hague. May not be looted after 1942.

Belgium
Supply Centers
None. Units are automatically in supply. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
Units may not leave Belgium. 
Activation
A violation of the Netherlands or Luxembourg neutrality is considered a violation of Belgium’s neutrality, though the reverse isn’t true. 
Surrender
Belgium surrenders at the end of the game turn in which Brussels and Antwerp are occupied by Axis units. If Belgium is attacked by the Allies, it surrenders automatically and immediately. 
Garrison
Two divisions.
Looting
Two production; 8/13 personnel. Belgium may be looted as long as it’s Axis-occupied and a supplied ground unit occupies Brussels. May not be looted after 1942.


Soviet Union
Territories/Colonies
Eastern Poland in 1939. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on 11/3/1939. Portions of the Finnish border after 2/2/1940. Bessarabia after France surrenders or by 7/1940. 
Supply Centers
All personnel centers and rail supply from Siberia. Russian major supply heads have only six MP range rather than 10 MP. 
Reinforcement
According to Soviet production when under player control. On 11/1/1941 twelve 5-5 corps, eight 2-5 and four 3-5 brigades, and one 10-1-10 corps become available in Siberia. (Soviet Intelligence had discovered Japanese plans for a Pacific offensive, freeing Russian troops deployed against Japan.)
War Deployment
Three 1-4 infantry divisions in every personnel center during the Reinforcement Phase of the first turn of war; two 1-4 infantry division in every personnel center on the second turn, and one 1-4 infantry division in every personnel center on the third turn. 
Activation
The Soviet Union can be in one of four different states in relation to the Axis: Active at Peace, Inactive at Peace, Limited War and Total War. In any game beginning after 7/41, the Soviet Union begins at Total War with the Axis. For the 1939 and 1940 campaign games the Soviet Union begins either Active at Peace or Inactive at Peace and the following apply:
If the Soviet Union is Inactive at Peace:
The computer controls Soviet peacetime deployment and production.
If attacked by the Axis, the Soviet Union immediately moves to Total War.
 If not attacked by the Axis by 7/41, the Soviet Union moves to Active at Peace.
If the Soviet Union is Active at Peace:
The Soviet player controls deployment and production.
If attacked by the Axis, the Soviet Union immediately moves to Total War.
Before 7/41 the Soviet player may initiate Limited War with the Axis by declaring war on Germany, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Finland or Turkey.
On or after 7/41 the Soviet player may initiate Total War with the Axis by declaring war on Germany, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Finland or Turkey.
If the Soviet Union enters into Limited War, it will remain so until the Axis captures three Soviet Personnel Centers, which will initiate Total War.
Restrictions
When at Limited War, only one AC and one TC made be moved by rail per cycle. 
Surrender
If the Axis occupy all 18 Soviet personnel centers on the map, the Soviet Union surrenders. After a Soviet surrender, the Axis player must maintain a garrison of 60 Infantry divisions and 12 Panzer divisions within the borders of Russia, or suffer a 5 political point loss each turn.
Navy
Three naval transport in the Baltic; three naval transport in the Black Sea; three naval transport in the Caspian Sea. If Leningrad is captured, the Soviet player permanently loses his Baltic Sea naval transport capacity. If the Axis capture Sevastopol, the Soviet Union loses its Black Sea transport capacity, and the Axis player attains one naval transport capacity in the Black Sea. If the Soviet Union retakes Sevastopol, he regains his naval transport capacity and the Axis loses his. The Black Sea naval capacity is zero for four turns after Sevastopol changes hands.
Resource Centers
Russia has five resource centers, one of which is available to Germany after the occupation of Poland, until the Soviet Union is invaded. 
Partisans
Yes.
Looting
Forty production, zero personnel. The Soviet Union may be looted after it surrenders and Moscow is occupied by a supplied Axis ground unit.
 
Armed Neutrals
Eire
Supply Centers
None. Units are automatically in supply. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
Units may not leave Eire. 
Surrender
Eire surrenders when an enemy unit occupies Dublin. 
Garrison
Five divisions.

Greece
Territories/Colonies
Crete. 
Supply Centers
Athens and Thessalonika. 
Reinforcements
Greece receives the following units during its first Reinforcement Phase after becoming a belligerent or when German units enter Yugoslavia or Albania: nine 3-4 infantry divisions and two 1-3 cavalry brigades. 
Restrictions
None. 
Surrender
When both Athens and Salonika are occupied by enemy units, Greece surrenders. All Greek units are eliminated except those on Crete. Greek naval capacity is inherited by whoever occupies Greece. 
Navy
One permanent naval transport fleet, which can be used any where in the Aegean. Naval capacity inherited by occupying power.
Garrison
Five divisions.
Looting
One production, zero personnel. Greece may be looted if Axis-occupied and a supplied Axis ground unit occupies Athens. May not be looted after 1942.


Norway
Supply Centers
Oslo. The Axis player may trace supply from neutral Sweden’s rail hexes into Norway, as long as: a) it is not after 1/1/1943; and b) the Allies control Paris.
Reinforcements
During its first Reinforcement Phase after becoming a belligerent, Norway receives one 3-4 infantry division in each of the following ports that haven’t been occupied by the enemy: Oslo, Narvik, Stavanger, Trondheim and Bergen. 
Restrictions
None. 
Surrender
Norway surrenders when all its ports are captured. It is defined as “occupied” when there are no friendly ground units in Norway. 
Garrison
Ten divisions.
Looting
Zero production, 8/13 personnel. Norway may be looted if Axis-occupied and a supplied Axis ground unit occupies Oslo. May not be looted after 1942.


Portugal
Supply Centers
None. Portuguese units are always in supply.
Reinforcements
During its first Reinforcement Phase after becoming a belligerent, Portugal receives the following units: two 1-4 infantry divisions and one 1-3 cavalry division. 
Restrictions
Units may not leave Portugal. 
Surrender
Portugal surrenders when Lisbon is occupied by the enemy. 
Garrison
Five divisions.


Spain
Territories/Colonies
Spanish Morocco. Tangiers is occupied on 6/3/1940. 
Supply Centers
Madrid. 
Reinforcements
One eliminated ground unit per turn. 
Restrictions
Units may only enter Spain, Portugal, Spanish Morocco, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Andorra and Gibraltar. AP must remain in the south front. 
Activation
Spain joins the Axis when the Axis political point total reaches 75. A declaration of war on Andorra is a violation of Spanish neutrality. 
Surrender
Spain surrenders when Madrid is occupied by the enemy. 
Navy
One permanent naval transport fleet., which may operate any where in the Western Mediterranean and also on Map A of the sigh seas (any  between any port in Spain, Portugal, Morocco or Spanish Morocco). May only be used to transport Spanish units, though may carry Axis supply.
Garrison
Thirty divisions.
 Looting
Zero production, 16/13 personnel. Spain may be looted after: a) it surrenders to the Allies or, alternatively, is Axis occupied; and b) Madrid is occupied by a supplied ground unit.


Sweden
Supply Centers
Stockholm. The Axis player may trace supply from neutral Sweden’s rail hexes into Norway, as long as either: a) it is before 1/1/1943; or b) the Allies don’t control Paris. 
Reinforcements
During its first Reinforcement Phase after becoming a belligerent, Sweden receives the following units: five 4-4 infantry divisions and three 1-3 cavalry divisions. 
Restrictions
One. 
Surrender
Sweden surrenders when all Swedish units have been eliminated. 
Resource Centers
Sweden has three resource centers available to the Axis from the start of the war. During snow game turns the Baltic freezes and those centers are only available if the Norwegian port of Narvik isn’t in Allied control. If Paris is controlled by the Allies after 1/1/1943, the Germans no longer have access to the Swedish resource centers from neutral Sweden. 
Garrison
Ten divisions.
Looting:
Zero production, one personnel. Sweden may be looted if Axis-occupied or alternatively, surrenders to Allies, and Stockholm is occupied by a supplied ground unit. It may not be looted after 1942.  


Switzerland
Supply Centers
None. Swiss units are always in supply. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
Swiss units may never leave Switzerland. 
Surrender
Switzerland surrenders when all Swiss units have been eliminated. 
Garrison
Ten divisions. 
Looting
Two production, zero personnel. Switzerland may be looted if Axis-occupied and a supplied Axis ground unit occupies Geneva. May not be looted after 1942. 

 Turkey
Supply Centers
Ankara. 
Reinforcements
One eliminated 2(5)1 each turn. 
Restrictions
None. 
Activation
Turkey joins the Axis when the Axis political point total reaches 75. 
Surrender
If Axis controlled, Turkey surrenders if the Axis political points total is less that 30 and Ankara is enemy occupied. If controlled by any player, Turkey surrenders when there are no Turkish units in Turkey and Ankara is enemy occupied. Note: that means if Turkish units are deployed in foreign countries, Turkey may still surrender.
Resource Centers
Turkey has one resource center available to the Axis player from the start of the war. 
Garrison
Fifteen divisions.


Vichy France
	The Vichy French government, based in the French city of Vichy, and comprising southeastern France and the French colonies, only becomes a state if the Axis player forces France to establish a Vichy government and the Axis player then accepts the Vichy offer.

Territories/Colonies
Corsica, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Levant States. 
Supply Centers
None. Vichy units depend on supply from whoever they are allied with. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Activation
Like any neutral country, if Vichy neutrality is violated by either side, Vichy joins the opposing side. If the Allies violate Vichy neutrality after 1941, however, Vichy units are frozen (not controlled by the Axis player) and are enemy units to the Allied player only on the first turn of war. 
Restrictions
None. 
Surrender
Vichy surrenders when all its units are eliminated, but an Allied invasion after the US enters the war can lead to a virtual collapse of Vichy (see activation above). 
Navy
Vichy inherits the permanent French naval transport point in the Western Mediterranean; however, it may only transport Vichy units.

 
Allied Invasion of French North Africa (FNA)
	If the Allied player decides to declare war and land forces in FNA then the following rules apply.
  	If the invasion force consists of 50% or more non-US Allied troops (counted using the ‘face value’ of each unit), then Vichy and her colonies become permanent members of the Axis alliance. All on map Vichy units become Axis-controlled.
  	If the invasion force consists of 51% or more USA troops then on the turn of the invasion all Vichy hexes are considered to be Axis controlled, and Vichy units are considered Axis.  The Allied player may attack Vichy units.  Allied units that enter unoccupied Vichy ports will capture the ports intact. 
	During the following German player turn Axis units may freely enter Vichy hexes and stack with Vichy units, but Vichy units are unable to move or attack. At the end of this German player turn, the Vichy government collapses. Vichy units in France and Corsica, and any Vichy units stacked with Axis units in FNA are destroyed. Vichy units not stacked with Axis units become Allied ‘Free French’ units and capture the hex they occupy for the Allies.
	All rail hexes in FNA are considered Axis after any Allied invasion and must be captured and repaired before they can be used by the Allies.
	The Allies may invade Vichy controlled Levant States after 2/3/1941 without activating Vichy France. Once the Allied player declares war on the Levant States, Vichy forces in the Levant become Axis forces, but the rest of Vichy remains neutral. Such an invasion doesn’t affect the political point total.
Yugoslavia
Supply Centers
None. Yugoslav units are always in supply. 
Reinforcements
None. 
Restrictions
Yugoslav units may never leave Yugoslavia. 
Surrender
Yugoslavia surrenders at the end of the game turn in which Zagreb and (Beograd) Belgrade are occupied by enemy units. 
Partisans
Yugoslavia is a special exception to the Allied partisan rule (23.4). When Yugoslav units are eliminated, they are replaced with Allied partisan cadre. When Yugoslavia surrenders, all remaining forces are eliminated and also replaced with partisan cadre. Those cadre may eventually be converted to partisan units and partisan divisions, if they’re not first eliminated by the Axis player.
Looting
One production; 11/13 personnel. Yugoslavia may be looted when Axis-occupied and when Beograd is occupied by a supplied ground unit. May not be looted after 1942


Minor Neutrals
Denmark 
	Denmark automatically surrenders once a DoW is conducted. If the Allied player attacks Denmark, Sweden becomes a pro-Axis neutral and joins the Axis if the Axis political point total reaches 70. If the Axis attack Denmark, the Axis lose two political points; if the Allies attack Denmark, the Axis gain five political points. The Axis gain three political points for occupying Denmark, and they lose five political points if the Allies liberate Denmark. Denmark may be looted by the Axis for one production point and 8/13 personnel points when Axis-occupied and when Copenhagen is occupied by a ground unit in supply, until 1943. 
Danzig 
 	The “Free City of Danzig” begins the game neutral. It will surrender once a DoW is conducted. Danzig has no effect on Axis political points. 
Andorra
	Andorra will surrender once a DoW is conducted. Any attack on Andorra violates Spain’s neutrality. Andorra has no effect on Axis political points. 
Luxembourg
	Luxembourg will surrender once a DoW is conducted. Any attack on Luxembourg is a violation of Belgium’s neutrality. Luxembourg has no effect on Axis political points. 
Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia
	The Baltic States are occupied by the Soviet Union on 11/3/1939. Any attack on the Baltic States prior to 11/3/1939 is considered an attack on the Soviet Union. The Baltic States have no effect on Axis political points.
Arabia
	Axis, Allied, and Soviet troops may freely enter Arabia without declaring war on it or violating its neutrality. Arabia has no effect on Axis political points. 
5. Options
	Options are selected when starting a new game. To view options that’ve already been selected, click the “Menu” command button and select “View Options.”
	The options are divided into three main categories:
?	options that may be applied to any scenario or campaign;
?	options that may be applied to WitW and WiE games;
?	options that may be applied to WitE and WiE games.
	Depending on which scenario, campaign or front is selected, some options will be disabled when starting a new game. Most options have a limited effect on some specific part of the game; however, two options in particular, “Advanced Attrition” and “Fog of War,” dramatically change the nature and feel of the game. 
General Options
	These options can be applied to any scenario or campaign. 
Attrition
	Unlike most options, which are simple “on/off” selections, there are three types of attrition: none, basic and advanced. When set to “None,” the game plays using the standard rules: all units are at full printed combat strength and movement at all times. When set to “Basic,” attrition only applies to infantry divisions that have conducted forced march. Rather than being randomly reduced to a battlegroup after a force march, units will gain an attrition level of 30 percent. Each unit recovers 20 percent of its combat strength at the beginning of the player turn. A unit may not force march if it’s current attrition level is 30 percent or higher. When the attrition option is set to “Advanced,” all units are considered to have an attrition level that directly affects the current combat strength of the unit. A unit’s attrition level can also affect other things, such as movement and ZOC.
Advanced Attrition
	Advanced Attrition dramatically changes the nature of the game. Especially for veteran players, a game of WiE can play out very differently from non-attrition games. A fully rested and combat ready unit has an attrition level of zero. As units move and fight (both attacking and defending), their attrition level will rise, to a maximum of 99 percent. When units rest away from enemy units and near friendly supply, their attrition level will fall. The various values for attrition can be edited at the start of any game. Rates of increase and decrease can be adjusted. Setting an event to “0” means that event no longer plays a part in the attrition model. Non-combat effects of attrition can be turned off completely if desired. The attrition level of a unit has a number of effects.
?	Combat (attack and defense) is reduced by the attrition level as a percentage. Remainders are retained during all combat calculations. For example, a unit with a combat factor of “8” and an attrition level of “10” has an effective strength of 7.2.
?	Reduced Movement. Once a unit's attrition reaches a certain level, the unit suffers a loss of movement points
?	Loss of ZOC. Once a unit's attrition reaches a certain level, the unit no longer projects a ZOC into surrounding hexes
?	No Forced March. An infantry unit with a certain attrition level can no longer conduct a forced march.
?	MSU Suppy Range. If the ‘Limit MSU Supply’ range option is active, then each MSU has it’s current range reduced according to it’s attrition level, using the following formula : 
		range = (MaxRange – ( MaxRange * (attrition / 2 ) ) / 100 )
	For example, an MSU with an attrition level of 60 and a normal range of 10mp would have a current range of  7mps.
	Units gain attrition through performing actions such as combat and movement. Each type of movement, including advance after combat and retreat from combat, can be assigned an attrition increase Units loose attrition through resting. At the end of each player turn, all friendly units will have their attrition level reduced if they haven’t moved or attacked in the previous player turn. There are two major influences on the rate of recovery: the current supply state of the hex the unit occupies and whether units are in EZOC.
	Units that arrive on the map as reinforcements or new production will be given an initial attrition level based on nationality. 
	The attrition value for an on-map unit may be edited by right-double-clicking on the hex to bring up the ‘Stack Order’ dialog.  Highlight a unit in the list and click ‘Status’.  If a units attrition value is changed during a PBEM game, a message will be sent to your opponent informing them of the change.
Fog of War
	The warring powers didn’t possess perfect intelligence of enemy troop positions. This option attempts to recreate that “fog of war.” Under this option, the contents of each hex are either fully visible, partially fogged or completely fogged. Units aren’t displayed on the map in fully fogged hexes. In partially fogged hexes, the counter outline is displayed, and a unit type symbol is drawn; however, the unit-type symbol may not be accurate and the size, combat strength and movement rate information aren’t displayed on the counter. When viewing a hex in the Hex View, any enemy units are not listed 
Partially Fogged Hexes
	Partially fogged hexes contain the counter outline of the units and a unit-type symbol for the unit on top of the stack. Each partially fogged hex has a 90 percent chance the symbol for the unit on the top of the stack will be correct. In 10 percent of these hexes the computer generates a random number, from 1-10 for Allied and Axis hexes and 1-12 for Soviet hexes, and applies the following results. 
Roll
Symbol Displayed
1-6 
Infantry 
7-8
Armor 
9-10
Mech-infantry 
11
Anti-tank 
12
Artillery 


	Thus a German infantry unit on the top of a stack of units would have a 96 percent chance the symbol displayed was correct, while a German armor unit would have a 92 percent chance of being a correct. Paratrooper, air landing and mountain units are always shown as infantry in partially fogged hexes. 
Calculating and Revealing Fog
	Neutral countries aren’t affected, and fog doesn’t apply to the first player turn of any new game. As you move units during Initial and Mechanized Movement Phases, a formerly fogged hex will become completely visible when your ZOC extend into a hex. Fogged hexes that are air assaulted become fully visible at the beginning of the Combat Phase. Fogged hexes that are amphibiously assaulted become visible upon landing a unit if vacant and, if enemy occupied, become fully visible at the beginning of the Combat Phase. 
	All friendly and neutral hexes are fully visible. Enemy hexes are assumed to be completely fogged; however, they may be fully visible or partially visible depending on the four factors: land reconnaissance, air reconnaissance, partisan intelligence and signals intelligence. All four factors’ effects are cumulative. 
Land Recon 
	Land reconnaissance automatically makes any hex in friendly ZOC fully visible. Further, if, at the beginning of the player turn, you have friendly combat units adjacent to an enemy fortress hex connected by land, that hex will also become fully visible, despite the fact ZOC don’t penetrate enemy fortress hexes. If, however, you march units adjacent to the fortress hex during your turn, that will not affect the fog for that hex. 
Air Recon
	Air reconnaissance can make an enemy hex partially visible if the hex is within friendly air range. Air range is 12 hexes for the Allied and Axis player and six hexes for the Soviet player. Air recon only works if the player has surviving AP assigned to air superiority on the front. The base chance air recon will work on an enemy hex within air range is: 
?	enemy air superiority: 10 percent;
?	no superiority: 20 percent;
?	friendly superiority: 40 percent.
	The base chance is modified depending on the season, climate and terrain of the hex. During snow and mud season in moderate, severe and Arctic climates, the base chance is halved. If the terrain is woods or swamp, the base chance is quartered. If the terrain is broken, rough or mountain, the base chance is halved. Further, if friendly air interdiction was present in the hex during the enemy’s phase, the base chance is doubled. All modifications are cumulative. 
Partisan Intelligence
	Partisan intelligence reflects the information gathering of partisans and local spies. First, any hex with a friendly partisan cadre or unit is fully visible. Second, players have intelligence networks in certain countries and colonies that may fully or partially reveal hexes in that country or colony. Each player has intelligence networks in all countries occupied by the enemy, or that were occupied by the enemy but have since been liberated by a friendly power. Additionally, the Russian player has an intelligence network with in all enemy controlled hexes in the Soviet Union. The Axis player has an intelligence network in all the French and UK colonies in Africa and the Middle East and in Northern Ireland and Eire. 
	The base chance an intelligence network will partially or completely reveal a hex in its country is five percent. That base chance is doubled for the Allied and Russian player once Russia becomes active, which is meant to account for the strong communist partisan and underground networks in Axis-occupied countries. The base chance is also doubled if the hex is a city or port. The base chance is reduced to zero if the terrain is sand, ice, swamp, woods or mountain and there’s no city or port in the hex. If Vichy still exists, the base chance of any intelligence network in France or Vichy is halved. Half of the modified intelligence network chance is applied to whether the hex is fully visible, and the other half is applied to whether it’s partially visible.
Signals Intelligence
	Signals intelligence involves listening to enemy radio traffic. Signals intelligence decoded enemy communications and could learn exact details of enemy troop dispositions. Signals intelligence more often involved analyzing the pattern and volume of enemy radio traffic to estimate activity and troop locations. The Axis base chance is four percent; the Allied base chance is eight percent; and the Russian base chance is two percent. The base chance is multiplied by the number of enemy units in the hex. Half of that modified chance is applied to whether the hex is fully visible, and the other half is used to find whether it’s partly visible. 
Variable Weather
	When active, the variable weather option introduces some randomness to seasons depending on the cycle. Each week the current season is determined randomly as follows: 
Cycle
Usual Season
Variable Season
1
Snow
100% Snow 
2
Snow
100% Snow 
3
Snow
90% Snow; 10% Mud 
4
Mud
70% Mud; 20% Snow; 10% Clear
5
Mud/Clear
50% Mud; 50% Clear 
6
Clear
80% Clear; 20% Mud 
7
Clear
100% Clear 
8
Clear
100% Clear 
9
Clear
100% Clear 
10
Clear
90% Clear; 10% Mud 
11
Mud
70% Mud; 20% Clear; 10% Snow 
12
Snow
80% Snow; 20% Mud 
13
Snow
100% Snow 


Hex Control Blocks Supply
	When selected, supply can’t be traced through enemy controlled hexes, even if the hex isn’t enemy occupied or in an EZOC. When not selected, all sides may trace supply through any hex free of enemy units EZOC. The board game version of WiE doesn’t track “hex control”; so deselecting this option creates a game that’s more compatible with the board game.
Partisans Cut Rail
	This option allows partisan units to cut rail lines if they enter a rail hex that isn’t occupied by enemy units.
Minor ZOC
	German, Italian, UK, French, Polish, US, Soviet and partisan units all exert normal ZOC. All other units exert minor ZOC. Minor ZOC are the same as normal ZOC in all respects except it costs only one additional MP to enter or leave. Further, units exerting minor ZOC may be overrun at an additional movement cost of only one MP rather than two. 
Partial Combat Odds
	This option gives the attacker the chance of increasing his odds by one in a battle if the ratio of attacking points to defending points is not an exact number. The chance of increasing the odds is the modified attacking combat factors, beyond what is needed to get the current odds, divided by the modified defending combat factors. For example, if the attacker has modified combat factors totaling 36 and the defender has 10, the attacker would have a 3:1 odds with a 60 percent chance (36—(3 * 10) / 10) of getting 4:1 odds. Whether the odds are increased by one is determined only after the attacker decides to execute the combat.
Blitzkrieg ZOC
	During the opening years of the war, Allied units were particularly unable to cope with German armor and mechanized divisions. As the Allies equipped their infantry with more anti-tank weapons, changed their tactics and gained experience, German armored thrusts no longer achieved the same breakthroughs as they did earlier in the war. In order to simulate that early war inability of Allied forces to contain German armored attacks, under this option during 1939-1940, Axis units expending mechanized MP (armor, mech-infantry and motorized units) treat all EZOC as +1 or minor ZOC and only pay a one MP for overruns. 
No OOS AEx
	Normally attacking units out of supply must suffer an AEx result, in addition to any result called for by the combat results table. When this option is selected, that extra AEx is ignored. This option is intended for use with the advanced attrition option. In games with advanced attrition, OOS units that attack suffer adverse effects by not being able to reduce their attrition level. Removing the AEx helps to rebalance the game when playing with advanced attrition. The option is available as a general option, however, so it can be used in other games if desired.
Additional Units
	The following unit types are added by this option: 
?	German 6-10 motorized infantry divisions;
?	German 7-10 motorized infantry divisions;
?	German 3-10 motorized infantry brigades;
?	German 4-5 air landing divisions;
?	German 5-5 mountain divisions;
?	German 6(1)5 artillery divisions;
?	Italian 3(1)5 artillery divisions;
?	UK 7(1)10 artillery;
?	US 7(1)10 artillery;
?	US 7-5 mountain division;
?	Russian 1-4 mountain divisions. 
	Mountain divisions can move into rough terrain at a cost of one MP, and into mountains at a cost of two MP. Both mountain and air landing divisions may air transport using an air transport point just as a paratrooper unit. Air landing divisions may also participate in air assault with paratrooper units, as long as one paratrooper unit is dropped for each air landing unit. Air transport points used with air landing divisions performing air assaults are automatically eliminated and not recycled (representing gliders).
	German and allied artillery function the same as Soviet artillery. Mechanized replacement points (MR) may be used to build up an artillery battle group to full strength. German artillery may only be built after 1939, and they have a counter limitation of one in 1940, two in 1941, three in 1942 and six in 1943-45.
	German motorized infantry divisions function the same as Allied motorized infantry divisions, except German 7-10 motorized infantry divisions are rebuilt from battle groups with MR. (German 6-10 motorized infantry divisions are still rebuilt with infantry replacements—IR.) German motorized divisions count against the total number of divisions Germany can build, and they also count against the 8-8 mech-infantry counter limitation. 
Full strength air assaults
	This option provides compatibility with the original SPI rules. When selected, Air assaulting units attack with their full combat strength.
Italy must join Axis
	This option provides compatibility with the original SPI rules. When selected, Italy automatically activates and joins the Axis when a German unit moves into or adjacent to Paris.
No Air Front Limits
  This option provides compatibility with the original SPI rules. When selected, there are no limits on the number of APs that can be assigned to a front.
War in the West/War In Europe General Options
	These options can be selected when playing WitW or WiE games.
Afrika Corps Supply
	This option allows German units to draw supply from Italian mobile supply units in Africa. The current rules make it prohibitively expensive for the Axis to supply any German units in fighting near the Libyan/Egyptian border. As Tobruk is in the Eastern Mediterranean, the Axis must draw supply from Tripoli (major) or Benghazi (minor) with a string of supply units. This option relieves the Axis player of the need of having to deploy five or six German mobile supply units in Libya in order to supply the Afrika Korps. 
Variable Allied Strength
	During World War II the relative combat strengths of Axis and Allied units changed over time. Allied units continuously improved both in the quality and quantity of their equipment and in their training and tactics, while Axis units experienced a decline both in quantity and the qualitative superiority of their equipment. These rules simulate those changes by varying the Combat Results Tables depending on the year; however, that doesn’t fully represent the weakness of Allied formations during the early years of the war, thus this option. 
	This option lowers the combat strength of all UK divisions and battlegroups based on the year. In 1939 the combat strength of UK divisions is reduced by three, in 1940 by two, in 1941 by one. A unit’s strength can never be reduced below one by this option. After 1941 they return to normal strength. Thus in 1939 a UK infantry division would be a 5-10 with a 1-10 battle group, and would increase to a 6-10 in 1940 and a 7-10 in 1941. 
Operation Sealion
	This option adds rules affecting Allied naval interdiction and German high seas naval supply attrition, and generally makes it easier for the German player to attempt the invade England. The basic rules for Allied naval interdiction and German high seas naval supply attrition don’t fully reflect the status of the air war and air assets on the western front. Under this option, if the Axis player is able to gain air superiority on the western front, and assigns German AP to “Sea Int” missions, he can lower the chances German naval movement on the high seas will be interdicted by the Allied navy and that he will suffer an attrition to supply high seas ports. The effects are as follows for Allied naval interdiction/German high seas attrition. 
AP Assigned to Sea-Int
Interdiction Effect
High Seas Attrition Effect
5
NE
NE
10
-1
NE
15
-2
NE
20
-3
+1 
30
-4
+1
45
-4
+2


	Note that even if German high seas attrition is negated, the Axis player would still have to assign a surface and transport fleet to supply high seas ports by clicking on the Axis Supply High Seas button in the Naval Screen. 
	Just as Axis control of the skies can impact Allied naval interdiction and German high seas attrition, Allied air dominance can also have an impact. If the Allies have air superiority, there is a +1/-1 modifier for Allied naval interdiction and German high seas attrition, respectively. 
	Also, to more accurately reflect the supply and logistic difficulties that beachheads present, replacement points may only be used on units in major or minor supply. Armor, mech-infantry, and motorized units with only beachhead supply have their MP halved. Further, Axis armor, mech-infantry and motorized units may not perform amphibious assaults or naval transport to a beachhead (though Allied units may continue to do so). 
Malta/Tobruk
	When this option is selected, the sea zone the North African port of Tobruk is a part of is determined by who currently controls Malta. While Malta is in Allied hands, Tobruk is a port in the Western Med sea zone. If at the end of any player turn Malta is Axis-controlled, Tobruk is considered part of the Central Med sea zone. (A string of coastal hexes from Tobruk to the nearest standard Central Med sea zone hex are all considered Western Med.) This can strongly effect the tracing of supply and use of MSU for the Axis in North Africa.
Allied North Africa Limits
	This option limits the Allied build up and movement in North Africa and the Mid-East during 1939 and 1940, as long as the Axis player isn’t active on the southern front. There are two main effects of selecting this option.
?	French units may not enter Egypt before 1941.
?	While Italy and Greece are neutral, CW units may not sea move to North Africa or the Mid-East unless there are more combat factors (face value) in the UK than already in the Mid-East at the moment the sea move is attempted.
War in the West/War In Europe Campaign Options
	These options are available for selection when playing WitW or WiE campaign games. They affect production and strategic warfare.
Allied Production
	This option activates the Allied Production Phase. All UK reinforcements, except those scheduled to arrive at Suez, are removed from the Reinforcement Track. All US reinforcements, except those arriving in the first few cycles of 1942, are also removed from the track. Instead, all new UK/US units must be built during the Allied Production Phase.
German Personnel Points
	This option adds the expenditure of German personnel points, in addition to German production points, to the German production process. The Axis player receives personnel points based on the number of active German placement centers. The number of centers is multiplied by the current German personnel multiplier, and that many personnel points are received for that cycle. Like production points, the Axis player need not use all the points generated each cycle; he may accumulate them
Battle for the Atlantic: ASW/Raiders
	This option allows for German surface fleets to sortie as convoy raiders, and for the Allied air force to engage in additional anti-submarine warfare (ASW). 
	The Axis player may order a German SURF point to sortie and raid Allied shipping. The SURF will have the effect of two more U-Boats during the U-Boat War. If any U-Boats are eliminated, the SURF will be eliminated first. The Axis player orders a SURF to sortie for the next cycle during German production, but the surface fleet won’t be available for tactical operations during the upcoming cycle. 
	If the Allied player falls more than two cycles behind the historic level of reinforcements, a button labeled ASW will appear in the top-right of the U-Boat War results screen. The Allied player may eliminate AP in the western front in order to eliminate Axis U-Boats, and he may choose from the following options (assuming he has the AP) by clicking on the ASW button.
Allied AP Eliminated
U-Boats Eliminated
1
1 
3
2 
6
3 
10
4 

	The Allied player may only use ASW a maximum of two times a year. When playing this option in conjunction with the Allied Production option, ASW is triggered by a -20 percent modifier in the just completed U-Boat War, rather than falling two cycles behind the historic level. Also, AP eliminated for ASW aren’t available as cadre under the Allied Production option. 
Strategic Rail Bombing Allowed
	When selected, this option allows the Allied player to target rail hexes with his strategic bombers.
RRU Can Remove SW Rail Hits
	When this option is selected, “T” hits scored on rail hexes may be removed by RRU. The cost to do so is the same as converting  repairing rail gauge.
No Axis Economic Collapse
	When active, this option prevents the 'Axis Economic Collapse' effects from occuring if the Axis are uanbvle to generate a production point in a given cycle.  
War in the East/ War in Europe General Options
	These options apply to WitE and WiE scenarios and campaigns.
Limit on MSU in Severe Climate
	When this option is selected, MSU in a severe climate hex have two restrictions placed on them during snow turns:
?	units are unable to move  during snow turns;
?	units tracing a supply line may not trace through more than one MSU in a severe weather hex. There may be any number of MSU in the supply line, as long as no more than one of them is in a severe weather hex.
Ukraine
	The people of the USSR weren’t happy under Stalin, but the Nazis quickly made life under their rule infinitely worse. This option assumes the Germans attempted to appear as liberators during their invasion of the Soviet Union, and acted in a less horrific manner to the occupied population. Under this option, the Ukrainian separatist movement activates as an Axis minor ally when: 
?	the Germans don’t attack any Russian partisan cadre in the Ukraine;
?	Axis political points reach or exceed 65;
?	the Axis occupy both Kiev and Odessa.
	Upon activation, the Axis player is free to build up to nine Ukrainian 4-5 infantry divisions during German production. The Axis player may continue building and rebuilding Ukrainian units as long as the Axis control either Kiev or Odessa and the Axis don’t attack a Russian partisan cadre in the Ukraine. Ukrainian troops may fight anywhere and don’t surrender. If, however, the Axis player attacks any Russian partisan cadre in the Ukraine, the Ukrainian separatist movement collapses permanently and all Ukrainian troops surrender. 
	If playing War in the East, the Axis player receives six Ukrainian infantry divisions as reinforcements, as there is no German production, and he may place them in any friendly Ukrainian hexes. 
No Axis Severe Weather Reductions
	When this is selected, the requirement for the Axis player to reduce one 6-5 infantry division during each snow turn of the first winter in Russia is removed. This option is intended for use with the advanced attrition option
No Severe Weather Supply
	When this option is selected, the Axis supply range in the severe climate zone isn’t reduced during the first year of the war in Russia. In the standard game, Axis supply drops to six MP in the severe climate zone during the first year. This option is intended for use with the advanced attrition option.
War in the East/War in Europe Campaign Options
Axis Severe Weather Build Equipment (S.W.E)
	When playing the full War In Europe game, the Axis player is given the opportunity to build the additional rail and motor transport and severe weather supplies needed to avoid some of the harsh effects of the first winter in Russia. During German production, the Axis severe weather preparation build allows the Axis player to prevent German 6-5 infantry divisions in severe climate hexes from being reduced to battle groups (one per week during snow turns of the first winter). This is a one-time build, and must be purchased before Germany is at war with the Soviet Union, but not until after 1939. 
Variable Soviet Disruption
	This option introduces an unpredictable element into the early turns of the Axis attack on Russia. Rather than having the on-map Russian arms point production shut off as soon as 100 units have been lost, this option changes the cutoff level to a random value between 85 and 115.
	Neither the Axis nor Soviet player will be aware of what the trigger level of lost units is until it occurs.
Murmansk Lend Lease
	This option is designed to encourage reasonably historical behavior in the far north. The Soviet player suffers a production penalty if the Axis is able to occupy the port of Murmansk. It reflects a loss of lend lease capacity due that Axis action. During the Soviet Production Phase, newly produced Soviet production points are adjusted as follows if the Axis controls Murmansk.
Year
Points Lost
1939-41
-1
1942
-4
1943
-14
1944-45
-24


	The Soviet player will receive a boost to his production if the Axis player doesn’t successfully occupy Norway. That reflects an improved lend lease capacity if Norway remains neutral or Allied controlled. During the Soviet Production Phase, newly produced Soviet production points are adjusted as follows if the Axis doesn’t control Norway.
Year
Points Gained
1939—41
1
1942
4
1943
10
1944-45
4


Axis KG Rebuilds
	This option applies only to East front campaigns (not scenarios) and allows the Axis player to withdraw KG units from the map for rebuilding.

Editor
	WiE includes a full editor that allows players to create their own campaigns and scenarios. All elements of the game can be edited except for the core map. New unit types can be created and deployed to the map.
	One of the more common reasons for using the editor is to create a game file with a different initial set up for one or more nations. The standard scenarios and campaign game files in WiE are based on the setup requirements of the original SPI/DG rules, where some unit locations are hex-specific and others are free within certain geographic limits. The standard set ups have placed the “free” units where a prudent player would place them, given the requirements or liberties of the original set up instructions. Those locations may or may not correspond to historic locations. The editor may be used to “correct” or modify the starting set ups.
Starting an Edit Session
	From the main game menu, select “Editor.” A pop up dialog will be displayed offering you two alternatives:
	New: create a new campaign or scenario from an existing campaign or scenario
	Continue: resume editing a previously created custom campaign or scenario.
	All custom games are created by initially selecting a standard campaign or scenario. Obviously, selecting an existing game that is close to the desired final design will speed the design process.
	If “New” is selected, the standard “Select Game” dialog appears. Select the front and game type you want to create, and then select from one of the matching standard game files. A prompt will appear, asking for a title for the new game being created.
	If “Continue” is selected, the standard “Select Game” dialog appears, but only custom campaigns and scenarios can be selected. Choose a file to begin editing.
Editing Sequence
	Editing a game of WiE can be a lengthy and complicated process, depending on the degree of change from a standard game that’s required. In all cases, editing will be easiest if the standard game selected as the base when starting a new custom game is close in time and scope to the game to be created. To help guide the creation of custom games, the following suggested order of actions is provided. Not all actions will be required for each edited game.
Select a standard campaign or scenario that will serve as the base for the new game.
Back up the current unit set ups—use the “Edit Nation” dialog for each nationality to export the current unit set ups. 
Set nation alignments and access—use the “Edit Game” dialog to set each nation’s starting political status. That also sets initial ownership of hexes.
Create custom units—use the “Edit Unit Templates” dialog to define any new units.
Redeploy exiting units, add new units—use the “Move” function and the “Edit Hex” function to reassign on-map units and to add and remove units from the map.
Set hex ownership—use the map paint function to paint hex ownership for contested nations. For example, in games involving Russia after 1941, there will normally be some Russian hexes under Soviet control and some Russian hexes under Axis control.
Set rail status—use the “Edit Hex” function to change the status and gauge of rail hexes.
Set reinforcements and/or production—use the “Edit Reinforcement Tracks” dialog to set reinforcements. Use the “Edit In Progress Production” to set production that will arrive in the first few cycles of the game.
Set other data—use the various edit dialogs to review and modify any other game data that might need to be adjusted. Details can be found in each dialog.
Defining New Units
	One of the most common and crucial aspects of editing is the definition of new unit templates. The editor provides the essential tools for creating new unit templates for use in custom games. There are two parts to adding a new unit template to the game: creating the unit template data and creating the unit image.
Creating the Unit Template Data
	To create the data for a new unit type, bring up the “Edit Unit Templates” dialog by clicking on the “Units” option in the “Edit Game” dialog. See the section below for the “Edit Unit Templates” dialog for full details on how to add a new unit template. A game can have a maximum of 500 unit templates. By default, the standard unit templates are always available in any game. Those templates are the base units used in all the standard game files, and they are therefore locked from editing to ensure the standard games are always valid. The custom templates are stored inside the game file itself and aren’t shared with any other game. They can therefore be safely added, edited and removed without affecting other games.
Creating the Unit image
	When adding or editing a unit template, the program needs to be told how to draw the new unit. There are three different options available.
1. Have the program generate an image. This is the default behavior—the new unit will be assigned an unused image index between 500 and 999, and an image drawn using the current attributes.
2. Hand-draw a new image in an external paint program. If greater control of the unit visual is required, then a custom unit bitmap file can be created. This is a bitmap file that is 320 pixels wide, and between 1600 and 3200 pixels high (the required height depends on the number of custom images required). This bitmap is a grid of 32x32 unit images. An external paint program must be used to create and edit this bitmap file.
3. Use a Core unit image. If the new unit has the same visual appearance as a Core unit then enter a numeric value (between 0 and 499) in the Image: edit box.
Deleting Unit Templates
	Deleting a unit template after using that template to add some units to the current game will corrupt the game state. There must be a valid matching template for all units added to the map. If it’s necessary to delete a template after adding units from that template, first delete all the added units, then delete the template.
Editor Commands
	The editor interface is essentially the same as the normal game interface. The biggest change is the standard game command buttons are replaced with new commands for controlling the edit session. From left to right they’re as follows.
Move Units. This option allows units to be picked up and moved from one hex to another on the map. New units can’t be added and units can’t be removed. Use this to make quick changes to unit positioning.	
Edit Hex. Select this option and then click on any hex in a hex view to bring up the “View/Edit Hex” dialog. Use that to review and modify the values for any hex. Units can be added or removed from the map using this function.
Edit Options. Select this option and then click on any hex in a hex view to bring up the “View/Edit Hex” dialog. Use that to review and modify the values for any hex. Units can be added or removed from the map using this function.
Edit Game. Select this to bring up the main “Edit Game” dialog. This is the main interface for many of the editor systems.
Change Power. The editor is always displaying an initial interface for one of the current active powers. That interface mainly refers to the number and position of the defined hex views. Select this option to view or change the initial interface for one of the other powers.
Paint Map. Select this to activate the paint mode in order to quickly change the controlling power for large numbers of hexes. From the dialog that opens, select a power to assign to the left and right mouse buttons. Click the left or right button and drag over hexes in any hex view to paint those hexes with the selected power’s color.
Save. This saves the current edits to disk under the selected game name.
Quit. Leaves the editor and returns to the main menu.
Editor Dialogs
	Most editor changes are made through various dialogs. Each of those dialogs is described below.
View/Edit Hex
	The “View/Edit Hex” dialog is used to examine and modify the attributes of a single map hex. It’s also used to add or remove units from the map. Not all attributes can be changed: the core elements, such as terrain and nation, are fixed and can be viewed but not modified. The following information is available on this dialog.
Terrain: which terrain this hex contains. If the hex is inside the Arctic Circle, the Arctic checkbox will be checked.
Nation: the primary and alternative nationalities for this hex. Most hexes have only a single primary nationality. Some hexes, such as Vichy France hexes, have an alternative nationality.
Air Front: the air front to which this hex belongs.
Sea Zone: the sea zone to which this hex belongs, if any.
Climate: the climate zone to which this hex belongs.
Power: which power currently owns this hex—Axis, Allied, Soviet, Neutral or None (sea hexes).
Rail Type: the type and status of rail in this hex, if any.
ZOC: which power currently has a ZOC in this hex.
Name Type: what type of name appears in this hex.
Name: the actual name that appears in this hex
Fort: what type of fort is in this hex, if any.
Port: what type of port is in this hex, if any. If the hex contains a port,
 clicking the “Status” button will open the “Edit Port Status” dialog.
Personnel: tells if the hex is an Axis or Soviet personnel center.
Manufacturing: tells if the hex an Axis or Allied manufacturing center.
Resource: tells if the hex is an Axis or Soviet resource center.
	The bottom-left of the dialog is the “Units In Hex” list, which displays all the units currently in that hex. To add or remove a unit from the hex, click the “Edit” button below the list to bring up the “Edit Units” dialog.
Edit Units
	The “Edit Units” dialog is used to add or remove units from a location (hex, production box, air box, etc) in the game. The dialog consists of a unit list on the left, showing the units currently at the location being edited, and a “Unit Templates” list on the right, showing all the current unit types that can be placed at that location.
	To remove a unit from the edit location, highlight the unit in the units list and click “Remove.”
	To add a unit to the edit location, highlight a unit template in the “Unit Templates” list on the right, and click either the “Full” or “BG” button to add a unit of the required size.
	Click the “Edit” button below the “Unit Templates” list to bring up the “Edit Unit Templates” dialog. That dialog is used to create or modify custom unit types.
Edit Unit Templates
	The “Edit Unit Templates” dialog is used to create, edit and remove custom unit templates. The dialog consists of two lists of templates. On the left is the Core Templates list. They’re the unit templates used in all the standard games. They can’t be edited. On the right is the Custom Templates list. They’re templates specific only to that game.
	The core templates can be used in a custom campaign or scenario. It isn’t necessary to create new unit templates unless a specific change is required.
	Custom templates can be exported and imported to exchange custom units between different games.
	Clicking “Add” or “Edit” will bring up the “Edit Unit Template” dialog.
Edit Unit Template
	The “Edit Unit Template” dialog is used to create, edit and remove custom unit templates. The dialog consists of two lists of templates. On the left is the Core Templates list. These unit templates are used in all the standard games and cannot be edited. They are always available in any game.
On the right is the Custom Templates list. These are templates specific only to the current game being edited. There are two ways to create a new unit template: highlight a template in the Core Templates list, and then click copy; click ‘Add’ below the Standard Templates list. Clicking ‘Add’ or ‘Edit’ will bring up the Edit Unit Template dialog.
	Custom templates can be exported and imported to exchange custom units between different game files. Click the Import or Export buttons to do so. When importing a list of templates, the current custom templates will be lost. Below the Core Templates list is the ‘Replace’ button. This is used to quickly replace all on-map units created from one template with units created from a different template.
Edit Unit Builds
	The “Edit Unit Builds” dialog contains the information on how to build the selected unit during a Production Phase. Each unit must be assigned a build limit, which is the maximum number of units of this type that can be deployed in the game. Units can also be assigned to a “build group” to further limit the number of units than can be constructed. A unit can be a member of two different build groups.
	There are nine predefined build groups. They represent similar types of units that have an overall build limit, independent of the individual unit-build limits. For example, the German player can build 8-8, 6-10 and 7-10 units when playing with the additional units rule. Though each of those unit types has a 60-unit-limit, there’s also an overall 60-unit-limit across all three types. To review a build groups and change its limits, click the “Edit Groups” button.
	The “Build Options” list shows all the ways in which a unit can be built during production. Each entry in that list represents a unique collection of costs and cadres that can be spent during production to build such a unit. Clicking “Add” or “Edit” will open the “Edit Unit Build” dialog.
Edit Unit Build
	The “Edit Unit Build” dialog is used to set the production costs for building this unit. A unit may have several different builds available, representing different ways of constructing the unit from cadres, etc. For each unit build, the following information is required.
Units Per Build: how many units will be built if this build is scheduled during production.
Production: the cost of this build in production points (arms points for the Soviet).
Personnel: the cost of this build in personnel points.
Cycles: the number of cycles this unit takes to build.
Start Date: the first cycle during which this build can be scheduled.
End Date: the last cycle during which this build can be scheduled.
Air Crew: for Allied air units, how many aircrew are required to build this unit.
Cadre: What unit(s) are removed from the cadre pool to begin construction of this item.
Edit Build Limit groups
	The “Edit Build Limit Groups” dialog is used to review and modify the build groups used to limit construction of unit types. Locate the group you wish to change and enter a new limit.
	There are 16 build groups available, but the first nine have already been taken. To create a new build limit group, select on of the seven remaining empty slots and enter a descriptive name and maximum number of units that can be built as part of that group. 
Edit Port Status
	The “Edit Port Status” dialog is used to review and edit the status of a port on the map. The top part of the dialog is the “attributes” of the port, and it shows the name, location and type of the port. The lower part of the dialog is the current port status, and it shows all of the following.
Supply Delay: how many more turns before this port can be used for tracing supply.
Transport Delay: how many more turns before this port can be used to land friendly units.
Freezes: this port will freeze during the first five cycles of each year.
Frozen: is this port currently frozen.
Suppressed: is this port currently suppressed.
Edit Options
	The “Edit Options” dialog is a simple menu dialog providing access to the three main option editing dialogs: Valid Options, Default Options, and Attrition Options
Edit Valid Options
	The “Edit Valid Options” dialog is used to set which options will be available when starting a new game. The dialog shows all the optional rules, and disables those that are unavailable because of the front and campaign/scenario selection that’s already been made. From the remaining enabled options, check any item that should be made available when starting a new game.
Edit Default Options
	The “Edit Default Options” dialog is used to set which options will be on by default when starting a new game. The dialog shows all the optional rules, and disables those that are unavailable because of the front and campaign/scenario selection that’s been made, and because of choices made in the “Valid Options” dialog. Check any option that should on when starting a new game.
Edit Attrition Options
	The “Edit Attrition Options” dialog is used to review and modify the attrition settings when playing with the advanced attrition option. This dialog is divided into three sections.
Attrition Changes
	These values list the change in a unit’s attrition level when various actions or events occur. Entering a non-zero value for any of the following will cause units to undergoing a change in attrition level when that action or event occurs. A positive value indicates an increase in a unit’s attrition level, a negative value is a decrease.
Initial Move: value is applied if the unit moves during the Initial Movement Phase
Infantry Force March: value is applied if an infantry unit force marches.
Rail Move: value is applied if the unit moves during the Rail Movement Phase.
Sea Transport: value is applied if the unit moves during the Sea Movement Phase
Amph Assault: value is applied if the unit performs an amphibious assault during the Sea Movement Phase.
Air Transport: value is applied if the unit moves during the Air Movement Phase
Air Assault: value is applied if the unit performs an air assault during the Air Movement Phase.
Overrun: value is applied if a unit performs an overrun.
Mech Move (No Adv): value is applied if the unit moves during the Mech Movement Phase but didn’t advance after combat during the previous Combat Phase.
Mech Move (Adv): value is applied if the unit moves during the Mech Movement Phase and also performed an advance after combat in the previous Combat Phase.
Attacking: value is applied if the unit conducts an attack during the Combat Phase.
Defending: value is applied if the unit is attacked during the Combat Phase.
Combat Advance: value is applied if the unit advances during combat resolution.
Combat Retreat: value is applied it the unit retreats during combat resolution.
Major Supply, Enemy ZOC: value is applied if, at the end of a turn, the unit is in such a hex.
Major Supply, No ZOC: value is applied if, at the end of a turn, the unit is in such a hex.
Minor Supply, Enemy ZOC: value is applied if, at the end of a turn, the unit is in such a hex.
Minor Supply, No ZOC: value is applied if, at the end of a turn, the unit is in such a hex.
OOS, Enemy ZOC: value is applied if, at the end of turn, the unit is in such a hex.
OOS, no ZOC: value is applied if, at the end of a turn, the unit is in such a hex.
Captured MSU: captured MSU have their attrition level immediately set to this value.
Attrition Effects
	These values list the effects of a unit’s attrition level.
Movement Loss At: if a unit’s attrition reaches or exceeds this value, movement will be reduced.
Movement Loss: a percentage value by which movement is reduced.
ZOC Loss At: If a unit’s attrition level reaches or exceeds this value, the unit looses its ZOC in adjacent hexes.
No Forced March At: if a unit’s attrition reaches or exceeds this value, it will no longer be able to perform forced march movement.
Limit MSU Range: if true, the supply range of MSU is modified by the attrition level of the MSU.
Replacement Reduction: if true, units that take replacements (IR/MR) will suffer an increase in attrition.
Initial Values
	These values determine the initial attrition level of new units as they arrive on the map from production or reinforcement. For each of the listed nations (Germany, Russian, UK, USA, France, and everyone else) there are two values listed. The first is the base attrition level new units will have. The second is the random variation applied to each unit. For example, values of “30” for the base, and “10” for the variation, mean all new units would have an initial attrition level randomly between “20” and “40.”
Edit Game Details
	The “Edit Game Details” dialog is the central dialog for editing. Most other editing dialogs are called by options in this dialog. There are three main sections to this dialog : Game Details, Powers, and Nations.
Game Details
	At the top of the dialog is the “Game Details” section. The following attributes are set there.
Title: the name players will see when selecting this game to play.
Type: either campaign or scenario.
Front: west, east or Europe.
First Player: which player moves first on turn one.
Start Date: the turn during which play begins.
End Data: what turn is the last turn of the game.
	As well as setting the key game details, there are five other dialogs that can be called up from the “Game Details” section.
Desc: brings up the “Edit Game Description” dialog.
Victory: brings up the “Edit Victory” dialog.
Units: brings up the “Edit Unit Templates” dialog.
Rules: brings up the “Edit Special Rules” dialog.
Limits: brings up the “Edit Limits” dialog.
Powers
	Below and to the left of the “Game Details” section is the “Powers” section. Attributes for the three powers can be set using that section. At the top, the political point total can be set to the required starting value. Below that is a list showing the three powers. The Axis player is always active. In WitW games, the Soviet is always inactive. In WitE games, the Allies are always inactive. In WiE games, the Soviet may be active or neutral; use the status option below the list to set the Soviet status. Highlight a power in the list, and then set any of the following attributes.
West ATP: how many ATP are available on the west front at the start.
East ATP: how many ATP are available on the east front at the start.
South ATP: how many ATP are available on the south front at the start.
Rail Capacity: rail capacity throughout the game for this power.
Track: brings up the “Edit Reinforcements Track” dialog/
S/Bombing (Allied and Axis only): Brings up the “Edit Strategic Bombing” dialogs.
Values: brings up the “Edit Values” dialogs.
Withdrawals: brings up the “Edit Withdrawals” dialog.
Nations
	To the right of the “Powers” section is the “Nations” section. It’s a list of all the nations in the game and their current status. Highlight a nation and us the status combo box below the list to set the required status for that nation. Click the “Edit” button to bring up the “Edit Nation” dialog.
Edit Nation
	The “Edit Nation” dialog is a central dialog for setting many of the attributes for each nation in the game. There are seven different sections on that dialog.
	The “Ground” section shows all the ground units currently deployed on the map. The list shows each hex on the map and the units deployed there. Highlight an item and click the “Edit” button to bring up the “Edit Units” dialog to add or remove units from the hex. Click the Export” and “Import” buttons to save or load unit setups from disk. Click the “Remove” button to remove units from one or more areas on the map.
	The “Reinforcements” section is used to set the list of valid placement hexes. Some nations are able to redeploy dead units as reinforcements during the game. For those nations a “Dead Pile” button will appear. Click to bring up the “Edit Units” dialog and add or remove units to/from the dead pile. The “Mobilized” check box should be checked if a minor country is considered to have activated on the first turn of the game and its war deployment units have already been added to the map.
	The “Partisans” section is used to set the size of the Axis garrison that must be stationed in this country after the Axis occupies it. The “Lib. Imminent” option is used to control the status of the liberation imminent rule as follows.
Active: liberation imminent has been declared and is currently active for this nation.
Ask: liberation imminent will be prompted during the Allied turn.
Done: liberation imminent has occurred for this nation and it won’t check for it again.
Declined: liberation imminent has been declined by the Allied player and it won’t be checked for again.
Inactive: liberation imminent hasn’t yet been triggered.
	The “Air section is used to set the AP and paratroop units for each front. Enter the number of AP on each front into the appropriate edit box, and click the “Air Box” buttons for each front to bring up the “Edit Units” dialog to add or remove paratroop units into the current air box.
	The “Naval” section shows all the navies defined for this nation during the game. Click “Add” or “Edit” to bring up the “Edit Navy” dialog and set the attributes and values for a navy.
	The “Replacement Points” section is used to set the starting number of IR and MR points in each front.
	The “Production” section is used to set various values for the production system. The “Start Points” and “Start Pers” values set the initial values for those pools. The “War Points” and “War Pers” values are only for the USSR, and define the points added to the Soviet pools once the Soviet Union enters the war. The “Air Crew” edit box sets the initial value for UK air crew. Click the “IPP” button to bring up the “Edit In-Progress Production” dialog. Click the “Cadre” button to bring up the “Edit Cadre” dialog. Click the “Siberia” button to bring up the “Edit Siberia” dialog (USSR only). Use the “Export” and “Import” buttons to save and load production info to disk for sharing between games.
Edit Reinforcement Hexes
	The “Edit Reinforcement Hexes” dialog is used to review and modify the hexes available for placement of newly arrived units of the nation currently being edited. There are two types of placement hex: personnel centers and standard map hexes. The default for Germany and Russia is to use personnel centers as the basis for placement hexes. For all other nations the default is to use map hexes. In scenarios, Germany will often use map hexes rather than personnel centers.
	If a nation should use personnel centers for placement in the game being edited, select the required type from the options at the top of the dialog.
	If a nation should use map hexes for placement in the game being edited, enter the hex IDs for each hex that’s valid in this game. Since several nations can use any home city as a valid placement hex, you can use the “Add Cities” option to quickly fill the hex list.
Edit Navy
	The “Edit Navy” dialog is used to review and modify the attributes of each navy associated with the nation currently being edited. The following attributes can be set, though not all possible changes are valid. (For example, adding a “subs” capability to the French navy will have no effect.)
Capabilities: what capabilities does this navy possess.
Points: with how many points of each type does this navy begin the game.
Sea Zones: what sea zones does this navy have access to at the start of the game. The actual sea zones a navy may enter can be updated during game play to reflect changing circumstances. For example, the Allied fleet begins each game with access to the Western Mediterranean. If Gibraltar falls to the Axis, that access is lost.
Edit In Progress Production
	The “Edit In Progress Production” dialog is used to review and modify the production of units that’s already begun when the game starts. On the left of the dialog is a list of units and points completing production. On the right is a list of units and points that can be added.
	To add or remove a unit or point from the production track, first select a strategic cycle from the combo box in the top-center of the dialog. The left list will update to show all units that will complete production that cycle. Highlight a unit in the right-hand list and click the upper “<<” arrow to add a full-strength unit of that type into the arriving production list. Click the lower “<<” button to add a reduced-strength (BG/KG) unit to the arriving production list.
Edit Cadre
	The “Edit Cadre” dialog is used to review and modify the current pool of units available as cadres in the production process. On the left of the dialog is a list of units and points in the cadre pool. On the right is a list of units and points that can be added.
	To add or remove a unit or point to/from the pool, highlight a unit in the right-hand list and click the upper “<<” arrow to add a full-strength unit of that type. Click the lower “<<” button to add a reduced-strength (BG/KG) unit.
Edit Siberia
	The “Edit Siberia” dialog is used to review and modify Soviet production centers and units in Siberia. The top of the dialog contains three edit boxes that can be used to set the number permanent arms centers, training centers, and personnel centers in Siberia. Below the permanent centers are the relocated arms and training centers. Relocated centers are at “Ready,” “1 Cycle,” or “2 Cycles.”
	The bottom of the dialog contains two unit lists. The left list is the pool of Siberian reinforcements that become available during the winter of 1941 for deployment on the map. The right list is the pool of units that have arrived from the Soviet production system and are ready to enter the map from an east-edge hex during a Rail Movement Phase.
Edit Game Description
	The “Edit Game Description” dialog is used to enter in the text that will describe the game situation and the victory conditions on the “Select Game” screen
Edit Victory
	The “Edit Victory” dialog is used to set the various conditions for determining victory in the game. There are two types of victory, depending on when the victory total is checked.
At End of Turn: the Victory point total is checked at the end of every turn to see if one side has achieved victory. The game may end before the last scheduled turn.
At End of Game: victory point totals aren’t checked until the last game turn has been played. The game can’t end until the last scheduled turn has been played.
	Victory is determined by comparing the current victory total against the defined victory levels. One total is set for the Axis and one of the Allies/Soviets. Enter a value and select a condition to set the victory levels for each side.
	Victory points can be awarded for four different events during the game. Enter in the details for each required event in the appropriate list or edit box.
Axis Controlled Hexes: for each listed hex, the specified number of points are added or subtracted from the victory total if that hex is Axis controlled at the time of the check.
Allied/Soviet Controlled Hexes: for each listed hex, the specified number of points are added or subtracted from the victory total if that hex is Allied or Soviet controlled at the time of the check.
Surrenders: for each listed nation, the specified number of points are added or subtracted if that nation has surrendered at the time of the check.
Units Lost: for each unit lost or reduced, adjust the victory total by the specified amount.
Edit Special Rules
	The “Edit Special Rules” dialog is used to select which of the available special conditions are to be applied to the game. The options are as follows.
No Soviet East Front Air Allocation on turn one.
No Axis East Front Air Allocation on turn one.
No Axis South Front Air Allocation on turn one.
Axis Blitz Bonus: Axis forces pay only one MP to enter EZOC on turn one.
Freeze West and South Fronts (first two turns): Intended for use in the ‘43 WiE campaign, to allow the starting forces to correctly ‘align’ between the fronts (the matching WitW and WitE campaigns have slightly different start dates).
Freeze East Front (first two turns): Intended for use in the ‘44 WiE Campaign, to allow the starting forces to correctly align between the fronts (the matching WitW and WitE campaigns have slightly different start dates).
Axis APs target Soviet Airfields (first turn of total war): Intended for use in the ‘39, ‘40 and ‘41 WiE campaigns, and the ‘41 WitE campaign. When active, the German air force is assumed to target the Soviet air force on the first turn of a DoW with Russia. No APs for either side can be assigned to missions other that air superiority on the East front. For each 4 Axis APs assigned to air superiority on the turn of DoW, 1 Soviet AP is immediately destroyed.
Check for “Shock of War” Soviet Collapse: Intended for use in the ‘41 WitE campaign or scenario. When active, if the Axis can capture 1 or more Soviet PC Centers on turn 1, 2 or more on turn 2, 3 or more by turns 3 or 4, or 4 or more by turn 5 then the Soviet government collapses and the Axis win immediately. The intent is to prevent a wholesale Soviet retreat.
Edit Game Limits
	The “Edit Game Limits” dialog is used to review and modify some of the rules limits imposed on the game. The top/left displays the air superiority limits for each of the major powers on each of the three fronts. The values entered there set the maximum number of AP that can be committed to air superiority in each air allocation phase. The Top-right shows two values used in air combat resolution.
Air Combat: this value determines how many AP are required to guarantee an enemy AP is lost during air combat. Raising this value makes air combat less deadly; lowering this number increases air combat losses.
Loss Ratio: this value determines the ratio by which the winner of air combat must exceed the loser in order to afflict additional losses on the loser’s air points. Raising this value makes combat less deadly; lowering it make it more deadly.
	The Middle section of the dialog shows the limits on units in various theaters of war.
Axis/Finland: how many Axis units may be based in Finland prior to Leningrad falling.
Germany/Africa: how many German units can be in North Africa.
Italy/Africa: how many Italian units can be in North Africa.
	The bottom section of the dialog is used to view and change the values for rail repair and conversion for each power. Select a power from the drop down list and then select one of the following options.
Move Pts: set the movement point allowance for RRP units by weather/climate.
Repair: set the cost to repair a single cut rail hex
Convert: set the cost to repair a single “other gauge” rail hex. An entry of “-1” for any repair or convert value means “not allowed.”
Edit Axis Strategic Bombing
	The “Edit Axis Strategic Bombing” dialog displays information about the state of the Axis defense against the Allied strategic bombing campaign. At the top of the dialog are three air front boxes. Use them to set the number of AP on each front currently assigned to interceptor duties.
	Below that is the “Transfers” button. Clicking it will bring up a dialog showing the maximum number of AP that can be transferred to interceptor duty each cycle. This is a “per cycle” dialog. See the item at the end of this rules section for more information on the such dialogs.
	At the bottom of the dialog is the current status of the Allied bombing effort. On the left is a list of all the German resource and manufacturing centers. Select a center and click the “Toggle Hit” button to add or remove a hit. To the right is a list of hexes that have received Transport hits. Enter a hex ID (for example, “B3507”) and click “Add Hex” to add another transport hit.
Edit Allied Strategic Bombing
	The “Edit Allied Strategic Bombing” dialog details the state of the Allied bomber forces. The top of the dialog contains the details for each of the three Allied bomber bases in the game. Set the location and number of bombers and escorts for each base here. The date on which each base first becomes available for deployment on the map can also be edited here.
	At the bottom-left of the dialog are the unallocated values. Set the number of bombers and escorts that haven’t yet been allocated to a base here. At the bottom right are the various cycle values for the Allied bomber forces. They’re “per cycle” values. See the item at the end of this rules section for more information on the such dialogs. Also in the bottom-left is the current Allied Bombing Accuracy value.
Edit Axis Values
	The “Edit Axis Information” dialog is used to review and modify settings that are specific to the Axis player. The current number of lost/destroyed Finnish units can be entered here for WiE and WitE games starting after 1941. That value is used to determine how close the Finns are to surrendering. The rest of the options on that dialog are “per cycle” values. See the item at the end of this rules section for more information on the such dialogs.
Edit Allied Values
	The “Edit Allied Values” is used to review and modify various cycle-based production values. The options on this dialog are “per cycle” values. See the item at the end of this rules section for more information on the such dialogs.
Edit Soviet Values
	The “Edit Soviet Values” is used to review and modify various cycle-based values. The two edit boxes on those dialogs are used to enter the production (arms) and personnel points the Soviet player will receive during At Peace Production Phases. The other options on this dialog are “per cycle” values. See the item at the end of this rules section for more information on such dialogs.
Edit Reinforcements
	The “Edit Reinforcements” dialog is used to review and modify the reinforcement tracks used to control the arrival of new units for nations that have no production capacity in the current game. There are actually four reinforcement tracks available for editing as follows.
Axis: reinforcements for Axis nations. 
Soviet: reinforcements for Soviet nations.
Allied: reinforcements for Allied nations. These reinforcements arrive even if the Allied Production option is active, and they’re not affected by the results of the U-boat war if Allied Production’ isn’t active.
SW Allied: reinforcements for Allied nations. These reinforcements are ignored if Allied Production is active. These reinforcements can be delayed or brought forward based on the results of the U-boat war in games with Allied Production turned off.
	When working with the two Allied tracks, the general rule is to place French and CW Suez units on the Allied Track, and all other UK and US units on the SW Allied Track.
	To add or remove a unit or point on a reinforcement track, select a turn and power at the top of the dialog. The “Points and Units” lists show any current points and units arriving on this turn. 
	There are two types of reinforcements: units and points. Units are placed directly onto hexes on the map when they arrive; points are allocated to a specified pool when they arrive. The dialog contains a “Points” section with a list of arriving points and possible points, and a “Units” section with a list of arriving units and possible units. To add a point or unit, highlight an item in a list on the right side of the dialog and click the “<<” button. To remove a unit or point, highlight an item in a list on the left side of the dialog and click the “-” or “remove” buttons.
Edit Withdrawals
	The “Edit Withdrawals” dialog is used to review and modify scheduled withdrawals of units during a game. The main display is a list of all current withdrawals. Each item in the list represents the withdrawals for one game turn. Each entry on the list consists of four columns of information as follows.
The turn of the withdrawal.
The nation from which the withdrawal must take place.
How many units need to be withdrawn.
How many units have been withdrawn so far.
	Clicking “Add,” or highlighting a withdrawal in the list, and clicking “Edit” will open the “Edit Turn Withdrawals” dialog.
Edit Turn Withdrawals
	The “Edit Turn Withdrawals” dialog is used the review and modify the withdrawals for a single turn. At the top-left of the dialog is the power to which the withdrawal applies and the date on which the withdrawal will occur. At the top-right is the nation from which the units must be withdrawn, and an option to indicate all Italian units are being withdrawn as part of that withdrawal. That option is intended for use in WitE games where the Allied invasion of Italy is abstract, since Italy proper is not actively in play.
	At the bottom-left is a list of the unit types that need to be withdrawn that turn. At the bottom-right is a list of unit types that can be added to the list of units to be withdrawn.
“Per Cycle” Values 
	There are several dialogs used in the editor that show a numeric value on a “per cycle” basis. Though those various dialogs are displaying different information, they all work identically: the dialog contains an edit field for each cycle in the game. The following dialogs are all used to edit cycle variables:
Production Multiples (Axis/UK/US/Soviet);
Personnel Multiples (Axis/UK/US/Soviet);
UK Air Crew;
WitW Axis Production Penalties;
WitW Axis Pol. Pt Adjustments;
Allied Bomber Production Limits; 
Allied Transfer Limits;
Allied Escort Range; and
Axis Interceptor Limits.

